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Figure 118.  Worked shell “tinkler” beads from the Shoal Bay East site (AL19-SE), AAHS 
 collection. 
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 collection. 
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Figure 133.  View of the natural spring adjacent to the Lockrum site (AL21-LO). 
Figure 134.  Late Ceramic applique lug adorno and broad line incision decorated ceramics from 
 the Lockrum site (AL21-LO), AAHS collection. 
 
Figure 135.  Ground stone calcirudite zemis from the Lockrum site (AL21-LO), AAHS 
collection. 
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Figure 147.  Close up view of aggregated artifacts collected by the AAHS at the Whitehead’s 
 Bluff site (AL33-WB) (photograph coutesy of Nik Douglas).  Note ground stone axe poll 
 fragment in hand. 
 
Figure 148.  General view of the AAP testing of the Whitehead’s Bluff site (AL33-WB) in 1993, 
 facing west.  Note low, windswept vegetation and rocky coastline in the right distance. 
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Figure 149.  General view of one possible house ring recorded by the AAHS at the Whitehead’s 
 Bluff site (AL33-WB) as seen in 1993, facing northeast.  Note small pack marks the 
center  of the circular ring of stones and small flags mark each stone in outline. 
 
Figure 150.  Flaked stone weathered chert cores from the Whitehead’s Bluff site (AL33-WB), 
 AAHS collection. 
 
Figure 151.  Flaked stone weathered limestone cores and core tools (perforators? at top) from the 
 Whitehead’s Bludd site (AL33-WB), AAHS collection. 
 
Figure 152.  Ground stone axe poll fragment from the Whitehead’s Bluff site (AL33-WB), 
AAHS  collection. 
 
Figure 153.  Ground stone hammerstones from the Whitehead’s Bluff site (AL33-WB), AAHS 
 collection.  Note clear facetted end on left specimen. 
 
Figure 154.  Ground stone mortar fragment from the Whitehead’s Bluff site (AL33-WB), AAHS 
 collection.  Note deep pit. 
 
Figure 155.  Ground stone large bead from the Whitehead’s Bluff site (AL33-WB), AAHS 
 collection. 
 
Figure 156.  Worked shell vessels from the Whitehead’s Bluff site (AL33-WB), AAHS 
 collections.  
  
Figure 157.  Worked shell celts from the Whitehead’s Bluff site (AL33-WB), AAHS and AAP 
 collections.  
 
Figure 158.  Worked shell celt fragment from the Whitehead’s Bluff site (AL33-WB) 
radiocarbon  dated to 3240 B.P., or 1290 B.C., AAHS collection.  Note upper portion removed 
for  dating. 
 
Figure 159.  Worked shell celt preforms from the Whitehead’s Bluff site (AL33-WB), AAHS 
 collection. 
 
Figure 160.  Use-modified coral from the Whitehead’s Bluff site (AL33-WB), AAHS collection. 
 
Figure 161.  General view of the sand mining in the area of the Windward Point Bay site (AL34-
 WN), facing east.  Note ocean in far right distance and Scrub Island in far distance. 
   
Figure 162.  Close up view of the entrance of Tanglewood Cave (AL36-TC). 
 
Figure 163.  Amblyrhiza inundata claw, teeth and bone fragments from paleontological 
 excavation in Tanglewood Cave (AL36-TC), AAHS collection. 
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Figure 164.  Late Ceramic thickened rim and body sherds from paleontological excavation in 
 Tanglewood Cave (AL36-TC), AAHS collection. 
 
Figure 165.  Ground stone green limestone (tephrite) celt fragment from paleontological 
 excavation in Tanglewood Cave (AL36-TC), AAHS collection. 
 
Figure 166.  Flaked stone chert flakes from paleontological excavation in Tanglewood Cave 
 (AL36-TC), AAHS collection. 
 
Figure 167.  Ground stone limestone and coral ornaments from paleontological excavation in 
 Tanglewood Cave (AL36-TC), AAHS collection.  Note parrot-like zoomorphic form of  
 limestone specimen (top) and possible anthropomorphic form of the coral specimen 
 (bottom).  
  
Figure 168.  Worked shell ornaments from paleontological excavation in Tanglewood Cave 
 (AL36-TC), AAHS collection. 
 
Figure 169.  Human mandible (lower jaw) from paleontological excavation in Tanglewood Cave 
 (AL36-TC), AAHS collection. 
 
Figure 170.  General view of the Flowers Avenue site (AL39-FA), facing northeast. 
 
Figure 171.  Ground stone axe with expanding poll from the Flowers Avenue site (AL39-FA), 
 AAHS collection. 
 
Figure 172.  Flaked stone probable Antigua chert blade from the Flowers Avenue site (AL39-
FA),  AAHS collection. 
 
Figure 173.  Worked shell celt preform from the Sherrick’s Bay site (AL41-SC), AAHS 
 collection. 
 
Figure 174.  Aerial view of area around Great Bay and Stoney Bay on the south coast of Dog 
 Island.  Note Great Bay salt pond between the bays and low ridge running below it. 
 
Figure 175.  General view of the Great Bay salt pond, facing southeast. 
 
Figure 176.  General area of possible preceramic site between site nos. 1 and 2 on Dog Island, 
 facing north.  
 
Figure 177.  Flaked stone chert blade possible projectile point from between site nos. 1 and 2 on 
 Dog Island, AAHS collection. 
 
Figure 178.  Flaked stone limestone cores and core tools from between site nos. 1 and 2 on Dog 
 Island, AAP collection.  
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Figure 179.  Late Ceramic straight rim sherd from site no. 5 on Dog Island, AAP collection. 
 
Figure 180.  General view of the area of site nos. 6 and 7 on Dog Island, facing east. 
 
Figure 181.  Late Ceramic straight and thickened rim and body sherds from site no. 7 on Dog 
 Island, AAP collection.  
 
Figure 182.  Flaked stone limestone and weathered possible Antigua chert cores from site no. 6 
 on Dog Island, AAP collection.  
 
Figure 183.  Worked shell celt from “near eastern stone wall” on Dog Island, AAHS collection. 
 
Figure 184.  Worked shell fragmentary mouth plaque from near “eastern stone wall” on Dog 
 Island, AAHS collection.  This represents an insert for a wooden or stone zemi. 
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INTRODUCTION 
 
 This report summarizes laboratory and field work conducted in Anguilla, British West 

Indies, by the University of Maine at Farmington Archaeological Research Center (UMF ARC) 

from December, 1992 to June, 1993, and then intermittent report preparation thereafter (Figure 

1).  The Anguilla Archaeological Project (AAP) was initiated at the invitation of the Anguilla 

Archaeological and Historical Society (AAHS) in association with the Anguilla Ministry of 

Education and the Environment.  The work was funded through a grant from the United Nations 

Development Programme (UNDP).  The purpose of the project was to inventory and analyze the 

collections of the AAHS, and in the process, establish a working chronology for Amerindian 

occupation of the island.  

 Over 50,000 prehistoric Amerindian specimens were inventoried during the AAP, 

selected specimens were photographed, and limited field work was undertaken to ascertain 

various details about 42 prehistoric Amerindian sites recorded on Anguilla and Scrub islands 

(Figure 2) and other sites located on Dog Island as well.  Occupied as early as 3700 years ago, or 

ca. 1650 B.C., Anguilla and nearby smaller islands were the scene of small-scale and presumably 

intermittent occupation over most of the span of prehistory.  Some of the known prehistoric sites 

can be dated on the basis of diagnostic, time-sensitive artifacts in the AAHS collection and a 

small number of absolute radiocarbon dates obtained by the AAHS prior to the AAP and others 

obtained during the course of the AAP.  These dates not only roughly fix the beginning of 

occupation in Anguilla, but they have also established that the Amerindian occupation of the 

island became much more substantial at about 1300-1400 years ago, or ca. A.D. 600-700.  After 

this time, it seems virtually certain that the Amerindians were permanent residents of Anguilla  
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Figure 1. Location of Anguilla in the eastern Caribbean. 
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Figure 2.  Distribution of prehistoric Amerindian sites in Anguilla.
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throughout late prehistory, probably up until the time that Europeans and Africans first arrived in 

the 1500s and thereafter. 

 Almost all of the artifacts in the AAHS collection are associated with variably accurate 

provenience information.  At the very least, all items can be attributed to the general surface of 

particular archaeological sites.  More specific detail is available in some cases, however.  For 

example, materials recovered by the AAHS during reasonably controlled salvage excavations at 

the Rendezvous Bay Site (AL2-RZ) provide more valuable provenience information that can be 

used to help reconstruct archaeological context. 

 In addition to cataloging the AAHS collections, the UMF ARC also conducted 

preliminary subsurface testing at two sites, including Forest North (AL20-FN) and Whitehead’s 

Bluff (AL33-WB).  For the purposes of this report, materials recovered during these systematic 

excavations are included as part of the general AAHS collection and are included in this report. 

 From the outset, the goal of the inventory and catalog project was to produce a database 

for the collection that would serve both the interests of the AAHS and the new National Museum 

as well as the regional archaeological community.  Prior to the AAP, the collection had not been 

studied by professional archaeologists with the exception of brief perusals by visiting scientists.  

In some cases, the importance of the collection was overlooked because of perceived problems 

with the provenience of the artifacts, but as described more fully below, all artifact samples 

related to known sites are significant sources of information about the prehistoric Amerindian 

occupation of Anguilla.   

 The primary objective from the beginning of the project was to treat the individual site 

samples for what they were, nonsystematic surface collections, and at the same time extract as  
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Table 1. Pottery and Shell Artifacts Recovered from Archaeological Sites in Anguilla by the 
Island Resources Foundation in 1979. 
            

ARTIFACT TYPE: 
POTTERY       SHELL     
FRIM= FOLDED OR THICKENED RIM   CELT= CELT     
SRIM= STRAIGHT RIM     ADOR= ADORNMENT   
HAND= HANDLE      WORK= WORKED    
BASE= BASE       UMOD= UNMODIFIED   
GRID= GRIDDLE             
BODY= BODY            
              
NOTE: ONE UTILIZED CORAL ARTIFACT AND FOUR HISTORIC CERAMIC FRAGMENTS 

RECOVERED BY IRF IN 1979  WERE NOT TABLULATED.     
     

 

 

IRF 1979 COLLECTION             
POTTERY AND SHELL ARTIFACTS          
              
 POTTERY     SHELL     TOTAL 
SITE FRIM SRIM HAND BASE GRID BODY CELT ADOR WORK UMOD   
AL02-RZ 1 4  3 7 65      80 
AL03-SG 32 56 3 7 5 330   3 3  439 
AL08-SH 4 4  3 8 4 1 1 1   26 
AL09-CV  10  2  44      56 
AL10-MA 2 5  7 3 10      27 
AL13-MB  8  4 2 109 1  1   125 
AL14-BB 15 16  19 11 75   1   137 
AL18-LH 16 7  13 16 173 1  1   227 
TOTAL 70 110 3 58 52 810 3 1 7 3  1117 
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Table 2. Flaked Stone Artifacts Recovered from Archaeological Sites in Anguilla by the Island 
Resources Foundation in 1979. 
 

SITE CORE    CORT UTFL   UNIF FLKE      
 CH QZ GL UN UN CH QZ GL GL CH QZ GL UN  TOTAL 
AL02-RZ   2        1 2   5 
AL03-SG  1 4 1    1    1   8 
AL08-SH   4   1  1 1  1 1   9 
AL09-CV   1            1 
AL10-MA               0 
AL13-MB 2  2   1         5 
AL14-BB 1  1    1        3 
AL18-LH 1  9 1 1 1    1  4 2  20 
TOTAL 4 1 23 2 1 3 1 2 1 1 2 8 2  51 
                
                

 
ARTIFACT TYPE:     RAW MATERIAL:  
CORE= CORE     CH= CHERT   
CORT= CORE TOOL    QZ= QUARTZ-LIKE  
UTFL= UTILIZED    FLAKE     GL= GREEN LIMESTONE  
UNIF= UNIFACE     UN= UNKNOWN 
FLKE= FLAKE        
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Table 3. Ground Stone Artifacts Recovered from Archaeological Sites in Anguilla by the Island 
Resources Foundation in 1979. 
 

GROUND STONE ARTIFACTS          
             
SITE CELT FRAG HMST PEST MRTR WHET ZEMI ZFRG BPR2 LUNM   
 UN GL UN UN UN UN CR CR      CA   TOTAL 
AL02-RZ   1         1 
AL03-SG        1        1         2 
AL08-SH 1  1 1 1 1   1 1  7 
AL09-CV  1        1  2 
AL10-MA            0 
AL13-MB         1 1  2 
AL14-BB            0 
AL18-LH  2     1   1  4 
TOTAL 1 3 2 1 1 1 1 1 3 4  18 
             

ARTIFACT TYPE:    RAW MATERIAL: 
CELT= CELT     CA= CALCITE 
FRAG= CELT FRAGMENT   CR= CALCIRUDITE 
HMST= HAMMERSTONE   GL= GREEN LIMESTONE   
PEST= PESTLE    UN= UNKNOWN 
MRTR= MORTAR   
WHET= WHETSTONE   
ZEMI= ZEMI   
ZFRG= ZEMI FRAGMENT   
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much information from the materials as possible.  The categorization and analysis of the AAHS 

collections has enabled establishment of a prehistoric chronology for the island and it provides a 

solid platform for future research.    

PREVIOUS INVESTIGATIONS 
 
 The first recorded archaeological investigation in Anguilla was conducted in 1979 by 

Island Resources Foundation of St. Thomas.  A resource mapping project, sponsored by the 

Eastern Caribbean Natural Area Management Program, led to a cursory survey of the island's 

archaeological resources by an "interdisciplinary team of archaeologists, anthropologists and 

historians" (IRF 1980, cited in Douglas 1986:17).  Prior to this, the only apparent professional 

notice of Anguilla's prehistory was an 1869 report of a shell axe found in a shipment of 

phosphate from Anguilla, recovered during guano mining of Cavannagh Cave (Cope 1869).    

 The four-day IRF visit resulted in the identification of 19 previously unknown prehistoric 

archaeological sites (Dick et al. 1980).  As can be pieced together from the one published article 

and trip notes by members of the "team", IRF's brief survey included a combination of 

unsystematic surface collection and auger coring at a number of sites.  Following the survey, the 

recovered remains were taken to St. Thomas for more thorough analysis, which unfortunately 

never took place.  Several years later in the mid 1980s, Mr. Nik Douglas, then secretary of the 

AAHS, negotiated the repatriation of the artifacts.  The IRF collection was finally analyzed as 

part  

of the recently completed artifact inventory and catalog project.  The IRF collection includes a 

total of 1,191 artifacts recovered from eight of the identified sites (Tables 1-3).  In the IRF report 

to the Government of Anguilla (IRF 1980, cited in Douglas 1986) and the article published by 
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survey team members (Dick et al. 1980), reference is made to artifacts not in the existing 

collection, suggesting that some artifacts were not returned to the AAHS.  Despite the poorly 

documented status of this collection, it does include specimens from three sites which since have 

been destroyed by hotel or other development, including the Crocus Bay (AL07-CB), Maunday's 

Bay (AL10-MA), and Mead's Bay (AL13-MB) sites.  In these cases, the IRF collections are very 

significant in that they represent the only substantial information available for these sites. 

 Fortunately for the cultural heritage of Anguilla, the AAHS was formed soon after the 

IRF study in 1981 and it soon became an important factor in Anguillian research.  Since its 

inception, the AAHS has received artifacts that have been largely donated from individual 

surface collections, or recovered during a few society-sponsored salvage excavations.  Prehistoric 

Amerindian artifacts comprise the large majority of the collection, though several sites have 

produced some historic European artifacts as well.   Nik Douglas, who has personally surveyed 

nearly all of the habitable areas on the island, has donated the vast majority of the AAHS artifacts 

and he identified at least a dozen of the 42 sites now known (Figure 3).   Douglas collected a 

large portion of the collection himself and acted as its steward until the recent development of the 

National Museum archives.   He was a founding member of the AAHS, and edited the first 

AAHS Review (Douglas 1986) which summarizes the Society’s efforts up to 1985-1986.  He 

later  

brought international attention to the island’s Amerindian heritage, having presented papers at 

regional archaeological meetings that were later published (e.g., Douglas 1990, 1991).  

In 1986, the AAHS invited David R. Watters of the Carnegie Museum of Natural History 

(CNMH) to conduct the first systematic excavations on the island (Figure 4).  Watters excavated 
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at three different sites that year, including The Fountain (AL1-FC) (Petersen and Watters 1991; 

Watters 1991), Rendezvous Bay (AL2-RZ) (Watters and Petersen 1991) and Sandy Ground 

 

Figure 3. Nik Douglas and visiting Anguillians at the Rendezvous Bay site (AL2-RZ) in 1986 
during AAHS excavations (photograph courtesy Nik Douglas 
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Figure 4. Dr. David Watters (at left) visiting the AAHS salvage excavations at Rendezvous Bay 
site (AL2-RZ) in 1986 (photograph courtesy of Nik Douglas) 
 

(AL3-SG).  This work produced the first ‘absolute’ radiocarbon chronology for Anguillian sites, 

although during this general period the AAHS also obtained several other radiocarbon dates 

itself.  Watters obtained 12 radiocarbon dates from the Fountain and Rendezvous Bay, ranging in 

age from A.D. 400-A.D. 1290, establishing a minimal range of occupation for Anguilla from the 

Late-Terminal Saladoid to the post-Saladoid periods, chronological terms described further 

below.   

 Watters, Petersen and James B. Richardson returned to Anguilla in April, 1992, to follow 

up Watters’ previous work, specifically to study portions of the site samples obtained by Watters 

but left in Anguilla in the care of the AAHS.  Thereafter, later in 1992, Nik Douglas and the 
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AAHS contacted James B. Petersen and invited him to help inventory and catalog their 

collection.  Petersen, then Director of the UMF ARC, previously had been working on Anguillian 

materials excavated by Watters since 1986-1987.  The AAHS received support for the project 

through a UNDP Natural Resource Management Grant to the Government of Anguilla.  Petersen 

initiated the AAP in December, 1992, with the assistance of co-author Crock, then a Research 

Supervisor at the UMF ARC.  Crock traveled to Anguilla in December, 1992, and remained there 

until June, 1993, assisted by Petersen over the course of several visits in 1993. 
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CULTURAL AND ENVIRONMENTAL CONTEXT 
 

Anguilla is a small, relatively flat limestone island with an area of 55 square km and a 

maximum elevation of only 65 m.  It is the northernmost major island in the Lesser Antillean 

chain, an archipelago extending roughly 800 km northward from the island of Grenada (see 

Figure 1).  Anguilla lies 12 km north of its closest neighbor, St. Martin, and approximately 250 

km east of Puerto Rico, the closest Greater Antillean island.  To the west lies the Anegada 

Passage, a stretch of open water about 100 km wide that separates the Lesser Antilles from the 

Virgin Islands and the Greater Antilles.  Several smaller islands lie to the north and east of 

Anguilla, including Dog Island some 20 km to the northwest, and Scrub Island, less than one km 

to the east. 

 Geologically, the Lesser Antilles are comprised of both volcanic and limestone islands.  

A single volcanic arc comprises the southern Lesser Antilles, or Windward Islands.  In the 

northern Lesser Antilles, or Leeward Islands, the arc consists of an inner chain of high volcanic 

islands and an outer chain of low, limestone islands, such as Anguilla and Barbuda, among 

others.  Many of the major environmental differences that exist among Lesser Antillean islands, 

such as average rainfall, soil fertility and extent of reef development, among others, ultimately 

can be attributed to this limestone/volcanic distinction.  These differences were largely 

responsible for the differential availability of water and terrestrial resources exploited by 

Amerindians, and undoubtedly played an important role in structuring some aspects of interisland 

exchange and interaction. 

Successful adaptation to the insular Caribbean environment also meant living with natural 

disasters, as it does today.  The annual threat of tropical storms, and direct hits from periodic 
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hurricanes undoubtedly had an impact on Amerindian populations.  Hurricane-related sea surges 

likely were very destructive at times, particularly on low islands like Anguilla, where the most 

preferred prehistoric habitation areas seemingly are less than 2 m above sea-level in general.  The 

impact of these storms has been previously recognized in the archaeological record of Anguilla 

(Watters and Petersen 1991) and was witnessed recently (e.g., Hurricane Donna in 1965, 

hurricanes Luis and Marilyn in 1995), when great damage was done in Anguilla.   

Anguilla's limestone bedrock and low elevation also are responsible for its limited arable 

land (less than 3 sq. km) and low annual rainfall (ca. 100 cm/year) which interfere with 

agricultural production and can cause serious droughts and even famines, like the one recorded 

on the island in 1890.  These hazards are partly countered by the abundance of maritime 

resources.  The Anguilla Bank is one of the most productive reef systems in the Caribbean and 

maritime resources must have been an attractive factor to the prehistoric Amerindians. 

Relatively little paleoenvironmental information is available for the broad insular 

Caribbean, especially as it relates to changing climatic conditions and correlative effects on local 

vegetation and terrestrial resources during the past 6,000 years, the span of known human 

occupation on the islands of the Caribbean.  Notably, the driest time within this period occurred 

about 2500 to 1500 years ago, or ca. 600 B.C.-A.D. 400 (Brenner et al. 1993).  Anguilla was 

apparently covered with forest and other vegetation before the arrival of Europeans and Africans, 

but this vegetation was seriously degraded thereafter (Harris 1965).  The terrestrial fauna has 

certainly changed over time as well, including various local extinctions, some before the span of 

human occupation and some afterwards (McFarlane 1991). 
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The development and maintenance of relationships with communities on other islands 

was critical to the successful adaptation of Amerindian populations to these Caribbean island 

environments, likely from the first settlement onward, but clearly from at least 2500 years ago 

onward, or after ca. 500 B.C.  Caribbean prehistory during the long span of Amerindian 

occupation can be divided into four broad periods, with differential representation, initiation and 

termination on an island-to-island basis depending on various factors over the period from about 

6000 years ago to 500 years ago, or ca. 4000 B.C.-A.D. 1500.  In general, these periods include: 

1) the so-called Lithic period (or age), ca. 4000-2000 B.C.; 2) the Archaic period (or age), ca 

2000-500 B.C. (and later in some settings); 3) the Saladoid (or Early Ceramic) period (or age), 

ca. 500 B.C.-A.D. 600, where it is represented; and 4) the Post-Saladoid (or Late Ceramic, or 

Ostionoid) period (or age), ca. A.D. 600-1500 (see Rouse 1992; Wilson 1997) 

 A general prehistoric chronology can be constructed for Anguilla based on  

an analysis of AAHS surface collections, AAHS excavations, the limited systematic excavations 

by the UMF ARC, and the earlier work of others (Crock et al. 1995; Douglas 1985, 1991; 

Watters 1991; Watters and Petersen 1991).  At least two preceramic, Archaic period sites are 

known on Anguilla, Whitehead’s Bluff (AL33-WB) and Flowers Avenue (AL39-FA), with the 

former dated to ca. 1700-1300 B.C. (Crock et al. 1995).  Additional preceramic sites undoubtedly 

exist on the island, many of them perhaps overlain by Ceramic period deposits.  At least one 

preceramic site also exists on Dog Island, one of Anguilla’s larger offshore cays.  Archaic 

preceramic groups were hunter-gatherers who lived from native resources without dependence on 

cultivated crops and domesticated animals.  They originated in northern South America and/or 

Central America (Petersen 1997; Rouse 1992) 
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No evidence has yet been found in Anguilla of the earliest Ceramic period migrants, ca. 

500 B.C.-A.D. 300 (i.e. the early portion of the Saladoid period).  The earliest farming and 

pottery making was introduced into the Caribbean during this time by Amerindian migrants who 

clearly came from northern South America (Petersen 1997; Rouse 1992).  However, early 

Saladoid occupations are known from the volcanic portion of neighboring St. Martin/St. Maarten 

(Haviser 1988), and other volcanic islands in the northern Lesser Antilles, including St. Eustatius 

(Versteeg and Schinkel 1992) and Montserrat (Petersen and Watters 1991; Watters 1980), among 

others.  It has been suggested that low limestone islands like Anguilla intentionally were avoided 

by the initial early Ceramic (Saladoid) period farmers who seem to have preferred the high 

islands for their rich volcanic soils and consistent water supplies (cf. Watters 1980).  The fact 

that this was the driest time during the span of Amerindian occupation in the region may be 

directly correlated with the absence (or near absence) of occupation in Anguilla during this 

period. 

Ceramic period, sedentary farmers apparently first colonized Anguilla around A.D. 300-

400, after sporadic occupation by transient preceramic groups during the previous millennia.  To 

date, only four of the identified sites on the island have produced materials diagnostic of this later 

portion of the Early Ceramic (or ‘late-terminal Saladoid’) period, estimated to extend between ca. 

A.D. 300-600.  These include three habitation sites at Rendezvous Bay (AL2-RZ), Sandy Ground 

(AL3-SG), and Shoal Bay (AL19-SE), and the ceremonial cave site of Fountain Cavern (AL01-

FC).  Extensive post-Saladoid deposits overlie all three of these earlier occupations and are found 

at numerous other sites in Anguilla.   
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 A total of 14 substantial habitation sites in Anguilla can be attributed to the post-Saladoid 

(Late Ceramic) period, ca. A.D. 600-1500, along with other smaller sites.  Sizeable collections 

exist from the majority of these sites and field inspections suggest that originally they all 

probably exceeded 2 ha (20,000 square meters) in size.  Relative to other islands, these sites 

measure up to four times the size of the largest post-Saladoid sites on St. Martin (Haviser 1988) 

and Nevis (Versteeg et al. 1993; Wilson 1989).  Anguillian sites in this category include 

Rendezvous Bay (AL02-RZ), Sandy Ground (AL03-SG), Island Harbour (AL06-IH), Sandy Hill 

(AL08-SH), Cove Bay (AL09-CV), Mead’s Bay (AL13-MB), Barnes Bay (AL14-BB), Indian 

Bottom Hill (AL15-IB), Savannah Bay (AL16-SB), Little Harbour (AL18-LH), Shoal Bay 

(AL19-SE), Forest North (AL20-FN), Lockrum Bay (AL21-LO), and Limestone Bay (AL22-LB).   

A fifteenth site, Maunday’s Bay (AL10-MA), likely was another such sizeable site at one time 

but it was likely destroyed by the construction of Cap Juluca resort. 

 A total of four, perhaps five, ceremonial cave sites have been recorded in Anguilla, all of 

which likely were utilized during the post-Saladoid period.   These sites most notably include 

Fountain Cavern (AL01-FC), along with Big Spring (AL28-BS), Airport Cave (AL35-AC), and 

Tanglewood Cave (AL36-TC).  The Cavannagh Cave site (AL04-CC) may have originally 

belonged in this category too, prior to historic mining activities that completely destroyed the 

archaeological deposits contained therein. 

 Twelve sites, all with post-Saladoid attributions, can be characterized as smaller 

“hamlets” or special purpose sites, occupied contemporaneously with the 14-15 substantial sites 

mentioned above.  Thus, at least 26-27 habitation sites and 4-5 ceremonial cave sites in Anguilla 

are attributable to the post-Saladoid period.  The remaining ten sites in the AAHS inventory can 
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be characterized as spot finds or reported sites that have not been thoroughly investigated, but 

most if not all of these are also likely post-Saladoid in age.  

 The majority of post-Saladoid habitation sites in Anguilla were likely occupied 

contemporaneously based on available radiocarbon dates and the attribution of ceramic 

assemblages to a roughly 500-600 year time span, ca. A.D. 900-1500.  Some Anguillian sites, 

such as Sandy Ground, Shoal Bay, and Rendezvous Bay, among others, clearly preserve dense 

deposits that are indicative of long, continuous occupations.  This agrees with a pattern of 

occupation in the Caribbean typified by earlier Saladoid villages like Trants on Montserrat and 

Maisabel on Puerto Rico, where the Amerindians maintained relatively similar locations and 

settlement configurations for periods of up to 1000 years or longer (Petersen 1996; Siegel 1996; 

Watters and Petersen 1995).  On Nevis, where the number of sites increased from two to 17 

between the Saladoid and post-Saladoid periods, Wilson (1989) argues for the contemporaneity 

of later sites based on their conformation to the rank-size rule and a consistent frequency of 

ceramic attributes between them 

Accompanying this demographic trend is a greater uniformity in material culture both 

within single-island contexts and across the region.  This suggests an increase in more regionally 

based interaction among the growing human populations and a greater degree of integration 

within the region, that is, closer linkages within and between islands.  For example, exotic bead 

materials such as carnelian, amethyst, and jadeite/nephrite, attributable to sources on the South 

American mainland, appear to decline in frequency over time in favor of more regionally 

available materials.  During the post-Saladoid period, the "lifeline" with the South American 

mainland which was a hallmark of Saladoid period sites, apparently lost its significance in favor 
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of more regionally-based systems (Scaglion and Watters 1993; Watters 1997).    In addition to 

these trends, arguments have been made for increasing centralization of settlements during this 

period and the emergence of a hierarchy of sites based on size and functional distinction, 

particularly in Puerto Rico (Rodriguez 1992; Siegel 1992).  These developments were almost 

certainly represented in Anguilla too, as described further below. 

Prior to European Contact, the Lesser and Greater Antilles likely were a great deal more 

related than suggested by the putative division between the "fierce Caribs" and the "peaceful 

Arawaks" that still dominates the literature (Steward 1948).  Archaeological evidence (e.g., 

Rouse 1992) and revised interpretations of the ethnohistoric record (e.g., Davis and Goodwin 

1990; Sued Badillo 1995) indicate that during most of regional prehistory and even at the time of 

European Contact, the Lesser Antilles probably were connected to the Greater Antilles 

economically, ideologically and perhaps even politically (Allaire 1990; Hofman 1993; Hoogland 

and Hofman 1993; Sued Badillo 1995).  Again, this observation seemingly pertains to Anguilla.  

However, it is unclear whether or not Anguilla was inhabited at or around the time of European 

Contact at ca. A.D. 1500-1600.  No mention of an Amerindian population was made when 

Columbus sailed by the island on his second voyage in 1493, and supposedly named it 

“L’Anguille” for its eel-like shape.   There is no record that the island was closely inspected at 

all, however, and inhabitants may not have been visible.  It seems likely that Amerindians 

remained in Anguilla into the 1500s, but were ultimately chased off by the Europeans or other 

Amerindians, taken away as slaves, and/or killed by diseases introduced by Europeans. 
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THE AAHS COLLECTION 

 
 The AAHS collection includes material surface collected and excavated from a total of 42 

sites on Anguilla and Scrub islands between 1981 and 1993 and others on Dog Island (Tables 4-

11).  A total of 43,328 artifacts in the collection were inventoried for the AAP, in addition to 

11,544 other artifacts, or "ecofacts" and "manuports."  Uninventoried material in the collection  

not represented in these totals includes artifacts recovered from the Fountain Cavern site (AL01-

FC) prior to 1985, much of which was studied by Petersen and Watters (1991), materials 

salvaged at the Sandy Hill Site (AL08-SH) in 1986, and surface collections from several sites 

made since 1993.  Brief descriptions follow here, but more detailed descriptions are found within 

the description of each site. 
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Table 4.  Amerindian Pottery in the Anguilla Archaeological and Historical Society Collection.

SITE VESL DECO HAND DISC FOOT TRIM SRIM BASE BODY GRID TOTAL
AL1-FC Uninventoried 0
AL2-RZ  SURFACE 1 62 17 3 1 419 1051 93 7120 313 9080
      EXCAVATED 24 3 8 68 178 19 2469 57 2826
AL3-SG 42 14 1 351 992 54 442 137 2033
AL4-CC 0
AL5-TV 0
AL6-IH 32 5 8 2 189 479 80 383 192 1370
AL7-CB 0
AL8-SH 6 66 3 3 231 1597 263 6521 438 9128
AL9-CV 1 6 13 203 223
AL10-MA 4 1 4 40 7 313 19 388
AL11-FH 0
AL12-LB 4 11 277 2 294
AL13-MB 1 47 56 3 73 7 187
AL14-BB 23 2 3 126 312 75 938 54 1533
AL15-IB 1 8 11 2 104 3 129
AL16-SB 0
AL17-RS 1 1 17 19
AL18-LH 1 43 64 5 52 32 197
AL19-SE 98 8 9 692 1910 234 2353 397 5701
AL20-FN SURFACE 15 1 3 118 511 35 147 63 893
      EXCAVATED 2 14 27 1 698 3 745
AL21-LO 2 2 15 35 1 7 17 79
AL22-LB 6 15 186 1 208
AL23-CP 1 3 1 62 1 68
AL24-CO 1 2 2 6 2 38 2 53
AL25-SC 1 4 14 246 265
AL26-BP 10 1 51 2 64
AL27-CA 0
AL28-BS 1 5 3 6 15
AL29-BZ 0
AL30-OF 2 1 8 1 12
AL31-DU 0
AL32-BL 3 4 1 106 4 118
AL33-WB SURFACE 0
      EXCAVATED 0
AL34-WN 8 1 14 23
AL35-AC 0
AL36-TC 1 5 6
AL37-LS 0
AL38-SW 15 15
AL39-FA 0
AL40-HH 0
AL41-SC 1 1
AL42-PS 4 4 8
TOTALS 8 376 56 41 3 2357 7357 879 22859 1745 35681
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Table 5.  Lithic Cores and Flaked Stone Tools in the Anguilla Archaeological and 
              Historical Society Collection.

SITE CORE CORT DRIL BIF2 CHOP UNIF TOTAL
CR FL CH QT GL GT LI UN FL CH GL LI UN GL LI CH GL LI UN LI

AL1-FC 0
AL2-RZ  34 40 13 2 4 93
      EXCAVATED 10 3 1 1 1 16
AL3-SG 117 11 4 132
AL4-CC 0
AL5-TV 0
AL6-IH 4 7 8 3 1 23
AL7-CB 1 1
AL8-SH 9 5 14 8 4 40
AL9-CV 2 4 6
AL10-MA 2 10 12
AL11-FH 0
AL12-LB 0
AL13-MB 1 1
AL14-BB 13 7 27 1 48
AL15-IB 0
AL16-SB 0
AL17-RS 1 1
AL18-LH 10 10
AL19-SE 33 27 15 1 1 2 79
AL20-FN 30 42 8 4 1 1 1 87
      EXCAVATED 1 1
AL21-LO 12 4 17 2 1 36
AL22-LB 4 1 5
AL23-CP 0
AL24-CO 0
AL25-SC 2 2
AL26-BP 0
AL27-CA 0
AL28-BS 0
AL29-BZ 0
AL30-OF 0
AL31-DU 0
AL32-BL 1 1
AL33-WB 1 1 11 2 4 1 6 1 2 1 30
      EXCAVATED 1 1
AL34-WN 0
AL35-AC 0
AL36-TC 0
AL37-LS 0
AL38-SW 0
AL39-FA 0
AL40-HH 0
AL41-SC 0
AL42-PS 0
TOTALS 1 3 277 5 183 2 107 14 1 7 3 1 1 1 2 1 2 3 9 2 625  
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Table 6.  Lithic Flake Tools and Unmodified Debitage in the Anguilla Archaeological and 
              Historical Society Collection.

SITE UTFL MFLK MFRG FLKE FRAG TOTAL
CH GL LI UN CH GL LI UN FL CH GL LI UN GL

AL1-FC Uninventoried
AL2-RZ  SURFACE 6 61 112 123 32 334
      EXCAVATED 2 1 1 47 28 7 7 93
AL3-SG 56 4 1 8 181 183 19 452
AL4-CC 0
AL5-TV 0
AL6-IH 18 5 75 25 123
AL7-CB 1 1
AL8-SH 1 2 2 29 1 17 101 11 1 165
AL9-CV 1 1 4 8 1 2 17
AL10-MA 1 1 1 4 7
AL11-FH 0
AL12-LB 3 1 4
AL13-MB 1 4 1 6
AL14-BB 6 1 2 5 10 26 30 80
AL15-IB 1 17 3 21
AL16-SB 0
AL17-RS 1 5 6
AL18-LH 2 2 2 6 1 2 29 5 1 30 80
AL19-SE 24 6 4 54 65 197 40 3 393
AL20-FN SURFACE 6 13 11 53 40 113 19 7 262
      EXCAVATED 1 1 4 17 3 26
AL21-LO 4 2 16 6 7 35
AL22-LB 2 2
AL23-CP 1 1
AL24-CO 0
AL25-SC 4 1 5
AL26-BP 1 2 3
AL27-CA 0
AL28-BS 0
AL29-BZ 0
AL30-OF 0
AL31-DU 0
AL32-BL 2 2
AL33-WB SURFACE 2 1 16 21 40
      EXCAVATED 1 1
AL34-WN 0
AL35-AC 0
AL36-TC 3 3
AL37-LS 0
AL38-SW 1 1
AL39-FA 1 1
AL40-HH 0
AL41-SC 0
AL42-PS 0
TOTALS 109 29 20 1 8 235 3 2 3 534 938 223 22 37 2164
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Table 7.  Ground Stone Artifacts in the Anguilla Archaeological and Historical Society
               Collection.

SITE CELT CEL1 CEL2 FRAG MRTR HMST PEST PLUM WHET FLKE TOTAL
GL LI UN GL LI UN GL UN GL LI UN SA LI UN GL GR LI UN LI UN UN LI UN RL UN

AL1-FC 0
AL2-RZ  20 132 1 61 1 107 12 28 2 12 3 1 2 382
      EXCAVATED 3 4 1 1 6 1 6 1 3 1 1 28
AL3-SG 19 1 52 50 89 1 29 3 2 246
AL4-CC 0
AL5-TV 0
AL6-IH 10 1 52 25 42 44 4 2 2 182
AL7-CB 1 2 1 4
AL8-SH 17 1 161 1 69 85 19 41 13 3 4 414
AL9-CV 1 1 3 1 4 10
AL10-MA 2 1 1 4
AL11-FH 0
AL12-LB 1 2 1 4
AL13-MB 4 4 2 1 1 12
AL14-BB 11 1 37 23 19 17 7 115
AL15-IB 1 13 5 5 1 1 26
AL16-SB 0
AL17-RS 1 2 3
AL18-LH 10 38 16 1 28 1 2 96
AL19-SE 49 1 263 4 153 141 104 10 10 5 7 9 4 1 761
AL20-FN 52 1 80 1 80 125 2 4 58 4 3 10 7 18 9 8 462
      EXCAVATED 1 1 2
AL21-LO 2 1 13 6 7 1 9 1 40
AL22-LB 1 2 3
AL23-CP 1 1
AL24-CO 0
AL25-SC 1 1 1 3
AL26-BP 1 1 2
AL27-CA 0
AL28-BS 0
AL29-BZ 0  
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Table 7 cont. 
 
SITE CELT CEL1 CEL2 FRAG MRTR HMST PEST PLUM WHET FLKE TOTAL

GL LI UN GL LI UN GL UN GL LI UN SA LI UN GL GR LI UN LI UN UN LI UN RL UN
AL30-OF 0
AL31-DU 0
AL32-BL 10 4 8 25 2 1 50
AL33-WB 1 1 1 7 1 2 13
      EXCAVATED 0
AL34-WN 0
AL35-AC 0
AL36-TC 1 1
AL37-LS 0
AL38-SW 0
AL39-FA 1 1
AL40-HH 0
AL41-SC 0
AL42-PS 0
TOTALS 197 3 7 863 5 2 495 2 644 3 9 1 293 151 17 1 39 50 22 25 1 25 6 2 2 2865
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Table 8.  Ground Stone Zemis, Zemi Fragments, and Zemi Debitage in the Anguilla
               Archaeological and Historical Society Collection.

SITE ZEMI ZEMI FRAGMENTS MZFKZFLK TOTAL
CR QZ IG LI CA UN CR IG LI CA CR CR GR

AL1-FC 0
AL2-RZ  15 9 3 6 401 434
      EXCAVATED 2 4 26 32
AL3-SG 7 4 1 3 2 404 421
AL4-CC 0
AL5-TV 0
AL6-IH 3 1 1 3 45 53
AL7-CB 0
AL8-SH 8 1 1 1 2 2 38 53
AL9-CV 1 8 8 17
AL10-MA 7 7
AL11-FH 0
AL12-LB 0
AL13-MB 0
AL14-BB 6 1 3 17 47 74
AL15-IB 0
AL16-SB 0
AL17-RS 0
AL18-LH 2 2 1 1 39 45
AL19-SE 3 1 4 3 1 3 4 9 61 89
AL20-FN 7 1 9 1 7 1 19 45
      EXCAVATED 0
AL21-LO 4 14 1 7 2 1 31 60
AL22-LB 0
AL23-CP 0
AL24-CO 2 2
AL25-SC 2 2
AL26-BP 3 3
AL27-CA 0
AL28-BS 0
AL29-BZ 0
AL30-OF 0
AL31-DU 0
AL32-BL 0
AL33-WB 0
      EXCAVATED 0
AL34-WN 0
AL35-AC 0
AL36-TC 0
AL37-LS 0
AL38-SW 0
AL39-FA 0
AL40-HH 0
AL41-SC 0
AL42-PS 0
TOTALS 57 2 0 49 10 2 35 2 12 10 17 1126 15 1337  
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Table 9.  Shell Artifacts, Shell Debitage, and Subsistence Shell in the Anguilla Archaeological 
               and Historical Society Collection.

SITE VESL CELT PREF WORK ZEMI SDEB SUBS TOTAL
CO TR CW CO CS CO CO CO CO CS

AL1-FC 0
AL2-RZ SURFACE 17 2 9 6 556 590
      EXCAVATED 1 1 2 40 5821 5865
AL3-SG 2 4 3 1 65 150 225
AL4-CC 0
AL5-TV 1 1
AL6-IH 8 13 15 37 39 112
AL7-CB 6 6
AL8-SH 1 2 12 5 1 111 132
AL9-CV 3 1 10 11 25
AL10-MA 4 10 15 29
AL11-FH 0
AL12-LB 2 2
AL13-MB 1 6 8 25 40
AL14-BB 8 24 2 22 46 102
AL15-IB 5 1 6
AL16-SB 1 1
AL17-RS 5 5
AL18-LH 3 3 21 10 37
AL19-SE 11 13 51 1 199 571 846
AL20-FN SURFACE 13 12 37 86 10 95 253
      EXCAVATED 0
AL21-LO 11 10 1 2 24
AL22-LB 6 2 14 5 27
AL23-CP 1 2 1 4 8
AL24-CO 1 1
AL25-SC 1 3 5 9
AL26-BP 1 1 2
AL27-CA 1 1
AL28-BS 0
AL29-BZ 0
AL30-OF 0
AL31-DU 0
AL32-BL 1 1 3 5 10
AL33-WB SURFACE 15 1 1 9 16 14 64 60 180
      EXCAVATED 351 351
AL34-WN 2 2
AL35-AC 0
AL36-TC 0
AL37-LS 0
AL38-SW 2 2
AL39-FA 0
AL40-HH 0
AL41-SC 1 1 2
AL42-PS 1 1
TOTALS 16 1 1 97 2 134 149 4 598 10 7885 8897
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Table 10.  Stone and Shell Ornaments in the Anguilla Archaeological and Historical
                 Society Collection.

STONE SHELL
SITE BEAD BPR2,3 ADOR ADOR

QZ LI CA UN QZ CA SI LI UN CO CW OL CD UN CN TOTAL
AL1-FC 0
AL2-RZ  2 11 13
      EXCAVATED 2 3 3 8
AL3-SG 1 1 1 3 25 21 52
AL4-CC 0
AL5-TV 0
AL6-IH 1 1 9 11
AL7-CB 0
AL8-SH 3 3 6
AL9-CV 1 1
AL10-MA 3 3
AL11-FH 0
AL12-LB 1 1
AL13-MB 0
AL14-BB 8 2 10
AL15-IB 0
AL16-SB 0
AL17-RS 0
AL18-LH 2 2
AL19-SE 1 1 1 3 1 48 3 19 77
AL20-FN 2 1 1 1 21 26
      EXCAVATED 1 1
AL21-LO 0
AL22-LB 0
AL23-CP 1 1
AL24-CO 0
AL25-SC 0
AL26-BP 0
AL27-CA 0
AL28-BS 0
AL29-BZ 0
AL30-OF 0
AL31-DU 0
AL32-BL 0
AL33-WB 0
      EXCAVATED 0
AL34-WN 0
AL35-AC 0
AL36-TC 1 2 3
AL37-LS 0
AL38-SW 0
AL39-FA 0
AL40-HH 0
AL41-SC 0
AL42-PS 0
TOTALS 1 3 3 2 1 8 1 1 1 5 3 131 3 49 3 215
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Table 11.  Coral, Bone and Historic European Artifacts in the Anguilla Archaeological and
                 Historical Society Collection.

CORAL TOTAL BONE TOTAL HISTORICS TOTAL
SITE # ZEMI ADOR WORK PEST UNMD ADOR HUMN UNBR CERM GLAS METL
AL1-FC 0 0 0
AL2-RZ 83 83 5 14 19 6 6
  EXCAVATED 2 112 114 450 450 3 3
AL3-SG 2 2 16 16 806 21 6 833
AL4-CC 0 0 0
AL5-TV 0 0 0
AL6-IH 2 1 3 10 10 1 1
AL7-CB 0 0 0
AL8-SH 60 60 2 113 115 0
AL9-CV 0 1 1 0
AL10-MA 3 3 0 0
AL11-FH 0 0 0
AL12-LB 0 0 0
AL13-MB 6 6 5 2 7 1 1
AL14-BB 7 7 3 3 17 17
AL15-IB 1 1 0 171 7 178
AL16-SB 0 0 0
AL17-RS 0 0 75 1 1 77
AL18-LH 0 4 4 2 2
AL19-SE 78 78 7 85 92 56 21 77
AL20-FN 10 10 8 8 32 32
  EXCAVATED 35 35 0 1 1
AL21-LO 2 2 0 3 3
AL22-LB 1 1 2 0 0
AL23-CP 0 0 6 6
AL24-CO 0 0 0
AL25-SC 0 0 0
AL26-BP 0 0 0
AL27-CA 0 0 0
AL28-BS 0 0 0
AL29-BZ 0 0 0
AL30-OF 0 0 5 5
AL31-DU 0 0 0
AL32-BL 12 12 0 35 16 51
AL33-WB 33 33 1 1 0
  EXCAVATED 2 2 0 0
AL34-WN 0 0 0
AL35-AC 0 0 0
AL36-TC 0 2 2 0
  EXCAVATED 1 1 1 11 12 0
AL37-LS 0 0 0
AL38-SW 0 0 0
AL39-FA 0 0 0
AL40-HH 0 0 0
AL41-SC 0 0 0
AL42-PS 0 0 0
TOTALS 2 1 2 1 448 454 2 31 707 740 1219 67 7 1293
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Ceramic Artifacts 

 Amerindian ceramics comprise the largest proportion of the AAHS collection (82%) (see 

Table 4).  A total of 35,681 sherds were inventoried.  Of this total, 3659 were excavated during 

the AAHS salvage dig at the Rendezvous Bay (AL2-RZ) site, and 745 during UMF ARC testing 

at the Forest North site (AL20-FN).  Ten categories of ceramic sherds were used in the inventory 

process.  By category, these include vessels and nearly complete vessels (n=8), decorated sherds 

(n=376), handle sherds (n=56), spindle whorls (n=41), griddle or vessel foot sherds (n=3), 

thickened rim sherds (n=2,357), straight rim sherds (n=7,357), base sherds (n=879), body sherds 

(n=22,859), and griddle sherds (n=1,745). 

 Sherds categorized as decorated include painted sherds, incised sherds, punctated sherds, 

and adornos.  These artifacts represent the most important part of the collection for estimating the 

age of occupation at the 16 of the 42 sites on the island where decorated sherds were recovered. 

 Sherds with white-on-red decoration characteristic of the Saladoid (or Early Ceramic) 

period, ca. 500 B.C.-A.D. 600, are only in collections from a few sites in Anguilla.  No ceramics 

in the collection exhibit zone-incised crosshatch decoration or curvilinear incisions characterized 

as “Huecoid.”  Classic Saladoid white-on-red decoration, where white paint is used on a red 

slipped surface, has been recovered from only three sites in Anguilla.  Several examples were 

recovered from buried contexts during salvage excavations the AAHS conducted at Rendezvous 

Bay (AL02-RZ) and from the surface of the Sandy Ground site (AL03-SG).  In addition, a few 

specimens are also known from Fountain Cavern (AL01-FC) (Petersen and Watters 1991:49-50). 

 The early portion of the post-Saladoid (Ostionoid) period, ca. A.D. 600-900, is better 

represented, however.  Sherds diagnostic of this period have been collected and/or excavated 
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from four sites, including Rendezvous Bay (AL02-RZ), Sandy Ground (AL03-SG), Road Spring 

(AL17-RS) and Shoal Bay East (AL19-SE).  Decoration attributed to this period, or the latter 

portion of the Saladoid period, includes white on red sherds with a more limited use of white and 

polychrome decoration.  The polychrome consists of white and “salmon” on red, similar to 

assemblages from the Mill Reef site in Antigua (Rouse 1992).  Very limited amounts of such 

ceramics are known from these sites. 

 Decorated sherds that are diagnostic of the later portion of the post-Saladoid period, ca. 

A.D. 900-1500, are vastly more numerous in the collection.  Fifteen site collections contain 

various of forms of decoration attributable to this period.   These sites include Fountain Cavern 

(AL01-FC), Rendezvous Bay (AL02-RZ), Sandy Ground (AL03-SG), Island Harbour (AL06-IH), 

Sandy Hill (AL08-SH), Maunday’s Bay (AL10-MA), Mead’s Bay (AL13-MB), Barnes Bay 

(AL14-BB), Indian Bottom Hill (AL15-IB), Savannah Bay (AL16-SB), Little Harbour (AL18-

LH), Shoal Bay East (AL19-SE), Forest North (AL20-FN), Conch Pool (AL23-CP), and Corito 

(AL24-CO). 

 The most common form of decoration is broad line incision that typically occurs on the 

exterior of lugs attached to rims, often with a limited application of red slip.  The broad line 

incised lugs apparently developed as an elaboration of the accentuated, flat Saladoid rims and 

provide an example of the continuity in Caribbean ceramic traditions.  Other forms of decoration 

include pierced lug adornos, raised node adornos and zoomorphic modeled adornos.  The 

zoomorphic forms are predominantly pelican head adornos that likely were originally associated 

with broad line incised “bird wing” lugs, as suggested by one intact specimen from the Sandy 

Hill site (AL08-SH).   
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 Many of these attributes fall within Rouse’s (1992) Elenan-Ostionoid tradition, and can 

be attributed to ca. A.D. 900-1200.  Zoomorphic adornos, though much simpler in the post-

Saladoid, also provide stylistic links to the earlier Saladoid tradition, including, for example, the 

pelican head forms. 

 Several adornos recovered from the Sandy Hill (AL08-SH) and Shoal Bay (AL19-SE) 

sites are indicative of later occupations within the post-Saladoid period.  Zoomorphic and 

anthropomorphic modeled adornos in AAHS collections from these two sites exhibit attributes 

characteristic of Rouse’s Chican-Ostionoid tradition, ca. A.D. 1200-1500.  These are clearly 

linked to proto-Taino and Taino developments in the Greater Antilles, but are very rare in the 

Lesser Antilles (Rouse 1992). 

 Undecorated rim sherds were separated into two categories, straight rims (76%) and 

thickened rims (24%).  The three to one ratio between the two rim types is indicative of the 

relative frequency of these two broad vessel categories, given that rim sherds were collected 

100% of the time by the AAHS.  The thickened rim sherds, typically made by adding an extra 

coil, are apparently diagnostic of the post-Saladoid period as well (e.g., Petersen and Watters 

1991).  Other general attributes also characterize the post-Saladoid ceramics in the AAHS 

collection.  These include the application of occasional orange slip, and coarser temper and lower 

firing temperature relative to earlier, higher quality Saladoid ceramics. 

 Large vessel fragments and some body sherds also reflect the diversity in vessel type and 

size.  An example of such diagnostic sherds are those which exhibit a carination typical of large 

cazuela-like bowls which seem to appear in the northeastern Caribbean sometime after ca. A.D. 
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900, or so.  Other very large jars also occur in the post-Saladoid collections, as do various other 

bowl and jar forms. 

 For the purposes of the inventory project, griddle rim sherds and griddle body sherds were 

combined into a single “griddle” category.  A variety of griddle rim types were noted in the 

collection, along with variably sized griddles. 

Lithic Artifacts 

 Lithic artifacts comprise the other substantial category of artifacts in the AAHS collection 

(see Tables 5-8).   A total of 7,012 lithic artifacts were placed within 28 different categories, each 

representing a particular flaked stone or ground stone artifact type, and each category was further 

broken down by raw material.  Another 1,776 unmodified lithic pebbles are also included in the 

collection; Amerindians likely brought many of them to the different sites as “manuports.” 

 The majority of lithics in the AAHS collection are green limestone (53%), a material 

which likely originated in St. Martin.  This material has been variably referred to as “gray-green 

chert-like rock” (Bullen and Bullen 1974), “gray-green chalky chert” (Haviser 1987), “radiolarian 

limestone” (Haviser 1988) and “tephrite”(Haviser, personal communication 1993).  More 

recently the material was classified as a “cherty carbonate” after chemical analysis revealed only 

trace remnants of radiolarian microfossils in the material and tephrite only in attached, altered 

volcanic tuff (Knippenberg 1995).  For the purposes of this report, the material will be referred to 

as green limestone.   

 Most, if not all, of the green limestone material is related to the petaloid celt industry.  

The inventory includes tools in all stages of manufacture, as well as manufacturing debris, the 
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sum total of which indicates that this material was being imported raw and worked into tools in 

Anguilla, at least in part. 

 Calcirudite comprises the second largest percentage of lithic raw material (18%).  Like 

the green limestone, this material also probably originated in St. Martin and was imported raw 

and then worked in Anguilla.  This material, however, seems to have been related solely to the 

manufacture of three-pointed stones, or “zemis.”  The number of lithic zemis in the AAHS 

collection is remarkable and their frequency appears anomalous relative to collections from other 

islands in the northern Lesser Antilles.  All stages of manufacture, including flake debitage, are 

well represented in the collection and it appears certain that zemi manufacture was taking place 

at several of the Anguillian sites.   

 Chert comprises a significant portion of the inventory as well (13%).  This raw material 

category includes predominantly brown and tan flint presumably from Long Island, Antigua, and 

white chert, some of which is likely local in origin, but this is not certain.  Artifact categories 

typically associated with chert are utilized flakes and flake debitage.  It is likely that expedient 

tools were the main industry supplied by this siliceous material, though production of manioc 

grater board teeth cannot be ruled out (Crock and Bartone 1998). 

 Local limestone also is well represented in the AAHS collection (11%).  The material is a 

typically coarse-grained and yellow, but it may grade into chert in some areas.   This was the 

main local lithic raw material exploited by the inhabitants for the production of flake tools.   

Calcite also appears as flaked stone debitage, though it is primarily associated with stone bead 

manufacture.  Calcite beads in various stages of reduction were inventoried from eight different 

sites using two categories for bead preform stages and one for finished beads.   
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 Another local material represented in the collection is volcanic.  Pebbles of a purplish 

crystalline rock appear to have been used as pestles in some cases.  The material likely came 

from the one limited exposure of volcanic basement on the island between Crocus and Road bays 

on the uplifted north coast (Earle 1923). 

 The exotic nature of the majority of lithics in the AAHS collection indicates a substantial 

importation of resources from sources both near and far.  In addition to the materials mentioned 

above, the collection contains several polished jadeite celt bit fragments and ground stone flakes, 

likely from finished celts and these provide evidence of long-distance trade.  This material is not 

likely from the Lesser Antilles and may not even be West Indian in origin, and these artifacts are 

therefore significant in terms of their implications for long-distance trade and exchange.  

Shell Artifacts 

 The AAHS collection includes a fairly substantial sample of shell artifacts from 32 

different sites (see Tables 9 and 10).   A total of 400 shell tools, 192 shell ornaments, and four 

shell three-pointed zemis are included in the collection.  An additional 608 fragments, all 

Strombus gigas, were categorized as shell debitage, possibly related to shell tool manufacture, 

given that extracting the food portion thereof does not require fragmenting the entire shell.  The 

AAHS also collected 7,885 shells that were categorized as subsistence shell.  The majority of this 

material was recovered during the AAHS salvage dig at the Rendezvous Bay site (74%), or 

excavated at the Forest North and the Whitehead’s Bluff site by the UMF ARC (6%). 

 The shell “tools” were broken down into five categories, including vessel, celt, celt 

preform and worked shell.  With the exception of a single Cowrie vessel, all of the shell tools 

categories are conch, predominantly Strombus gigas, with a smaller amount of Cassis.  All of the 
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shell vessels were recovered from the Archaic period Whitehead’s Bluff site (AL33-WB).  The 

shell celt industry in Anguilla definitely dates to the preceramic, as old as ca. 1700 B.C., but it 

clearly persisted throughout the post-Saladoid period as well.  In all cases, manufacturing 

entailed removing the broad, thick lip off the main shell body and shaping the piece through 

flaking and grinding.  Shell celts from the preceramic Whitehead’s Bluff site appear more 

thoroughly ground than those associated with the post-Saladoid sites.  Closer study of these 

artifacts may reveal preceramic occupations which are overlain and subsumed by later post-

Saladoid habitation, at some sites, but it is notable that few, if any, other artifacts at these sites 

can be related to the Archaic period. 

 The inventory of shell ornaments includes masks or “guaizas,” beads, and decorated shell 

fragments.  Intact shell "masks" have been recovered from two sites, Rendezvous Bay (AL02-

RZ) and Sandy Hill (AL08-SH).  These artifacts are highly significant in that they suggest the 

existence of status differentiation, both because the labor and skill involved makes them valuable 

and because the ethnographic record suggests that such objects were typically worn by chiefs. 

 The majority of shell ornaments are shell beads or shell bead preforms manufactured 

from Oliva shells.  In most cases, the apex is removed and/or the outer whorl of the shell has 

been perforated.  The incomplete and fragmentary nature of many of the specimens indicates that 

these ornaments were being manufactured on the island. 

 Much of the material in the collection inventoried as subsistence shell was categorized by 

species.  Strombus is clearly dominant, but the collection also includes samples of Anadara, Arca 

zebra, Chiton, Cittarium pica, Codakia, Cowrie, Nerita, Purpura patula, Triton, Vasum and a 

number of other species.  This portion of the collection is useful for providing some idea of the 
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range of maritime organisms that were exploited for subsistence purposes, particularly among the 

excavated samples. 

Coral, Bone and Historic European Artifacts 

 The AAHS collection also includes modified and unmodified coral (see Table 11).  This 

class of material includes lithified structures of various corals that range in size, shape and 

texture.  The most common coral fragments are cylindrical and flat staghorn-like branches.  Coral 

artifacts and/or unmodified manuports were recovered from 15 different sites.  The large majority 

of the coral in the collection was inventoried as unmodified and therefore it is not included in the 

overall “artifact” total.  Given time constraints, many of the coral fragments were not closely 

inspected for utilization and this category includes specimens that were likely used as rasps or 

abraders.  Of note among the coral artifacts in the AAHS collection are two zemis from the 

Rendezvous Bay site (AL02-RZ), an engraved zoomorphic face from the Island Harbour site 

(AL06-IH), and a perforated pebble from Tanglewood Cave (AL36-TC).  Coral tools are well 

represented in the preceramic inventory from Whitehead’s Bluff  (AL33-WB). 

 The bone material class includes ornaments, human bone, and unburned subsistence bone 

(see Table 11).  The two bone ornaments in the collection are large, flat and ground around the 

edges.  Both are likely fragments of turtle bone and both were recovered from the Sandy Hill site 

(AL08-SH).  Human remains have been recovered from a total of six sites.  This part of the 

AAHS collection includes relatively complete individuals salvaged from the Rendezvous Bay 

site (AL02-RZ) and the Sandy Hill site (AL08-SH), as well as isolated elements from disturbed 

contexts at those and four other sites.    
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 The AAHS collection also includes a sample of historic European artifacts from 14 

different sites, though the majority (64%) were collected from the Sandy Ground site (AL03-SG) 

(see Table 11).  Three categories of historic artifacts were utilized during the inventory process, 

including ceramic, glass, and metal.  Historic European ceramics make up 95% of all artifacts in 

this class.  None of these artifacts were intensively studied during the AAP, although it is likely 

that many of these could be dated through further analysis.   

SITE DESCRIPTIONS 

AL01-FC Fountain Cavern 
 
 Fountain Cavern (AL01-FC), or "the Fountain," is located approximately 250 m inland 

from the west end of lower Shoal Bay East, on Anguilla's northeast coast (see Figure 2).  It was 

likely related to the nearby Shoal Bay East (AL19-SE) site (Figure 5).  The cave entrance, a hole 

approximately six square meters in size, is situated on the north slope of a limestone ridge at an 

elevation of approximately 18 m a.m.s.l.  From the entrance, a steel ladder descends roughly 10 

m into the cavern, paralleling the vertical roots of a pitch apple tree (Clausia).  The tree roots 

were the only method of entrance into the cave in prehistory and early history until a steel ladder 

was installed in 1953.  
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Figure 5. Aerial photograph of the Shoal Bay East area. Note the general location of Fountain 
Cavern (AL1-FC) towards the left center and the Shoal Bay site (AL19-SE) near the point at 
upper right. 
  

 The cavern is about 48 m long and 28 m wide and comprised of two chambers (Goodell 

1989).  The first chamber is located directly under the entrance and the second is further 

westward, beyond a raised area in the center of the cavern.  Each of the chambers contains a 

freshwater pool.  Following a geological reconnaissance, Goodell (1989) reported the elevations 

of these pools to be 19.4 and 20.4 m below ground surface, respectively, or just a few meters 

below mean sea level. 

 In the entrance chamber, a gradual talus slope descends roughly 10 m from a level area 

below the entrance toward the larger pool.  Goodell (1989) attributes this "debris cone" to roof 

fall of various sizes which gradually created the domed cave and eventually the entrance hole, 
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but some of it is also likely attributable to debris washed into the cave from outside.  Chamber 1 

is naturally lit, especially down the slope and toward the larger pool of water.  However, much of 

this chamber is dark, as is all of chamber 2.  In other words, some sort of artificial lighting would 

be necessary to use much of the cavern.  

Archaeological Investigations 

 The 1979 IRF survey was the first time Fountain Cavern was recognized as a prehistoric 

site by professional archaeologists.  P. Wagenaar Hummelink, a Dutch speleologist, conducted a 

brief survey of the cave in 1973, though apparently did not notice its prehistoric features 

(Douglas 1986).  The cave itself was no secret to Anguillians who had collected fresh water from 

the cave for decades prior to the "discovery" of prehistoric petroglyphs and cultural deposits.  It is 

uncertain whether or not Anguillians noted these aspects of the cave prior to 1979, however. 

 The Government of Anguilla designated the site and surrounding area as a National Park 

in 1985.  In the same year, the Fountain National Park Development Committee was formed to 

acquire the funding and expertise necessary to develop the cave as a potential tourist attraction 

and this matter is still being studied in the late 1990s.  In 1986, David R. Watters of the Carnegie 

Museum of Natural History (CNMH) was invited to conduct an archaeological survey and 

limited test excavations at the site (Watters 1991; Petersen and Watters 1991) and the National 

Speleological Foundation was contracted to study the viability of its development as a “show-

cave” within the National Park (Gurnee 1989).  Until recently, fundraising was not productive 

enough to develop the cave.  Renewed efforts on behalf of the Government and the AAHS 

indicate that the ambitious project may indeed become a reality, however.  Currently, the cave 

entrance remains blocked by a grate to prevent vandalism. 
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 Though they noted an "Indian midden" at the site, the IRF survey team apparently did not 

collect any artifacts.  On several occasions beginning as early as 1981, the AAHS conducted 

surface collections of ceramics and inventories of petroglyphs in the cave.  A total of 6,604 

ceramic sherds were ultimately recovered by the AAHS (Petersen and Watters 1991) and 12 

petroglyphs were identified, described and sketched (Douglas 1986, 1991).  The AAHS ceramics 

from Fountain Cavern were inventoried and briefly studied by James B. Petersen in 1992, 

although the sample from Watters' 1986 excavation was intensively studied (Petersen and 

Watters 1991; Watters 1991).  Due to time constraints, the AAHS artifacts from Fountain Cavern 

were not catalogued as part of the AAP (Figures 6-12). 
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Figure 6. Early Ceramic white-on-red decorated ceramics from Fountain Cavern (AL1-FC), 
AAHS collection. 
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Figure 7. Early Ceramic (?) red slipped and broad lined incised ceramic rim node from Fountain 
Cavern (AL1-FC), AAHS collection. 
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Figure 8. Late Ceramic large ceramic jar rim sherd from Fountain Cavern (AL1-FC), AAHS 
collection. 
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Figure 9. Late Ceramic cazuela bowl rim sherd from Fountain Cavern (AL1-FC), AAHS 
collection 
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Figure 10. Late Ceramic broad line incision decorated rim and neck sherds from Fountain Cavern 
(AL1-FC), AAHS collection. 
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Figure 11. Late Ceramic pelican zoomorphic adorno on neck sherd from Fountain Cavern (AL1-
FC), AAHS collection. 
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Figure 12. Late Ceramin bird (or turtle?) zoomorphic adorno from Fountain Cavern (AL1-FC), 
AAHS collection. 
 

 Watters excavated three 1.0 m x 1.0 m "test pits" at the site.  The first was excavated 

immediately adjacent to a large stalagmite with petroglyph 12; this dramatic “statue” is situated 

next to the pool in chamber 1.  The top of this large, six-meter high stalagmite is inscribed with 

the head of an anthropomorphic figure.  It has been suggested with good reason that it represents 
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"Jocahu," a deity in Taino mythology (Douglas 1986).  Similar faces, which have been also 

attributed to the fertility spirit Jocahu, or "Yucahu," appear on zemi stones from the Greater 

Antilles (Stevens-Arroyo 1988), but 3-D carved stalagmite analogues are very, very rare in the 

entire Caribbean and no others are known from the Lesser Antilles.  Watters second test pit was 

excavated directly beneath the entrance in chamber 1, and the third was placed on the level area 

between the two chambers.  Watters obtained three radiocarbon dates from Fountain Cavern, 

ranging from A.D. 420 to A.D. 820 (uncorrected, as for all dates herein) (Table 12), but their 

relationship to the site deposits was uncertain. 

 Watters recovered a total of 950 prehistoric artifacts, as well as 1,543 miscellaneous 

materials and faunal remains (Watters 1991).  The majority of the artifacts, n=727 (77%), were 

excavated from test pit 1 adjacent to the stalagmite statue, with another 150 (16%) recovered 

from the surface or slumped walls of the same test pit, for a total of 877.   

 As reported by Petersen and Watters (1991), 10 of the 6,604 ceramic specimens 

recovered by the AAHS came from pool 1, 145 from the water-filled cavity beside the pool, 55 

from the level floor area beneath the entrance, and the remaining 6,394 were recovered from the 

area surrounding the "Jocahu" stalagmite. 

 Given the overwhelming concentration of remains around the stalagmite statue and pool 1 

nearby, it is clear that this area was the focus of Amerindian activity in the cave.  While water 

collection likely played some role in its use, it is relatively certain that the cavern functioned as 

some kind of ceremonial center (Douglas 1986; Dubelaar 1989; Petersen and Watters 1991; 

Petitjean Roget, cited in Gurnee 1989; Watters 1991).  The concentration of all the as-yet  

identified petroglyphs within chamber 1 further suggests that it was a center of inspired artistic  
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Table 12.  Radiometric Dates Obtained for Anguillian Archaeological Sites.  
      
    Laboratory   Context/   
Site Radiocarbon Date Number Material Associations Reference 
AL01-
FC 

1130 ± 80 B.P.: A.D. 
820 Beta-15486 Cittarium 72-75 cm below ground surface in Watters 1991 

     TP1; sherds and other artifacts   
     nearby.   

  
1220 ± 70 B.P.: A.D. 
730 Beta-15485 Cittarium 50-55 cm below ground surface in Watters 1991 

     TP1; sherds and other artifacts   
     nearby.   

  
1530 ± 140 B.P.: A.D. 
420 Beta-15824 Charcoal 100 cm below the ground surface in Watters 1991 

     TP1; recovered from screen and pit   
     floor with artifacts; sample given   
     extended count due to small size.   
AL02-
RZ 

1000 ± 110 B.P.: A.D. 
950 Beta-18739 Charcoal 90-100 cm below ground surface in  Watters and 

     Strat. VI; date doesn't correlate Petersen 1991 
     well with stratigraphic position;   
     possibly contaminated sample.   

  
1080 ± 90 B.P.: A.D. 
870 Beta-21861 Charcoal 10 in (25.4 cm) below ground  Douglas 1991 

     surface in AAHS pit D4; associated (zemi prev. assoc. 
     with limestone zemi and ceramics. with earlier date) 

  
1085 ± 55 B.P.: A.D. 
865 Pitt-0547 Charcoal 

120-130 cm below ground surface 
in Watters 1991b 

     Fea. 4; date doesn't correlate well   
     with stratigraphic position;   
     possibly contaminated sample.   

  
1120 ± 70 B.P.: A.D. 
830 Beta-18738 Charcoal 30-40 cm below ground surface in Watters and 

     Strat. II; artifacts associated. Petersen 1991 

  
1135 ± 40 B.P.: A.D. 
815 Pitt-0545 Charcoal 60-70 cm below ground surface in Watters and 

     Strat. IV; artifacts associated. Petersen 1991 

  
1150 ± 60 B.P.: A.D. 
800 Beta-19955 Charcoal 40-50 cm below ground surface in Watters and 

     Strat. II; artifacts associated. Petersen 1991 

  
1180 ± 45 B.P.: A.D. 
770 Pitt-0546 Charcoal 

130-140 cm below ground surface 
in Watters and 

     Fea. 3; date doesn't correlate well Petersen 1991 
     with stratigraphic position;   
     possibly contaminated sample.   

  
1290 ± 60 B.P.: A.D. 
660 Beta-19956 Charcoal 80-90 cm below ground surface in Watters and 

     Strat. VI; artifacts associated. Petersen 1991 

  
1410 ± 60 B.P.: A.D. 
540 Beta-21858 Charcoal 18 in (45.7 cm) below ground 

previously 
unpub. 

     surface in AAHS pit B3; sample   

  
1430 ± 70 B.P.: A.D. 
520 Beta-18740 Charcoal 

120-130 cm below ground surface 
in    
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     Strat. VII; deepest date; artifacts   
     associated. Watters and 
     derived from possible house post. Petersen 1991 

  
1550 ± 70 B.P.: A.D. 
400 Beta-19957 Charcoal 90-100 cm below ground surface in Watters and 

        Strat. VI; artifacts associated. Petersen 1991 
    Laboratory   Context/   
Site Radiocarbon Date Number Material Associations Reference 
AL08-
SH 

880 ± 90 B.P.: A.D. 
1070 Beta-21862 Charcoal 

Approximately 20 in (50.8 cm) 
below Douglas 1991 

     ground surface in area disturbed   
     for cistern; associated with red-   
     slipped ceramics, shell mask.   

  
940 ± 80 B.P.: A.D. 
1010 Beta-21863 Charcoal 

Approximately 14 in (35.6 cm) 
below Douglas 1991 

     ground surface in area disturbed   
     for cistern; associated with small   
     ceramic vessel.   
AL20-
FN 1970 ± 60 B.P.: A.D. 20 Beta-63159 Strombus  Shell celt recovered from general 

previously 
unpub. 

     site surface; date appears early   
     for site compared to temporally   
     diagnostic artifacts.   
AL33-
WB 

160 ± 70 B.P.: A.D. 
1790 Beta-21864 Charcoal Sample recovered from site surface Crock et al. 1995 

     by the AAHS in 1987; likely    
     attributable to historic cultural   
     activity or natural burn.   

  
400 ± 60 B.P.: A.D. 
1550 Beta-60776 

Cittarium 
pica Sample was comprised of two shell Crock et al. 1995 

     fragments from 10-20 cm below    

     
ground surface in test pit N120 
E85;   

     fragments of different ages?, non-   
     cultural?, intrusive?   

  
3240 ± 80 B.P.: 1290 
B.C. Beta-21865 Strombus Sample came from portion of shell Douglas 1991 

     celt surface collected by the AAHS   
     in 1987.   

  
3380 ± 90 B.P.: 1430 
B.C. Beta-63158 Strombus Sample came from portion of shell Crock et al. 1995 

     celt preform surface collected by   
     the UMF ARC in 1993.   

  
3410 ± 60 B.P.: 1460 
B.C. Beta-60775 Strombus Sample came from portion of a Crock et al. 1995 

     fragmentary shell vessel surface   

     
collected by the UMF ARC in 
1993.   

  
3605 ± 45 B.P.: 1655 
B.C. Pitt-1263 Strombus Sample came from portion of a Crock et al. 1995 

     fragmentary shell vessel surface   
        collected by the AAHS in 1987.   

expression, if not ritual activity, largely within the naturally lit zone. 
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AL02-RZ Rendezvous Bay 
 
 The Rendezvous Bay site (AL02-RZ) is located toward the western end of Anguilla's 

southern, leeward coast (see Figure 2).  The bay is the widest on the island, stretching roughly 3.5 

km between headlands at Merrywing Bay in the west and Shaddick's Point in the east.  

Rendezvous is a well-protected, shallow embayment, extending nearly a full kilometer inland 

from its wide mouth.  Erosion of the headlands is ongoing, however, particularly at the east end 

of the bay.  Owners of the Rendezvous Bay Hotel report significant shore frontage loss within the 

last 20 years.   

 On shore, the Rendezvous Bay salt pond, which currently covers an area of over 200,000 

square meters, dominates the eastern portion of the bay.  As is typical of Anguilla's salt ponds, 

the Rendezvous Bay pond is separated from the sea by a barrier beach, in this case ranging from 

75-100 m wide.  Immediately west of the pond the area is relatively level with a slight slope 

down toward the beach.  Further west, large dunes 5-15 m high stretch the distance to Merrywing 

Bay. 

 Two hotels exist on Rendezvous Bay, the Rendezvous Bay Hotel on the east end and the 

Anguilla Great House Hotel immediately west of the salt pond.  The construction of both 

building complexes, the former as one of Anguilla’s first hotels in the 1970s and the latter in 

1986, adversely impacted prehistoric site deposits to some degree.   

Archaeological Investigations 

 The Rendezvous Bay site was first identified during the IRF survey in 1979 (Dick et al. 

1980).  Originally listed as site number 12 in their preliminary report, the site was described as "a 

very large Indian site, with mounds still visible"(Dick et al. 1980:36).  It is no doubt a large site, 
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although it is unclear what is meant by "mounds," perhaps the natural barrier beach containing 

dense artifact deposits in places.    A total of 80 ceramic and six lithic artifacts were collected by 

the IRF survey team; several auger holes apparently were dug as well (Tyson 1979). 

 The IRF survey team identified one locus of the site to the west of the salt pond which is 

now referred to as locus A.  Since the 1979 survey, another major locus, locus B, has been 

identified in the central to eastern portion of the barrier beach.  The AAHS estimates locus A to 

be roughly 70,000 square meters in extent and locus B to be roughly 50,000 square meters.  In 

addition to these main loci, the authors have noted artifacts on the ground surface along the entire 

length of the backshore east of the sand dunes. 

 The AAHS collection from the Rendezvous Bay site includes materials which were 

collected from the general surface sometime between 1984 and 1993, and those which were 

excavated from salvage test units during the construction of the Great House Hotel in 1986 at 

locus A.  The general surface collections were provenienced as best as possible in terms of 

arbitrary subdivisions of the loci and when possible, by the date of collection.   

 One of the general surface collection episodes is composed of materials collected from 

the spoils of apparent looter pits in locus B (PNs 3 and 4).  These artifacts represent the only 

portions of the collection clearly attributed to the central site locus.  The majority of the artifacts 

from the general site surface were recovered from the locus A area.  A large portion of these 

remains were collected from a large "scrape" area in the central portion of locus A (PN 5) created 

by bulldozer leveling of the barrier beach and the edge of the large dunes during construction of 

the Great House Hotel. 
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 In addition to "rescuing" artifacts from the bulldozed area, the AAHS volunteers 

excavated a 5 m x 4 m block of 1.0 m x 1.0 m test pits over a three-week period in 1986 (Figures 

13-16).  The columns of the 20 square meter grid were designated by letters A-E and the rows by 

numbers 1-4.  Rows 1 and 3 were excavated first with reasonably good control; excavation of 

these units was by 6-inch levels with sediment screened through 1/4-inch mesh.  Rows 2 and 4 

literally were excavated under the shadow of the backhoe as hotel construction continued at the 

site.  These time constraints necessitated the removal of sediment and artifacts en masse under 

less controlled, hurried conditions.  Unscreened material from these units, which had been stored 

in plastic bags and buckets, was processed during the AAP. 

 During hotel construction and while the AAHS dig was taking place, a human skeleton 

was discovered in a trench for one of the building foundations.  Moments before the cement was 

poured, the skeleton and apparently associated artifacts were recovered by Nik Douglas, who was 

assisted by other AAHS volunteers.  The skeletal remains were subsequently sent to the 

University of Tennessee for analysis, along with human remains from the Sandy Hill (AL08-SH) 

site.  The salvaged skeletal material included femora, tibiae, fibulae, ribs, skull and various 

fragments from an adult woman (Anguilla Skeletal Material Inventory, UTenn, 1988).   

 During this same time, David R. Watters of the CNMH excavated one 2.0 m x 2.0 m test 

unit while the AAHS conducted its salvage project (see Figure 4).  Watters ‘TP 1’ was situated 

approximately 50 m to the west of the AAHS excavations and hotel buildings, and roughly 40 

meters inland from the beach (Watters and Petersen 1991).   
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Figure 13. AAHS salvage excavation at the Rendezvous Bay site (AL2-RZ), with the bay in the 
background (photograph courtesy of Nik Douglas). 
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Figure 14. David Carty, Nik Douglas and another volunteer during the AAHS salvage excavation 
of the Rendezvous Bay site (AL2-RZ) (photograph courtesy of Nik Douglas). 
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Figure 15. Salvage of a prehistoric human burial by the AAHS during hotel construction at the 
Rendezvous Bay site (AL2-RZ). Note location of burial in wall trench excavation (photograph 
courtesy of Nik Douglas). 
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Figure 16. Prehistoric human skeleton partially exposed during AAHS salvage excavation at the 
Rendezvous Bay site (AL2-RZ) (photograph courtesy of Nik Douglas). 
 

 In all, the AAHS collection includes 10,679 surface collected and 3,088 excavated 

artifacts from Rendezvous Bay.  Faunal remains in the site collection include a total of 556 

surface collected and 5,821 excavated subsistence shells and shell fragments, and 14 surface 

collected and 450 excavated unburned bones.  A total of five human bones have been surface 
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collected from the site as well; these are in addition to the untotalled number recovered from the 

foundation trench described above. 

 Watters recovered a total of 2,352 artifacts, excluding faunal remains.  Of these, 96.6% 

(n=2,273) were aboriginal ceramics, the majority (73.7%) originating in what were characterized 

as disturbed strata (Watters and Petersen 1991).  Four (0.8%) of the upper strata sherds were 

decorated; one exhibits incision and three have red slip.  Three (4.1%) of the lower strata sherds 

were decorated, all with white-on-red paint (Watters and Petersen 1991).  The remaining 79 non-

ceramic artifacts from Watters excavation were not described as part of his preliminary report 

(Watters and Petersen 1991). 

 Watters acquired nine radiocarbon dates for his 2.0 m x 2.0 m excavation.  They range in 

age from ca. A.D. 400 to A.D. 950 (see Table 12).  Although at least two of the dates are out of 

sequence stratigraphically and have been interpreted as contaminated, the remaining dates 

establish a long occupational history for the site from the late Saladoid to post-Saladoid periods. 

 Two additional dates were obtained from samples derived from the AAHS excavations 

and complement Watters' dates.  These were ca. A.D. 540 and A.D. 870, respectively (see Table 

12).  The latter sample was associated with a white limestone zemi, ca. 10 inches (25.4 cm) 

below the ground surface, and the former derived from a possible house post ca. 18 inches (45.7 

cm) below the ground surface. 

 The number of temporally diagnostic and otherwise significant artifacts in the AAHS 

Rendezvous Bay collection is extensive.  A discussion of the general characteristics of various 

artifact classes represented at the site follows.  
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 Ceramics 

 The ceramic inventory from the Rendezvous Bay site provides evidence of a Saladoid 

(Early Ceramic) period occupation, perhaps the earliest in Anguilla.  Like the radiocarbon dates, 

the ceramics from the site suggest that it was first occupied during the late Saladoid period, ca. 

A.D. 300-600, and continuously or intermittently through the post-Saladoid period, ca. A.D. 600-

1500. 

 In both Watters' and the AAHS excavations, scant white-on-red ceramics were recovered 

from the deepest cultural layers (Figure 17).  This style of decoration is typically attributed to the 

Saladoid period, which ranges from ca. 500 B.C. to A.D. 600 regionally.  Although Watters ( and 

Petersen 1991) expressed reservations about a potential Saladoid occupation at the Rendezvous 

Bay site, sherds diagnostic of this period were recovered at a rate of 0.75 per square meter when 

his results are combined with those from the AAHS dig.  Although not a very high percentage 

relative to undecorated sherds, white-on-red does account for 100% (n=3) of the decorated sherds 

in Watters "lower strata" and 50% (n=5) of the decorated sherds excavated by the AAHS from 

levels 2-5 (i.e., ca. 6-30 inches, or 15-76 cm below the ground surface).   

 Nine other sherds with white-on-red decoration are attributable to the AAHS dig, but 

more specific provenience information has been lost for these sherds.  They probably came from 

hastily excavated rows 2 or 4 and likely originated in lower stratigraphic levels given the only 

documented finds.  Two other sherds with white-on-red decoration were collected from the 

"scrape" area but none were collected from the general surface of the site. 

 Levels 3 and 4 of the AAHS dig also produced one Mill Reef-like polychrome sherd 

(white, red and "buff" paint), and a red slipped sherd with black paint (Figure 18).  Polychrome  
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Figure 17. Early Ceramic white-on-red decorated and red slipped sherds from the Rendezvous 
Bay site (AL2-RZ), AAHS collection 
 

decoration of this type has been attributed to the late Saladoid or early post-Saladoid period, ca.  

A.D. 600-900 (Hoffman 1970; Versteeg and Schinkel 1992), as has the use of black paint (Rouse 

1992:81).  However, black paint clearly occurs during earlier Saladoid times. 
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 The ceramic inventory from the "scrape" also includes portions of several shallow bowls 

or plate-like vessels with red-slipped, thickened, flanged rims and slipped interiors.  This vessel 

type is very similar to forms recorded in late Saladoid or post-Saladoid sites elsewhere (Petersen 

and Watters 1995; Rouse 1992).  Large D-shaped handles collected from the "scrape" area are 

also indicative of contemporaneous assemblages (Rouse 1992:81).   

 The large number of ceramics attributable to the late Saladoid and early post-Saladoid 

period, ca. A.D. 300-900, is significant (Figures 19-22).  For these reasons, and the corroborative 

dates, it is difficult to argue against a general Saladoid period occupation for the site.  It still 

appears that the earliest Saladoid colonists bypassed Anguilla for greener, wetter volcanic islands 

as Watters has suggested (1980:330-341).  However, artifacts and dates from Rendezvous Bay 

clearly indicate that later Saladoid populations inhabited the island for some period of time after 

ca. A.D. 400. 

 The majority of the ceramic inventory from the Rendezvous Bay site is attributable to a 

later post-Saladoid period, ca. A.D. 900-1200, or later.  Decorated sherds from the site 

characteristic of this period include elongate nodes which rise above the rim, perforated lugs on 

body sherds, and a variety of applique forms.  Many of the nodes exhibit a light slip and several 

are incised on the exterior with broad lines paralleling the rim.  The appliques include vertical, 

oval and circular designs.  At predominantly later sites in Anguilla, such as Sandy Hill (AL08-

SH), pelican head adornos are associated with the broad-line-incised nodes.  Interestingly, only 

one possible pelican head adorno exists in the collection from Rendezvous Bay.   

 While locus A preserves a longer sequence of ceramic styles, the locus B portion of the 

site is represented by only late, post-Saladoid ceramics.  Among the decorated sherds from Locus  
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Figure 18. Late Ceramic black-on-red decorated neck sherd from the Rendezvous Bay site (AL2-
RZ), AAHS collection. 
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Figure 19. Late Ceramic node appliqué adorno on large bowl from the Rendezvous Bay site 
(AL2-RZ), AAHS collection. 
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Figure 20. Late Ceramic stylized human hands or feet on neck sherd from the Rendezvous Bay 
site (AL2-RZ), AAHS collection. 
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Figure 21. Late Ceramic (?) puring spout on a large bowl from the Rendezvous Bay site (AL2-
RZ), AAHS collection. 
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Figure 22. Late Ceramic cut and drilled ceramic sherd spindle whorls for weaving from the 
Rendezvous Bay site (AL2-RZ), AAHS collection. Note incompletely drilled specimen at top. 
 

B is a body sherd with two applique "hands," or perhaps feet.  Also included is a very large bowl 

rim (the vessel is ca. 50-60 cm in diameter) which has an exterior, oval applique node that has 

two raised mammiform nodes within it (see Figure 19).  This resembles some late prehistoric 

ceramics from the Lesser Antilles, particularly those of the Suazoid series. 
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 Lithics 

 The AAHS collection of lithics from both the surface and subsurface of the Rendezvous 

Bay site includes a large variety of both flaked stone and ground stone tools.  The flaked stone 

material includes cores, choppers, utilized flakes, modified flakes and unmodified debitage.  The 

ground stone material includes celts, celt preforms, zemis, mortar fragments, hammerstones, 

pestles, and whetstones. 

 One of the more significant attributes of the flaked and ground stone artifacts is that the 

overwhelming majority of them are exotic.  For example, only 11% (n=47) of the flaked stone 

artifacts are manufactured from apparently local limestone.  Cherts, some of which are non-local, 

constitute 39% (n=167) and green limestone flakes constitute 50% (n=213).  The non-local cherts 

include specimens probably attributable to sources as distant as Antigua to the south and possibly 

attributable to sources in the Greater Antilles to the north.   

 None of the flaked or ground stone artifacts really lend themselves to temporally 

diagnostic categories.  The one possible exception is the ground stone petaloid celts that are 

definitely an attribute of post-Saladoid populations in the Greater Antilles.  The collection of 

artifacts associated with celt manufacture from Rendezvous Bay is one of the largest from 

Anguillian sites.  The celts, preforms and debitage related to their manufacture are all green 

limestone (tephrite) from St. Martin. 

 A full reduction sequence from initial bifacial flaking to final grinding is evident in the 

collection from this site.  In all, a total of 137 primary reduction celts, 64 secondary reduction 

celts and 23 whole, finished celts have been recovered from the site.  In addition 114 celt poll 
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fragments exist in the collection and likely represent tools broken in manufacture or through use.   

Thus, a total of 338 celts and celt fragments were recovered. 

 The collection of zemis from the site is quite significant.  This site has produced more 

whole or nearly complete zemis than any other site on Anguilla (Figures 23-27).  A total of 33 

have been recovered altogether, with six originating in the AAHS dig and the remainder from the 

"scrape" or the general site surface.  In addition, six zemi fragments are also attributable to the 

site, along with 427 calcirudite zemi "flakes."   

 It is noteworthy that the majority of the zemi stone (i.e. calcirudite) flakes were reportedly 

recovered from the same general area in the northwest portion of locus A (N. Douglas, personal 

communication 1993).  Such a concentration, if definitely prehistoric in origin, would suggest a 

manufacture or trading area at the site.  The Rendezvous Bay site is as likely a candidate as any 

to have been an entry point for the material given that the stone appears to have originated in St. 

Martin, which is plainly visible from the site across the channel between the islands. 

  The zemis are the only lithic artifacts from the site which can be generally attributed to 

different time periods.  One of the 33 exhibits a typical Saladoid form, with a ringed base, or 

raised "stand" on its bottom (see Figure 23).  Two others, one limestone and one calcirudite, have 

very clear labial fringes on the basal groove and likely represent a transitional form between the 

earlier ringed and later grooved bases (see Figure 24).  Grooved bases seem to be typical of later 

forms while the fringe may be a vestige of the ringed base form, but this is conjectural.  

 As mentioned above, a radiocarbon date of A.D. 870 (Beta-21861) was associated with a 

white limestone zemi excavated during the AAHS dig.  This zemi is grooved and has incisions 

on  
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its lateral edge.  One end appears modified and may represent an anthropomorphic or 

zoomorphic  

 

Figure 23. Early Ceramic (?) pedestalled calcirudite zemi from the Rendezvous Bay site (AL2-
RZ), AAHS collection. 
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Figure 24. Late Ceramic basal views of two flanged and grooved zemis from the Rendezvous 
Bay site (AL2-RZ), AAHS collection. Note calcirudite specimen on top and limestone specimen 
on bottom. 
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Figure 25. Late Ceramic calcirudite and limestone zemis from the Rendezvous Bay site (AL2-
RZ), AAHS collection. Note laterally incised decorated specimen at top.  
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Figure 26. Late Ceramic limestone laterally incised decorated specimen from the Rendezvous 
Bay site (AL2-RZ), AAHS collection. Note this specimen is illustrated in the preceding figure.  
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Figure 27. Late Ceramic calcirudite zemi from the Rendezvous Bay site (AL2-RZ), AAHS 
collection. 
 

head (see Figure 25).  

 The remaining zemis represent non-descript or unfinished specimens that cannot be 

assigned to any particular period.  Several calcirudite zemis in this group clearly represent the 
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early stages of reduction.  The presence of intermediate stages of production and the abundance 

of zemi debitage at the site indicates that they were being manufactured at Rendezvous Bay. 

 Another well-represented ground stone artifact is the mortar/metate fragment.  A total of 

46 fragments likely attributable to this category are included in the site inventory; six were 

recovered during the AAHS excavation.  The majority of these specimens are relatively thin, 

tabular fragments ground on both faces.  These specimens and similar examples from other 

Anguillian sites indicate that mortars/metates were worn from both sides until the grinding 

surface wore through.  A total of four pestles probably once associated with mortars were also 

recovered from the site (Figure 28).   

 The collection also includes 17 hammerstones.  In general, these tools appear to be 

related to the reduction of lithic materials and shell at the site and they exhibit battering around 

their margins. 

 Rounding out the AAHS lithic inventory from the site are two calcite bead preforms, both 

recovered during the AAHS excavation.  As with other sites, the collection from the Rendezvous 

Bay site also includes an assortment of unmodified pebbles.  A total of 309 were recovered from 

the surface and 79 during subsurface excavations.    

 Shell 

 The most significant shell artifact recovered from the Rendezvous Bay site is an 

ornament, or "mask" (Figures 29 and 30).  A tourist found the mask in an area roughly between 

the location of the AAHS dig and Watters’ test pit.  Dr. Michael McCulloch of Ontario collected 

the artifact in 1985 from a dirt road track, which then ran through the site area, parallel to the 

shore.  He was immediately urged to donate the ornament to the AAHS and eventually complied. 
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Figure 28. Green limestone pestle from the Rendezvous Bay site (AL2-RZ), AAHS collection 
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Figure 29. Worked shell ornament of “mask” exterior surface from the Rendezvous Bay site 
(AL2-RZ), AAHS collection. 
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Figure 30. Worked shell ornament of “mask” interior surface from the Rendezvous Bay site 
(AL2-RZ), AAHS collection. 
 

 The Rendezvous Bay mask is manufactured from a section of the outer portion of a conch 

shell, likely Strombus gigas.  The artifact is extensively ground on its cut edges, with a slight 

facet at its thick bottom.  The exterior of the mask is more or less uniform white, showing 
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numerous striations from manufacture in and around its incised and drilled decoration.  The 

biconically-drilled eyes are the only two holes that penetrate the full thickness of the shell.  

Stylized hair, or a headpiece, extends around the upper head portion of the mask from ear to ear; 

both ears exhibit drill holes.  Two diamond lozenges surmount the “face”, including the drilled 

eyes and incised nose and lips.  A cross motif with drill holes covers the chin area and three 

geometric incisions dominate the forehead.  

 The highly stylized mask exemplifies a degree of workmanship unparalleled by other 

artifacts from the site.  The facial design is certainly symbolic, perhaps representing a specific 

zemi figure.  It can be suggested that the possession of such an artifact was indicative of elevated 

secular or sacred status.  Based on the relative context of other shell masks and other elaborately 

decorated shell ornaments from Anguilla and elsewhere, the mask is attributed to the later post-

Saladoid period ca. A.D. 900-1500. 

 Other shell adornments from the site include 18 shell beads.  The majority of these were 

laterally drilled Oliva reticularis, with the apex removed.  

 Shell tools in the artifact inventory from Rendezvous Bay include a total of 20 celts, 18 

manufactured from Strombus shells and two from Cassis shells (Figure 31).  One celt fragment 

and ten early stage reduction celt preforms also have been recovered.  One celt and one preform 

were excavated by the AAHS and the remainder of the tools were surface collected.  The balance 

of shell artifacts includes eight "worked" fragments which exhibit obvious signs of human 

modification and 40 Strombus fragments which have been categorized as shell debitage related to 

celt manufacture. 
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Figure 31. Worked shell celts and celt perform from the Rendezvous Bay site (AL2-RZ), AAHS 
collection. 
 

 In addition to these artifacts, thousands of shell fragments attributed to subsistence 

activities have been recovered from the site.  A total of 556 were collected from the surface and 
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5,821 were recovered during the AAHS excavation.  Among the species represented are Arca, 

Cittarium, Chiton, Nerita, Oliva, and Strombus gigas, among others. 

 

AL03-SG Sandy Ground 
 
 The Sandy Ground site (AL03-SG) is located on the west-central portion of Anguilla's 

north coast in Road Bay (see Figure 2).  The modern village of Sandy Ground is situated on the 

Amerindian site and as a result only small portions of the original site remain easily investigated; 

others may remain between and beneath the houses and other structures.  Road Bay faces due 

west and is the only deep, natural harbor on the island.  As such it is the location of the historic 

village and Port of Anguilla. 

  Road Bay is a "large, semi-circular amphitheater cut out of the northern escarpment" 

(Earle 1922:35), referring to the high bedrock typical of the island’s north coast (Figure 32).  The 

north side of this natural amphitheater rises to approximately 52 m a.m.s.l. in North Hill and the 

south side to approximately 42 m a.m.s.l. in South Hill, bounding Road Bay.  The mouth of Road 

Bay is approximately 1.3 km across, measured from Road Point at the base of North Hill to the 

northwesternmost portion of South Hill.  Road Point exhibits the only exposure of igneous 

basement on the uplifted north coast of Anguilla (Earle 1922:36-37).  Because of its more 

resilient composition, Road Point exhibits a sharper promontory than the severely eroded 

limestone headland at South Hill. 

 A strip of natural "barrier beach" and some historic landfill, 150-350 m wide and running 

roughly north-south, separates the harbour from the large Road Bay salt pond to the east (Figure 

33).  The modern village of Sandy Ground and remaining portions of the prehistoric site are  
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Figure 32. Aerial photograph of Road Bay, Sandy Ground and the Sandy Ground site (AL3-SG). 
Note that the site covers much of the area between the bay to the left and the salt pond to the 
right. 
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Figure 33. General view of one remaining undeveloped portion of the Sandy Ground site (AL3-
SG). Note John Crock towards left and salt pond in right distance. 
 

located on this narrow landform.  The pond covers an area of approximately 400,000 square 

meters and is the largest of its kind on the island.  It was undoubtedly much larger in prehistory 

than it is now; extensive reclamation has taken place historically, particularly at the southern end.  

Until recently, the pond was the site of intensive salt production, one of Anguilla’s most 

significant historic industries.  Structures and causeways associated with this industry still exist 

along the pond's margins.  The area inland from the pond to the east is relatively level, sloping 

down gradually from North Hill and steeply from South Hill.  Soils in this area are characterized 

as coarse with limestone fragments and they have a low-poor agricultural potential. 
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 Historic occupation in Sandy Ground village was likely established soon after English 

colonization in 1650.  The Chief Minister's house and salt factory buildings are some of the last 

structural reminders of Anguilla's early historic heritage.  In terms of impact to the prehistoric 

site, the early historic occupation certainly had a detrimental effect, with some degree of historic 

cultivation and localized disturbances.  More recent development of tourist-related industry and 

other construction within the last ten years has been even more devastating, however.  Presently, 

aside from very small patches in between buildings, only one significant section of the site 

remains intact, although the fact that most structures have been emplaced without substantial 

excavation means that patchy deposits may remain across much of the area.  In any case, a 

restaurant on one side and a house/apartment building on the other flanks this “core area”.   

Archaeological Investigations 

 The Sandy Ground site (AL03-SG) was first identified during the IRF survey in 1979 

(Dick et al. 1980).  In the preliminary report the site was designated number 5 and described as 

"one of the largest Indian sites in the West Indies, regrettably covered over in great part by a 

modern village" (Dick et al. 1980:36).  The IRF survey team collected a total of 433 ceramic 

sherds, ten lithic artifacts and three fragments of worked shell from the Sandy Ground site.  At 

least one auger hole was dug as well (Tyson 1979).  Based on IRF documentation, their 

collection likely came from a larger area than is preserved presently.  This is not surprising given 

that a great deal of construction and site destruction has taken place over the past 20 years. 

 The AAHS conducted numerous surface collections at the site, the majority of them 

between April, 1984 and September, 1985.  During this 18-month period, the AAHS made more 

trips to the Sandy Ground site, and spent more person hours there than at any other site (Douglas 
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1986).  Since this time the AAHS has conducted additional surface collections at the site, adding 

to the overall collection. 

 As noted above, a once larger and certainly more intact site has been seriously 

compromised by historic construction and only one significant portion of the site remains 

relatively intact.  This area essentially is coterminous with one open lot in the central portion of 

the village, covering approximately 10,000 square meters.  The AAHS collections have focused 

exclusively on this accessible, highly exposed area.  The AAHS and the authors have noted 

artifacts over a much broader portion of Sandy Ground, however.  Based on the distribution of 

materials noted beyond the core area of the site, it is estimated that the original site covered an 

area of roughly 75,000 square meters, or larger. 

 In 1986, in conjunction with field work at the Fountain Cavern (AL01-FC) and 

Rendezvous Bay (AL02-RZ) sites, David R. Watters of the CMNH excavated a single 2.0 m x 

1.0 m test unit at the site in the central, exposed portion of the site.  Results of this work remain 

unpublished.  In 1997, an archaeology field school from the University of Vermont conducted 

extensive testing in the core area under the direction of the authors.  This work will be presented 

elsewhere. A description of the AAHS site sample follows. 

 

 Ceramics 

 The ceramic inventory from the Sandy Ground site (AL03-SG) suggests that the site was 

continuously or intermittently occupied from as early as A.D. 300 to as late as A.D. 1500. 

The AAHS collection includes a total of 2033 ceramic sherds (Figures 34-38).  Of these, a total 

of 42 (2.1%) exhibited some form of decoration.  Five of these are body sherds which exhibit 
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white-on-red paint and are likely attributable to some portion of the late Saladoid period, possibly 

A.D. 300-600 (see Figure 34).  One rim sherd with a broken off node and localized, exterior red 

slip is likely of similar antiquity.  Two others show a Mill Reef-like orange slip and one 

additional piece exhibits a zoned red slip; based on this correlation, these three are likely 

attributable to the early post-Saladoid period, ca. A.D. 600-900 (see Figure 35) (Hoffman 1970; 

Versteeg and Schinkel 1992).  Based on assumed superposition of occupation at the site, the 

presence of these and other presumably "early" ceramics in the surface collection is seemingly 

indicative of some degree of site disturbance, perhaps due to historic cultivation and other more 

localized factors. 

 The majority of decorated ceramics in the AAHS collection from the site represent later, 

post-Saladoid occupation.  A range of attributes characteristic of Rouse's Elenan Ostionoid series 

are present, in addition to motifs diagnostic of still later prehistoric complexes.  One decorated 

sherd expresses a transitional style between early and late post-Saladoid forms, ca. A.D. 600-900.  

This transitional piece is a large incurving, cazuela-like rim sherd which exhibits a rim lozenge 

with red-slip, broad incisions, and diagonal white painted lines (see Figure 36).   

 A number of decorated sherds in the collection exhibit broad-line incisions which occur 

parallel to the rim, with or without accompanying red slip restricted to the rim (see Figure 37).  

This particular mode is considered a general attribute of Elenan Ostionoid ceramics, ca. A.D. 

900-1200.  Among the other forms attributable to this period is a body sherd with a perforated 

lug.  One curvilinear incised rim sherd exhibits a vertical caterpillar-like applique lug with 

horizontal incisions similar to one recovered from the Sandy Hill site (AL08-SH) (see Figure 38).  
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An applique, zoomorphic head adorno and a rim sherd with a small turtle-like zoomorphic 

adorno  

may represent the latest ceramics at the site, probably attributable to A.D. 1200 or later (see  

 

Figure 34. Early Ceramic white-on-red decorated ceramic sherds from the Sandy Ground site 
(AL3-SG), AAHS collection. 
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Figure 35. Early (?) and Late Ceramic red-slipped, red slipped and incised, and red-on-brown 
decorated ceramic sherds from the Sandy Ground site (AL3-SG), AAHS collection. 
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Figure 36. Late Ceramic zoned red slipped and incised, and white painted decoration on a 
cazuela bowl from the Sandy Ground site (AL3-SG), AAHS collection. 
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Figure 37. Late Ceramic broad line incision decorated ceramics from the Sandy Ground site 
(AL3-SG), AAHS collection. 
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Figure 38. Late Ceramic zoomorphic adornos and vertical lug appliqué adorno from the Sandy 
Ground site (AL3-SG), AAHS collection. 
 

Figure 38).  On the basis of the ceramics, the Sandy Ground site may very well have been 

occupied more or less continuously from ca. A.D. 300-600 to A.D. 1500 
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 Lithics 

 The AAHS collection from the Sandy Ground site includes a total of 830 flaked and 

ground stone artifacts.  Among the flaked stone materials are cores, modified flakes, and 

unaltered flake debitage.  The ground stone artifacts include celts and celt fragments, celt 

preforms, mortars, whetstones, and ground stone flakes.   

 As with the Rendezvous Bay site (AL02-RZ), a significant aspect of the lithic material in 

the Sandy Ground collection is the high percentage of presumably nonlocal raw materials (Figure 

39).  Of the utilized flakes, all of them are either chert (93%) or green limestone (7%).  A total of 

eight (89%) of the modified flakes are green limestone and one (11%) is chert.  Among the 

debitage flakes, 181 (47%) are chert, 183 (48%) are green limestone, and only 19 (5%) are 

apparently local white limestone. 

 Of the ground stone artifacts, 210 (85%) are green limestone and associated with petaloid 

celt production.  Like the Rendezvous Bay site (AL02-RZ), the ground stone petaloid celt 

industry is the only feature of the lithic inventory that has temporal implications.  The collection 

from the Sandy Ground site documents a full sequence of celt production exemplifying this 

clearly later, post-Saladoid industry.   

 The collection from the Sandy Ground site also includes two polished jadeite celt bit 

fragments and one flake of polished jadeite, likely from a finished celt.  Given that this material 

is certainly exotic in origin, these artifacts are significant in terms of their implications for long-

distance trade and exchange. 

   A relatively large number of ground stone zemis and zemi fragments have been recovered 

from the Sandy Ground site.  In all, a total of 12 whole and five fragmentary zemis of various  
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Figure 39. Lithic beads of diorite and quartz from the Sandy Ground site (AL3-SG), AAHS 
collection. 
 
 
types and raw materials are included in the site collection.  In addition, a total of 404 calcirudite 

zemi stone flakes have been collected; this total is second to only the Rendezvous Bay site 

among the AAHS site samples.    
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 Among the twelve "whole" zemis are three very well made limestone specimens, one 

large and two intermediate in size, each with a narrow groove incised along the base.  One of the 

limestone fragmentary zemis is a small phallic, bifurcated end fragment.  Several whole 

calcirudite zemis have been recovered as well, including one anthropomorphic type with a full, 

broad basal groove and another of a more basic type with a more restricted groove.  The 

collection also includes one zemi manufactured of calcite.   

 A total of 23 mortar/metate specimens in the site inventory also may be indicative of 

later, post-Saladoid activity.  These artifacts are predominantly thin and tabular with opposing 

ground surfaces.  As at other sites, it is believed these fragments represent remnants of 

mortars/metates, which were utilized on both sides until the grinding surface wore through.  

Three artifacts classified as whetstones also have been recovered from the site; it is possible, 

however, that these artifacts are potential byproducts of mortar attrition as well. 

 Shell   

 The shell inventory in the AAHS collection includes four ornaments, three of which were 

manufactured from conch (Figure 40).  Two are probable mask fragments with zoned incisions 

and "punctatations" (drill holes).  Another fragment with incisions and punctations may be a 

portion of a pendant.  A "breast plate" manufactured from a portion of conch shell exhibits well-

ground spires; one of the spires is perforated (Figure 41).   The most finely made shell ornament 

recovered from Sandy Ground is an intact small, incised, cutout frog (Figure 42).  This artifact 

type is representative of a widespread regional style; an almost identical artifact served as the 

emblem of the former Virgin Islands Archaeological Society, for example, and others are known 

as far west as Cuba.  
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Figure 40. Worked shell ornament of “mask” fragments from the Sandy Ground site (AL3-SG), 
AAHS collection. 
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Figure 41. Worked shell “breast” pendant from the Sandy Ground site (AL3-SG), AAHS 
collection. 
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Figure 42. Worked shell frog effigy ornament from the Sandy Ground site (AL3-SG), AAHS 
collection. 
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Figure 43. Worked shell disk beads from the Sandy Ground site (AL3-SG), AAHS collection. 
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Figure 44. Worked shell ornament and spatula fragment from the Sandy Ground site (AL3-SG), 
AAHS collection. 
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Figure 45. Worked shell spoon from the Sandy Ground site (AL3-SG), AAHS collection.  

 

 Other shell ornaments include eleven discoid beads (Figure 43) and 25 cut Oliva shell 

"tinklers."  In addition, among twelve shell fragments categorized as "worked" in the collection 

are a two-holed amulet/ornament very similar to one recovered from the Tanglewood Cave site 

(AL36-TC) (Figure 44) and three ground, eye-shaped ovals which may represent former inlays in 
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wooden sculptures.  A spatula for use in vomiting prior to the inhalation of cohoba seems 

represented as well (see Figure 44), and a shell spoon is included too (Figure 45). 

 A relatively small number of shell tools are known from the Sandy Ground site, including 

only two celts and four preforms.  It is difficult to assess these low counts given that the 

collection from the site is otherwise extensive.  The low numbers may be potentially meaningful 

or they may simply be a result of historic collection of the highly visible celts from the site 

surface.   A total of 65 Strombus fragments in the collection were cataloged as debitage, 

however, which may provide further indication that celt production did take place at the site.   

 In terms of subsistence shell, the AAHS has collected a variety of species from the site, 

including Oliva, Arca, Anadara, Cittarium and Cowrie, in addition to Strombus. 

AL04-CC Cavannagh Cave 
 
  The "Cavannagh" or "Gavanagh" Cave site (AL04-CC), originally IRF site number 1, is 

located approximately 350 m north-northwest of the Governor's Residence in the south wall of 

Katouche Valley in north-central Anguilla (see Figure 2).  The cave itself is horizontal and 

spacious, with a collapsed roof hole creating a second entrance (Figure 46).  The cave has been 

extensively mined for phosphate, as evidenced by "shot holes" in the walls and a large pit at the 

southeastern end of the cave (McFarlane 1991). 

 The cave was the first archaeological site identified in Anguilla.  In 1868, a manufacturer 

of fertilizer from Philadelphia alerted Dr. Edward Cope of the Smithsonian Museum to fossils 

which accompanied shipments of phosphates from the cave.  Cope analyzed fossilized remains of 

a variety of extinct species, including the giant rodent Amblyrhiza inundata, and a ground shell 
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celt which had been recovered from the cave with the help of Dr. Hendrik van Rijgersma, then 

the  

 

Figure 46. Interior view of Cavannagh Cave (AL4-CC) 

 

government physician of Dutch St. Maarten (see Douglas 1986:46).  Cope wrote up the finds in 

an article entitled "On the Contents of a Bone Cave In the Island of Anguilla," published in 1869.  
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No additional cultural remains have been recovered from the site since Cope noted the shell axe, 

however.  Potential for preservation of additional cultural deposits is extremely poor given the 

phosphate mining and other historic activities (e.g., recreation) in the cave. 

AL5-TV  The Valley 
 
 The Valley site (AL05-TV) is located in the central portion of the island (see Figure 2).  

The site designation refers to the general area around the former Commissioner's house (now 

Landsome Bowl Cultural Center) and the large cultivated fields in the central section of 

Anguilla's capital village.  The IRF survey team originally reported the site, number 03 in their 

coding system, as being discovered by Linda S. Robinson.  According to their report, 

"unconfirmed hearsay" indicated that she had collected some pottery fragments from around the 

Commissioner’s house while in the area to conduct a Reconnaissance Survey of Dog Island for 

the U.S. Navy.  The IRF survey team did not apparently recover additional artifacts from this site.  

One artifact, a shell celt preform, in the AAHS collection is attributable to this site (Figure 47).  

One unmodified pumice fragment, likely transported to the site by humans, is also in the small 

collection from the site. 

 Artifacts have been recovered from the agricultural fields of "Iré Acres," the Rastafarian-

managed cultivated plots across the road from the Landsome Bowl Culture Center.  Specifically, 

Crock inspected one greenstone petaloid celt; other “mystic” objects and “thunderstones” have 

been reported.  Along with the IRF reports of artifacts from the location of the old 

Commissioner's house, these warrant a site designation for the area.   

 It is highly likely that this area was primarily utilized for agricultural purposes in 

prehistory as well, given that the soils in and around the Valley are the most productive on the 
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island.  The paucity of prehistoric cultural material recovered from the area suggests that it likely 

was not the  

 

Figure 47. Worked shell celt perform from the Valley (AL5-TV), AAHS collection. 

 

location of a habitation village of significant size, however, although systematic investigation 

might provide additional evidence for this site. 
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     AL06-IH Island Harbour 

 
 The Island Harbor Site (AL06-IH) is located on the west side of the harbour of the same 

name on Anguilla's northeast coast (see Figure 2).  Originally, it likely covered the entire point 

due west of Scilly Cay.  Recent construction of the Arawak Village Hotel and disturbances 

associated with construction of the modern village have largely destroyed a portion of the site, 

however.  Remaining, undeveloped portions of the site near the point are severely eroded 

resulting in artifacts scattered across the limestone bedrock.  Thus, this site has been seriously 

compromised.   

 Island Harbour is a relatively shallow embayment, much of it covered with shallow reef.  

A sand-covered island named Scilly Cay dominates the mouth of the Harbour (Figure 48).  

Historically, the Harbour has been Anguilla's main fishing village, a result of its position near the 

productive reef along the northeast coast of the island.  The major portion of the modern village 

is located on the south-southwest portion of the harbour; a small salt pond existed south of the 

point and west of the main portion modern village until it was filled by reclamation efforts 

recently.  Residents of Island Harbour recall a time as recent as the 1940s when agricultural land 

covered the portion of the harbour now used to moor fishing boats. 

 The original site likely extended north to the point from the present location of the Island 

Harbour Primary School and is estimated to have been approximately 45,000 square meters in 

size.  The Big Spring site (AL28-BS), a petroglyph cave site, is located approximately 100-150 
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meters southwest of the Island Harbour site.  Given its proximity, the petroglyph site 

undoubtedly  

was related to the large habitation site in some way, as Fountain Cavern was likely related to the  

nearby Shoal Bay East (AL19-SE) site. 

 

Figure 48. Aerial photograph of the Island Harbour site (AL6-IH). Note site lies on point towards 
left. 
 

Archaeological Investigations 

 The Island Harbour site was first identified during the IRF survey in 1979 (Dick et al. 

1980).  In their report, the site is listed as number 04 and described as "a small midden partially 

disturbed by contemporary construction."  No artifacts were apparently collected during the 

inspection of the site by the IRF survey team. 
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 The AAHS visited the site and conducted surface collections seven times between April, 

1984 and September, 1985.  Members returned to the site a number of other times more recently 

leading up to the construction of the hotel in 1990-91. 

 The AAHS collection from the Island Harbour site includes a total of 1800 Amerindian 

artifacts, in addition to 76 fragments of subsistence shell, including 37 Strombus fragments 

classified as shell debitage.  A description of some of the more notable aspects of the site sample 

follows. 

 Ceramics 

 Decorated ceramics from the Island Harbour site suggest that it was occupied during the 

later post-Saladoid period between A.D. 900-1500.  The majority of the diagnostic material is 

likely attributable to the earlier half of this range, however.  Among the diagnostic traits 

represented by the 32 decorated specimens in the AAHS collection are a pelican-head adorno 

(Figure 49), broad line incisions on several rim sherds (Figure 50), perforated lugs, small 

zoomorphic node adornos, finger bent or thickened rims (Figure 51), and oval appliques, along 

with tabular nodes with decoration (Figure 52).  Based on these attributes, the site likely was 

inhabited after ca A.D. 900, mainly between A.D. 900-1200, but perhaps later too.  No earlier, 

Saladoid period ceramics have been recovered from the Island Harbour site.    

 In addition to the decorated sherds, the collection contains a total of eight cut spindle 

whorls (Figure 53) and a very rare example of a "footed" griddle.  The griddle is small in size, 

similar to one recovered from the Corito Bay site (AL24-CO). 
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Figure 49. Late Ceramic pelican zoomorphic adorno from the Island Harbour site (AL6-IH), 
AAHS collection. 
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Figure 50. Late Ceramic broad line incision decorated rim and neck sherds from the Island 
Harbour site (AL6-IH), AAHS collection. 
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Figure 51. Late Ceramic folded or thickened rim sherds from the Island Harbour site (AL6-IH), 
AAHS collection. 
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Figure 52. Late Ceramic tabular node with incised decoration from the Island Harbour site (AL6-
IH), AAHS collection. 
 

 Lithics 

 The AAHS collection from the Island Harbour site includes a total of 330 flaked and 

ground stone artifacts.  Cores, a core tool, modified flakes, and unaltered flake debitage comprise 

the flaked stone inventory.  The ground stone artifacts include celts and celt fragments, celt 
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preforms, mortars, whetstones, and flakes from ground stone tools.  One pendant-like decorated 

stone and one calcite bead are also included in the collection. 

 The majority of flaked stone artifacts are green limestone (68%).  Modified and 

unmodified flakes of this material, which almost certainly originated in St. Maarten, can be 

attributed to celt production.  More locally available limestone makes up a relatively large 

portion of the remaining sample (23%).  Of note, exotic cherts make up only a small fraction 

(6%) of the collection.  It is significant that this percentage of chert is much lower than ratios 

recorded for sites such as Rendezvous Bay or Sandy Ground, for example. 

 The ground stone portion of the lithic collection from Island Harbour contains 11 finished 

celts and 77 celt preforms (52 primary stage reduction and 25 secondary stage reduction), as well 

as 89 poll fragments.  Thus, a total of 175 celts and celt fragment are included in the AAHS 

collection from the Island Harbour site.  With the exception of one of the celts, all of these 

artifacts are green limestone.  Like other sites, a full sequence of celt production is evidenced by 

the stages of reduction and byproduct flakes represented in the collection. 

 The collection also includes a number of mortar fragments (n=44), several hammerstones 

and two whetstones. 

 A total of 5 whole zemis and 3 fragmentary zemis are present in the site collection.  Three 

of the whole specimens are relatively small, unfinished preforms of green and white calcirudite, 

one is a large preform of calcite and the fifth is a finished white limestone zemi with both ends 

broken.  All of the fragmentary zemis are green and white calcirudite.  In addition, the AAHS has 

recovered a total of 45 calcirudite zemi stone flakes. 
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Figure 53. Late Ceramic cut and drilled ceramic sherd spindle whorls for weaving from the 
Island Harbour site (AL6-IH), AAHS collection. 
  

 Two head ornaments, one siltstone and one coral, though not three-pointers, fall into a 

"zemi-like" category (Figure 54).  The siltstone specimen, probably a pendant originally, is a flat 
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pebble that exhibits an engraved anthropomorphic face on one side.  The coral piece, also likely a 

pendant originally, is similar in size and has a zoomorphic face inscribed on one side.   

 Shell 

 The shell portion of the AAHS collection includes no artifacts of personal adornment.  A 

number of shell tools have been recovered from the site, including a total of eight Strombus shell 

celts and 13 celt preforms, however.  In addition, 14 shell fragments were categorized as worked 

and 12 fragments were catalogued as possible pick-like tools.  The latter may represent fortuitous 

shell debitage, however, in which case it would add to the 37 conch fragments catalogued as 

such.   

 The AAHS has collected a small sample of subsistence shell from the Island Harbour site 

representing a variety of species.  Among those represented are Cassis, Cittarium, Codakia, 

Cowrie, Purpura and Oliva. 
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Figure 54. Siltstone and coral anthropomorphic effigy ornaments or zemis from the Island 
Harbour site (AL6-IH), AAHS collection. 

 

AL7-CB Crocus Bay 
 
 The Crocus Bay site (AL07-CB) is located inland of the northern portion of Crocus Bay, 

a large west facing embayment in the center of Anguilla's north coast (see Figure 2).  Crocus Bay  
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Figure 55. General view of the area of the Crocus Bay site (AL7-CB). Note site was formerly 
located near the buildings in left center distance. 
 

lies below the steep cliffs of the uplifted portion of the north coast (Figure 55).  The highest point 

on the island, Roches Hill at ca. 64.5 m (212 ft) a.m.s.l., overlooks Crocus Bay from the north.  

The mouth of Crocus Bay extends from Pelican Point beneath Roaches Hill to the north to the 

north wall of Katouche Valley to the south.  Like Road Bay to the southwest of it, Crocus Bay is 

a naturally deep harbour and as such has served as both a local and international port.  For 

example, the oil depot now located at Corito was previously located in Crocus Bay.  In fact, the 

emplacement and removal of this facility completely destroyed the Crocus Bay archaeological 

site. 

Archaeological Investigations 
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 The Crocus Bay site was first identified during the IRF survey in 1979, which was prior 

to the construction of the oil depot.  Designated by the IRF survey team as site number 6, it was 

described as a "small midden by the beach landing, containing possibly preceramic artifacts 

similar in shape to those found at Salt Pond, Antigua” (Dick et al. 1980).  Unfortunately, there 

are no artifacts from the site in the IRF collection that could be used to confirm this assessment 

and so its age remains uncertain.   

 The AAHS collection from the site is very small, including only 12 artifacts.  Among 

them are a limestone core, two hammerstones, fragments of a mortar and whetstone and six 

apparently worked Strombus shell fragments.  Although no ceramics are included in the 

collection, there still is not enough evidence in the AAHS material to suggest that the Crocus Bay 

site is attributable to the preceramic period. 

AL08-SH Sandy Hill 
 
 The Sandy Hill site (AL08-SH) is located on the west side of Sandy Hill Bay which lies 

on the eastern portion of Anguilla's south coast (see Figure 2).  The bay is relatively shallow and 

dotted by outcrops of coral reef.  The site is situated on a mild slope between Sandy Hill, the 

highest point on the south coast of the island (30.2 m, 99-ft a.m.s.l.), and the beach that 

surrounds the bay (Figure 56).  Amerindian components of the nearby Old Fort (AL30-OF) site, 

situated at the top of Sandy Hill, are probably related.  

 The western margin of the Sandy Hill prehistoric site lies at an approximate elevation 10 

m (33 ft) a.m.s.l., while the eastern margin is near the interior extent of the beach at an elevation 

of approximately 2 m (6.6 ft) a.m.s.l.  Based on the extent of surface materials recovered by the 

AAHS, the original site is estimated to have covered approximately 40,000 square meters. 
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Figure 56. Aerial photograph of Sandy Hill Bay, the Sandy Hill site (AL8-SH) and the Old Fort 
site (AL30-OF). Note the Sandy Hill site lies toward right side of the bay and the Old Fort site 
lies towards the lower right side.   
 

 The site is situated on both the north and south sides of the access road to Sandy Hill Bay; 

the construction of this road undoubtedly destroyed a portion of the original site.  The most 

disturbance to the site resulted from modern house construction, however.  Beginning in 1987, 
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excavations associated with the construction of a private home heavily impacted the central 

portion of the site. 

Archaeological Investigations 
 
 The Sandy Hill site (AL08-SH) was first identified in 1979 during the IRF survey.  The 

site was designated as number 7 in their report and described as “a very large Indian site near the 

Old Fort and Police station” (Dick et al. 1980).  IRF collected a sample of 23 ceramic sherds, 15 

flaked and ground stone and three shell artifacts from the site. 

 The AAHS has conducted numerous surface collections at the site to date; a total of seven 

episodes are recorded for the period between August, 1984 and December, 1985 (Douglas 1986).  

1984.  The majority of the materials in the collection were recovered as a result of salvage efforts 

during excavations and other disturbances associated with construction of the Kidd house.  An 

area in the southeast portion of the central site area was excavated for a septic tank in March of 

1987; ground was broken for house construction in May, 1987.  The majority of the surface 

collection were recovered from a bulldozed area east of the house that was apparently disturbed 

for a cistern.   

 In 1988, the AAHS excavated a 2.0 m x 1.0 m unit between the bulldozed area and the 

house, immediately prior to additional site disturbance.  Unfortunately, much of what was 

recovered lacks specific stratigraphic information.  Specific items associated with radiocarbon 

samples provide important exceptions, however.  Due to time constraints, with the exception of 

the diagnostic items, the material recovered from the site during this period was not inventoried 

or catalogued during the AAP. 
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 As mentioned above, radiocarbon samples were collected during the 1988 AAHS dig and 

were later submitted for analysis by David R. Watters of the CMNH on behalf of the AAHS (see 

Table 12).  Both samples were taken from the AAHS salvage unit placed between the house and 

the area disturbed by the cistern excavation.  A date of 880 ± 90 B.P., or A.D. 1070 (Beta-

21862), was returned for a sample taken from approximately 20 in (50.8 cm) below the ground 

surface (Douglas 1991).  The sample was apparently associated with red slipped ceramics and an 

exquisite carved shell "mask", described below.  A second date of 940 ± 80 B.P., or A.D. 1010 

(Beta-21863), was returned for a sample from approximately 14 in (35.6 cm) below the ground 

surface.  A small ceramic vessel was apparently associated with this sample.  These dates 

correlate very well with estimates of the site's age based on a comparison of recovered ceramic 

styles with regional ceramic seriations.     

 Yet another excavation was undertaken more recently at the site (size and exact location 

unknown).  At some time point not long after the AAHS dig at the site, an American physician, 

Dr. Colin Medhurst, conducted some sort of test excavation.  This private effort was apparently 

made with the consent of a former AAHS president.  Apparently, all of the materials excavated 

by Medhurst are curated by the AAHS.  Unfortunately, with the exception of six decorated 

potsherds, the material from the Medhurst dig was not inventoried during the AAP.  Along with 

artifacts excavated from the AAHS excavation at Sandy Hill and the Fountain Cavern sample, 

these are the only portions of the entire AAHS collection which remain unanalyzed.   

 Most recently, John Crock conducted additional testing at the Sandy Hill site in 1996 as 

part of his dissertation research, the details of which will be presented elsewhere. 

 Ceramics 
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 Given that much of the ceramic inventory from the Sandy Hill site was salvaged from 

formerly undisturbed subsurface contexts, the sherds are typically much larger than those 

recovered from other Anguillian sites.  In some cases, portions of whole vessels are represented.  

The Sandy Hill sample also is significant because it contains, almost exclusively, ceramic traits 

diagnostic of post-Saladoid occupation, specifically between A.D. 900-1200.  Only a single sherd 

in the collection from the site exhibits white on red paint decoration and is likely attributable to 

the early post-Saladoid period, ca. A.D. 600-900, possibly the Mill Reef complex (Figure 57).  

Again, given that the sample includes a great deal of subsurface specimens the apparent lack of 

earlier ceramic styles at the site is notable.  

 Some of the finest examples of Elenan-Ostionoid pottery in Anguilla, attributable to the 

A.D. 900-1200 range or later, have been recovered from the Sandy Hill site.  One of the most 

significant of the decorated sherds is a large section of a bowl with a pelican head adorno flanked 

by folded “bird wings,” these lozenge-shaped nodes exhibit two horizontal incisions on them 

(Figure 58).  This large bowl sherd provides an important example of this combination of traits 

which is so common at Anguillian sites.  In addition to the large bowl specimen, numerous 

decorated sherds in the site sample exhibit the same external lozenge lugs with horizontal 

incisions on them.  In fact, the broad line incisions that form the folded “bird wings" of pelican 

bowls represent the most common attribute of decorated sherds from all sites in Anguilla 

(Figures 59-61).  Other traits present in the sample of decorated sherds from the site which are 

diagnostic of the same time period include a body sherd with a punctated vertical applique lug, 

body sherds with circular node adornos, raised node rim adornos, and finger dented rims (Figures 

62-64).   
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Figure 57. Late Ceramic white-on-red decorated bowl with strap handle from the Sandy Hill site 
(AL8-SH), AAHS collection. 
  

 A few decorated sherds may be indicative of a slightly later time period, probably ca. 

A.D. 1200-1500.  Among these are two rim sherds of a small "boat" shaped bowl (Figure 65), 

with red slip and burnishing all over and an ovoid lug on a pointed end.  In addition, a bat head 
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adorno with a red slipped exterior (Figure 66) and two anthropomorphic head adornos (Figures 

67 and 68) may be representative of the Chican-Ostionoid style in the Greater Antilles and only 

rarely occurring in the Lesser Antilles.  Other presumably late ceramic finds from Sandy Hill 

include cut and drilled spindle whorls and griddles (Figures 69 and 70). 

 

Figure 58. Late Ceramic cazuela bowl with pelican zoomorphic adorno and stylized bird wings 
from the Sandy Hill site (AL8-SH), AAHS collection. 
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Figure 59. Late Ceramic broad line incision decorated node (wings?) on bowl rim sherd from the 
Sandy Hill site (AL8-SH), AAHS collection. 
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Figure 60. Late Ceramic broad line incision decorated quadrilateral bowl from the Sandy Hill site 
(AL8-SH), AAHS collection. 
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Figure 61. Late Ceramic broad line incision decorated rim sherds from the Sandy Hill site (AL8-
SH), AAHS collection. 
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Figure 62. Late Ceramic broad line incision and exterior node adorno decorated rim sherd from 
the Sandy Hill site (AL8-SH), AAHS collection. 
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Figure 63. Late Ceramic broad line incision, exterior appliqué and node adorno decorated rim 
sherd from the Sandy Hill site (AL8-SH), AAHS collection. 
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Figure 64. Late Ceramic sherds with external appliqués and figurine foot (lower right) from the 
Sandy Hill site (AL8-SH), AAHS collection. 
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Figure 65. Late Ceramic slipped and exterior node adorno decorated elliptical (“boat-shaped”) 
ceramic vessel from the Sandy Hill site (AL8-SH), AAHS collection. 
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Figure 66. Late Ceramic slipped bat zoomorphic adorno from the Sandy Hill site (AL8-SH), 
AAHS collection. 
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Figure 67. Late Ceramic anthropomorphic adorno from the Sandy Hill site (AL8-SH), AAHS 
collection. 
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Figure 68. Late Ceramic possible anthropomorphic adorno from the Sandy Hill site (AL8-SH), 
AAHS collection. 
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Figure 69. Late Ceramic cut and drilled ceramic spindle whorls for weaving from the Sandy Hill 
site (AL8-SH), AAHS collection. 
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Figure 70. Late Ceramic griddle bottom with vegetal impressions from the Sandy Hill site (AL8-
SH), AAHS collection. 
 

 Lithics 

 The lithic portion of the collection from the Sandy Hill site contains a total of 619 flaked 

stone and ground stone artifacts.  Among the flaked stone artifacts are cores, choppers, and 

utilized, modified and unmodified flakes.  The ground stone artifacts include celts, celt preforms 

and celt fragments, along with mortar fragments, hammerstones, pestles, whetstones and a 

pecking stone. 

 Breakdowns of the flaked stone raw materials indicate a high percentage of green 

limestone (71%), specifically among modified and unmodified flakes.  As at other sites, these 

artifacts are interpreted as byproducts of the celt production industry.  The next most frequent 
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raw material in the flaked stone collection from the Sandy Hill site is chert (13%), followed by 

local limestone (11%).  The remaining portion of the sample is comprised of quartzite and an 

unknown material (each 2%). 

 As expected, the ground stone inventory is dominated by petaloid celts in various stages 

of manufacture.  With the exception of one celt, all artifacts related to petaloid celt production 

are manufactured from green limestone.  Celts, celt fragments and celt preforms of this material 

comprise 80% of the ground stone inventory.  A total of 161 primary stage reduction celts, 69 

secondary stage reduction celts and 17 finished celts are included in the collection, in addition to 

85 celt poll fragments.  Thus, the total site sample of celts and celt fragments includes 322 

specimens.  As discussed previously, the production of these implements is clearly a post-

Saladoid trait and the large number recovered from the Sandy Hill site adds additional credence 

to its temporal attribution. 

 The ground stone inventory also includes a large number of mortars and mortar fragments 

(n=60) (Figure 71).  A total of 19 were identified as limestone and the remainder were not 

classified.  Other ground stone artifacts in the collection include three pestles, 13 hammerstones 

and four whetstones.  

 The Sandy Hill site has produced a total of 15 whole and fragmentary ground stone 

zemis.  Among them are some of the most elaborate specimens yet known from Anguilla 

(Figures 72-77).  Two "head" fragments of reddish brown calcirudite-like material appear to be 

zoomorphic (see Figure 73).  One exhibits lizard-like eyes and nostrils and the other appears 

reptilian as well, and perhaps it represents a turtle (see Figure 74).  Two other fragments, one a 
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"head" and the other a "tail" portion, were manufactured from limestone (see Figure 75).  The 

limestone head fragment  

 

Figure 71. Ground stone mortar from the Sandy Hill site (AL8-SH), AAHS collection. Note hole 
worn through from use wear on both surfaces. 
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Figure 72. Ground stone zoomorphic and anthropomorphic (?) limestone and calcirudite zemi 
fragments from the Sandy Hill site (AL8-SH), AAHS collection. 
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Figure 73. Ground stone zoomorphic calcirudite zemi fragment from the Sandy Hill site (AL8-
SH), AAHS collection. Note this specimen is represented in the preceding figure (upper right).  
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Figure 74. Ground stone reptile (?) zoomorphic limestone zemi fragment from the Sandy Hill site 
(AL8-SH), AAHS collection. Not this specimen is represented in a preceding figure (lower 
right). 
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Figure 75. Ground stone calcite and limestone zemi fragments from the Sandy Hill site (AL8-
SH), AAHS collection. Note limestone zoomorphic tail (?) fragment on bottom. 
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Figure 76. Ground stone calcirudite zemis from the Sandy Hill site (AL8-SH), AAHS collection. 
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Figure 77. Ground stone coral zemi fragment from the Sandy Hill site (AL8-SH), AAHS 
collection. 
 

appears to be anthropomorphic in representation, exhibiting a raised brow ridge and what appears 

to be an ear spool (see Figure 72).  The limestone tail fragment exhibits a phallic bulbous end.  

All four of these decorated zemi fragments were recovered from a rock pile in brush to the west 
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of the Kidd house; their accumulation in this location is likely attributable to historic agricultural 

activities. 

 Among the undecorated zemis in the site collection are three that exhibit basal grooves; 

one is manufactured from limestone and two smaller ones are calcirudite "zemi stone" (see 

Figure 76).  The collection also includes a large, calcite zemi in an early stage of reduction (see 

Figure 75) and several other unfinished calcirudite zemis, as well as one made from coral (see 

Figure 77).   

 These "unfinished," early stage reduction zemis suggest that zemis were manufactured at 

the Sandy Hill site.  Only 38 calcirudite zemi stone flakes have been recovered from the site by 

the AAHS, however, which is significantly less that the number recovered from other sites, such 

as Rendezvous Bay (AL02-RZ) and Sandy Ground (AL03-SG).  Alternatively, if zemi 

production was relatively localized and did not take place to any significant extent at Sandy Hill, 

then the artifacts described as unfinished may in fact represent finished, fully functional 

specimens. 

 Shell 

 The collection of shell artifacts from the site includes ornaments, tools and subsistence 

remains.  The collection of ornaments, both whole and fragmentary, is particularly notable.  

Among them is perhaps the flashiest single artifact from Anguilla, an elaborate shell mask. 

 The Sandy Hill shell mask is manufactured from a Conus shell that has had its inner 

column removed (Figures 78 and 79).  The shell is extensively ground around its opening and all 

over the exterior.  Unlike the more tabular Rendezvous Bay mask, the Sandy Hill ornament is 

more three dimensional, utilizing the whole shell in its representation of a zemi "head."  The 
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head exhibits extensive stylization in the form of engraved line motifs and relief areas created by 

differential grinding. 

 

Figure 78. Worked shell anthropomorphic ornament or “mask” exterior surface from the Sandy 
Hill site (AL8-SH), AAHS collection. Note black residue in eyes and nostrils. 
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Figure 79. Worked shell anthropomorphic ornament or “mask” interior surface from the Sandy 
Hill site (AL8-SH), AAHS collection. Note perforations for suspension, one of which has been 
broken through. 
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Figure 80. Worked shell ornament or “mask” fragments from the Sandy Hill site (AL8-SH), 
AAHS collection. 
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Figure 81. Worked shell ornament fragments from the Sandy Hill site (AL8-SH), AAHS 
collection. Note upper specimen may represent a spatula. 
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Figure 82. Worked bone shark zoomorphic effigy inhaler fragment left exterior surface from the 
Sandy Hill site (AL8-SH), AAHS collection. Note mouth, gill slits and black residue in effigy 
eye. 
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Figure 83. Worked bone shark zoomorphic effigy inhaler fragment broken surface from the 
Sandy Hill site (AL8-SH), AAHS collection. Note single hole on bottom bifurcated to two holes 
on the top for snuffing tube insert and nostril tube inserts, respectively.  
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Figure 84. Worked bone shark zoomorphic effigy inhaler fragment top surface from the Sandy 
Hill site (AL8-SH), AAHS collection. Note two holes for nostril tube inserts and black residue in 
effigy “nose” (at top). 
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Figure 85. Worked bone shark zoomorphic effigy inhaler fragment bottom surface from the 
Sandy Hill site (AL8-SH), AAHS collection. Note mouth, three gill slits and single hole for 
snuffer tube insert. 
  

 At the top of the head, or apex of the shell, there are two rows of interlocking ovoid 

motifs and a band of punctations that completely encircle the "crown" of the ornament.  Below 

that, around the "forehead" of the mask, are a series of parallel incisions within raised ovals.  
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This motif ends on both sides of the mask at large perforations, apparently designed for 

suspension of the ornament.  On its "face," the mask exhibits large, raised circle eyes as well as 

raised, upturned lips and punctate nose.  The chin of the mask coincides with the base of the 

shell's aperture and is well ground and somewhat pointed.  Remnants of a black resin, likely a 

petroleum-based substance (bitumen?), are present in both the left eye and nose of the mask.  It is 

highly likely that this substance was employed as an adherent to affix other materials to the mask 

(e.g., "guanin" or gold eye inlays). 

 The Sandy Hill Bay shell mask is almost identical in form and style to a shell mask from 

Freetown, Antigua (Nicholson 1983).  In particular the stylized forehead decorations, including 

the parallel incisions and band of punctations, are remarkably similar.  In contrast, the Antigua 

mask lacks the upper crown decoration and exhibits fully cut out eye sockets.  In addition, the 

Antigua mask displays a fang-toothed "smile" while the Anguilla specimen exhibits a close-

mouthed grin.  Like the Anguilla mask, the Antiguan artifact has remnant black "pitch" around 

the eyes, again perhaps for affixing inlays.  Nicholson (1983) has interpreted the Antiguan mask 

as a representation of the Taino zemi-deity "Opiyel Wa'obiran," guardian of the souls of the dead.  

The same suggestion could be made for the Anguillian mask, though it lacks the classic dog-like 

fangs often associated with this deity. 

 Another comparable shell mask is known from the Dominican Republic (e.g., Kerchache 

1994).  The Dominican artifact, which is in the collection of the Garcia Arevelo Foundation, is 

apparently manufactured from a Strombus gigas shell.  It is slightly different than the Anguillian 

and Antiguan masks, but it shares a similar incised forehead decoration.  Still others are known 

from St. Croix and Puerto Rico, among others.  The apparent wide distribution of such similar 
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artifacts indicates a broadly shared mythological tradition as well as relatively similar artistic 

execution across a large portion of the Caribbean. 

 The incised forehead motif shared by the three masks is stylistically similar to the broad 

line incisions that decorate Elenan Ostionoid ceramic vessels.  Given this diagnostic cross-medial 

similarity, it can be suggested that the masks, like the ceramics are post-Saladoid, likely 

attributable to ca. A.D. 900-1200.    As mentioned above, a radiocarbon sample taken from near 

the mask returned a date of 880 ± 90 B.P., or A.D. 1070 (Beta-21862) (Douglas 1991), further 

confirming the mask’s post-Saladoid age.  

 Two other shell mask fragments recovered from the Sandy Hill site preserve motifs 

identical to the whole specimen described above (Figure 80).  One is a portion of an eye and 

forehead and the other is a portion of the back of a zemi head, left side, which preserves a portion 

of the lateral perforation assumed to be for suspension.  The two fragments may be attributable to 

a single second mask, or alternatively, they may represent the remnants of two other masks 

identical in style to the whole one.   

 Other shell ornaments recovered from the Sandy Hill Bay site, include a stylized bird 

head (flying pelican?) manufactured from conch shell and several cut Oliva shell "tinklers," and 

other fragments with incised decoration (Figure 81).  One fully ground conch spire zemi is also 

present in the site collection.   

Bone 

 The AAHS site collection also includes a zoomorphic inhaler manufactured from 

manatee or turtle bone (Figures 82-85).  It was recovered during the excavation of the cistern 

(same area as the shell mask and mask fragments).  The specimen is a carved shark effigy 
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fractured longitudinally with a line-incised mouth, indented eyes, large nostril and line-incised 

gill slits.  The fractured cross section of the artifact reveals a bifurcate, y-shaped tube drilled 

through the effigy with two openings on the dorsal surface and one on the ventral surface.  Black 

resin (bitumen?) is present in the eye indentations and may represent remnants of adhesive used 

to affix inlays. The shark effigy may have originally been a part of a larger, composite snuffing 

device, perhaps affixed to a longer tube.  This artifact is undoubtedly related to the ceremonial 

inhalation of cohoba, a hallucinogenic snuff utilized by Amerindians.  The inhaler can be 

attributed to the post-Saladoid period, ca. A.D. 900-1500, based on the dates obtained by the 

AAHS nearby in the same disturbance, and archaeological correlates known from the Greater 

Antilles.     

 Another single artifact of worked bone, either turtle or manatee, is also included.  It is a 

broad (up to 6 cm) spatula in two restored sections with fully ground edges.  Human skeletal 

remains were recovered by the AAHS from the area of the bulldozed "scrape."  The University of 

Tennessee analyzed the remains and at least three individuals were identified.  Stable isotope 

analysis of this material is presently underway by a graduate student at the University of Florida. 

AL09-CV Cove Bay 
 
 The Cove Bay site (AL09-CV) is located on the eastern side of Cove Bay, a large 

embayment on the western portion of Anguilla's south coast, just west of Rendezvous Bay (see 

Figure 2).  The site is situated on the western side of the point separating Cove Bay from the 

Merrywing portion of Rendezvous Bay.   At its mouth, Cove Bay is approximately 1.5 km 

across, stretching from this point to Upper Maunday's Point on the western side (Figure 86).  

With the exception of the far eastern side where the site is located, the long beach at Cove Bay is 
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lined with high dunes that separate the beach from Cove Pond.  The bay is predominantly 

shallow and sand  

 

Figure 86. Aerial view of Cove Bay and a portion of Maundey’s Bay (at extreme right). 
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Figure 87. General view of the Cove Bay site (AL9-CV). Note fishing boats in right distance and 
the mountains of St. Martin beyond them. 
 

filled; a short section of reef extends out from the eastern point creating a protected cove that is 

used as an anchorage by local fishermen (Figure 87).   

 The archaeological site lies east of Cove Pond and east of the access road at an estimated 

elevation of 2 m a.m.s.l., though artifacts have been noted eroding from the low dune behind the 

beach to the west.  Based on AAHS surface collections and AAP field inspection, the site covers 

an estimated area of at least 20,000 square meters.  The site appears to be predominantly intact 

with the exception of a minor degree of disturbance attributable to the access road and parking 

area for the Cove Bay fishing harbour.  On the whole, Cove Bay is one of the least developed 
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substantial beaches in Anguilla.  For this reason the site is one of the only undisturbed sites 

remaining in Anguilla and every effort should be made to ensure its protection. 

Archaeological Investigations 
 
 The Cove Bay site (AL09-CV) was first identified during the initial IRF survey in 1979 

and originally designated as site number 8 (Dick et al. 1980).  Based on their brief survey, the 

IRF team described the site as "a substantial site, with many features visible" (Dick et al. 

1980:36).  A total of 59 artifacts, including 56 ceramic sherds collected by the IRF survey team, 

were inventoried during the AAP.  The sample is comprised of a majority of body sherds with a 

smaller number of straight rim sherds; the IRF survey team apparently recovered no decorated 

sherds. 

 The AAHS has conducted a few surface collections at the site, the first in 1984.  The site 

sample is relatively small and includes a total of 279 artifacts.  The majority of these are ceramic 

sherds (n=223), including primarily body sherds, with a smaller number of straight and thickened 

rim sherds; one cut spindle whorl is also included.  No decorated sherds have been recovered 

from the Cove Bay site, though there are some temporally diagnostic traits present in the sample.  

Two incurvate, cazuela-like rim sherds and a rim with a thickened interior lip make the site 

attributable to between ca. A.D.600-1200.  Given that no definitively early post-Saladoid 

material has been collected from the site, Cove Bay, like many other Anguillian sites, probably 

was occupied sometime during the latter half of this span, that is, ca. A.D. 900-1200, or later. 

 Among the 49 lithics in the AAHS collection are six cores, several mortar fragments, a 

couple of celt preforms, and a number of flakes.  Half of the flakes recovered are calcirudite zemi 
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stone and likely reflect on-site zemi manufacture.  One fragment of a calcirudite zemi also is 

included in the collection. 

 The four shell artifacts in the collection include three Strombus celt preforms and a 

possible Strombus spire zemi.  One calcite bead and one unburned bone are also included in the 

collection. 

AL10-MA Maunday's Bay 
 
 The Maunday's Bay site (AL10-MA) is located in the central portion of Maunday’s Bay, a 

small, narrow embayment on the western end of Anguilla's south coast, immediately to the west 

of Cove Bay (see Figures 2 and 86).  The mouth of the bay extends roughly 750 m from Lower 

Maunday's Point in the west to Upper Maunday's Point in the east.  The u-shaped bay is sand 

filled and shallow.  A wide barrier beach separates the sea from the western portion of the Cove 

Pond.  Unfortunately, the construction of Cap Juluca Hotel completely destroyed this site and no 

accurate size estimates are available. 

Archaeological Investigations 
 
 The Maunday's Bay site was first identified during the initial IRF survey in 1979 and 

designated as site number nine.   In their report, the site was described as "a large site threatened 

by ongoing construction"(Dick et al. 1980).  A total of 56 artifacts, all ceramic sherds, are 

attributable to the IRF sample from this site.   

 The IRF survey team also apparently identified a site on the northern side of or in the 

pond at Maunday's Bay; this site was labeled Maunday's Bay Pond and designated number 10.  

The authors wrote that "the bottom of the pond has yielded what may be the earliest pottery on 

Anguilla, related to the Golden Rock style of St. Eustatius, and the Palo Seco style of 
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Trinidad"(Dick et al. 1980), meaning the latter portion of the Saladoid period.   No such artifacts 

were present in the IRF collections inventoried during the AAP.  Given this and the fact that the 

site has never been relocated, the Maunday’s Bay Pond site is treated as a locus of the Maunday’s 

Bay site here.  Consequently, the two sites designated as numbers 9 and 10 by IRF were 

collapsed into the single AL10-MA designation used here. 

 The AAHS conducted at least three surface collections at the Maunday’s Bay site in 

1984-1985.  The construction of the hotel soon after this time destroyed the remaining portions 

of the site.  Therefore, the materials recovered by IRF and the collections from the site curated by 

the AAHS are the only surviving relics of this archaeological resource. 

  The AAHS site sample includes a total of 425 artifacts, 91% of which are ceramic 

sherds.  Although the ceramic sample contains a large majority of body sherds (n=313), a total of 

four decorated sherds and various other sherds are temporally diagnostic and enable rough 

estimation of its antiquity. 

 One body sherd which exhibits a zoned slipped red and white trim (i.e. "white on red") is 

perhaps late Saladoid, ca. A.D. 300-600, or more likely post-Saladoid, ca. A.D. 600-900, in age.  

Other than the aforementioned decorated sherd reportedly recovered by IRF from the Maunday's 

pond locus this represents the only possible evidence for a Saladoid or slightly later occupation at 

this site.  The three other decorated sherds all exhibit broad line incisions in both horizontal and 

curvilinear configurations.  This decorative style is clearly representative of the common post-

Saladoid period in Anguilla, that is, ca. A.D. 900-1200.  In addition to the small decorated 

sample, four sherds with interior thickened rims, two of which are slipped, and various large 
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bowl sherds are also likely attributable to ca. A.D. 900-1200, and perhaps even earlier, ca. A.D. 

600-900. 

 The inventory of lithic material from the site is more limited.  The four ground stone 

artifacts include two celt fragments, a mortar fragment and a hammerstone.  Among the 26 flaked 

stone artifacts are 12 cores, 10 of which are green limestone and are likely byproducts of celt 

manufacture (perhaps even early stage preforms).  The remaining flaked stone artifacts are all 

lithic flakes (n=14), half of which are granitic zemi stone flakes.  No whole or fragmentary zemis 

were recovered from the site, however.  The seven shell artifacts in the collection include four 

Strombus celt preforms and three cut Oliva "tinklers."   

 Given that intact deposits are unlikely to exist in the central beach portion of the site in 

the area of the hotel, this area is not considered a priority for preservation.  However, no 

subsurface excavation has been conducted anywhere in the site area and their remains a 

possibility of as yet unknown deposits nearby.  Should proposed hotel expansion occur, it is 

recommended that an archaeological inspection be conducted in areas of planned disturbance. 

AL11-FH Fountain Hill 
 
 The Fountain Hill site (AL11-FH) is located atop the western end of the ridge formation 

north of Shoal Bay East which also contains the Fountain Cavern (AL1-FC) (see Figure 2).  This 

site designation is attributed to the area where a limited number of artifacts have been recovered 

near the foot trail to Fountain Cavern, as well as the higher elevation, hill portion of the Douglas 

property to the west. 

 

Archaeological Investigations 
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 The Fountain Hill site was first identified during the initial IRF survey in 1979 and 

designated as site number 11.   In their report, the site was described as “some pottery and other 

evidence was found outside the Fountain”(Dick et al. 1980).  No artifacts from this site were 

included in the collections IRF repatriated to the AAHS, however. 

 The AAHS reports that several potsherds have been noted and/or collected from areas 

near the cave entrance and in the upper elevations of the Douglas property to the west.  No 

artifacts from this site were inventoried or catalogued, however.   

 Site inspections during the AAP yielded no additional material from this site.  It appears 

likely that the finds in this area represent minimal activity areas and/or transportation activities 

related to the adjacent Fountain Cavern (AL01-FC) and/or nearby Shoal Bay East (AL19-SE) 

sites.  

AL12-LG Long Bay 
 
 The Long Bay site (AL12-LG) is located in Long Bay, a linear embayment west of Road 

Bay and South Hill, and east of Mead’s Bay (see Figure 2).  A relatively narrow level area 

containing a salt pond exists behind the beach.  Further inland the landform slopes upward.  The 

site is located just west of the salt pond between “Morgan Hill,” the salt pond and the sea.  Long 

Bay proper is relatively underdeveloped with the exception of a few homes and a new restaurant 

at the western end of the beach.  Numerous residences line the road through Long Bay village 

further inland. 

 

 

Archaeological Investigations 
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 The Long Bay site was first identified during the initial IRF survey in 1979 and 

designated number 13.  In their report, the IRF survey team described the site as a “small midden, 

hardly more than a surface scatter”(Dick et al. 1980).  Members of the AAHS made two brief 

visits to the site in 1984-1985 and collected a total of 306 artifacts. The majority of specimens 

are ceramic sherds (n=294), including primarily body sherds, with a smaller number of straight 

(n=11) and thickened rim sherds (n=4); two griddles sherds are also included.  No decorated 

sherds have been recovered from the site, though there are some temporally diagnostic traits 

present in the sample.  Four slightly incurvate rims possibly came from cazuela-like vessels, 

enabling an approximate attribution of the site to between ca. A.D. 900-1200.   

 Lithic artifacts in the AAHS collection include a whole celt manufactured from a non-

local volcanic stone, a limestone pestle, and several lithic flakes, the majority of which are 

Antigua chert.  One calcite bead was also recovered from the site. 

 The Long Bay site collection also includes a human cranium with several teeth intact 

(Figure 88).  The context of this find is unknown, but it almost certainly represents a disturbed 

burial. 

AL13-MB Mead’s Bay 
 
 The Mead’s Bay site (AL13-MB) is located in the central portion of a low dune behind a 

long beach which separates Mead’s Bay from Mead’s Bay salt pond (see Figure 2).  Mead’s Bay 

extends over 1.5 km from Mead Point in the east by the Maliouhana Hotel to the point of land 

separating Mead’s Bay from Barnes Bay (location of site AL14-BB) (Figures 89 and 90).  

Massive borrow pits along the length of the dune indicate historic sand mining activities have 
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disturbed, if not destroyed, portions of the site.  The integrity of the site has been further 

compromised as a result of hotel, restaurant and home construction.   

 

Figure 88. Human skull from Long Bay site (AL12-LG), AAHS collection. 
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Figure 89. Aerial view of Mead’s Bay. Note area of sand mining in lower center behind beach. 
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Figure 90. General view of the eastern end of Mead’s Bay. 

 

Archaeological Investigations 

 The Mead’s Bay Site was first identified in 1979 by the IRF survey team during their 

initial survey of the island.  The site was referred to as “a respectable site on high ground” and 

was originally designated number 14 (Dick et al. 1980).  The IRF collection from the site, as 

repatriated to the AAHS, includes a total of 131 artifacts, 109 of which are ceramic body sherds.  

The collection also includes several straight rim sherds (n=8), base sherds (n=4) and griddle 

sherds (n=2).  Lithic materials collected by the IRF survey team include four cores, two Antigua 

chert and two green limestone, one utilized Antigua chert flake and a stone bead preform.  One 

Strombus shell celt and one worked piece of shell were also collected.   
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 The IRF sketch maps show the site plotted at the western end of Mead’s Bay, adjacent to 

the Barnes Bay site, which they designated A15.  Field inspections undertaken during the AAP 

indicated that these two “sites” more likely represented one contiguous habitation.  The area of 

these site designations was thereafter referred to as the Barnes Bay site (AL14-BB), and the site 

in the more central area of Mead’s Bay was designated the Mead’s Bay site (AL13-MB). 

 The AAHS made at least two visits to the site between August, 1984, and September, 

1985.  The AAHS collection includes materials gathered from the surface during these visits, as 

well as material recovered during the construction of a restaurant (currently Blanchard’s).  

Contractor Seymour Carty discovered remains of one or more human skeletons while excavating 

the foundation for the restaurant.  One human cranium was recovered, with associated axis and 

atlas vertebrae, along with two right tibias, one left tibia and assorted long bone fragments 

(Figure 91).  In an effort to preserve the osteological remains, AAHS members coated the bones 

with Elmer's Glue.  Artifacts associated with the foundation disturbance (but not necessarily the 

human remains) included a total of 72 ceramic sherds, of which 50 are body sherds, 10 are 

straight rim sherds, nine are thickened rim sherds, one is a griddle sherd, and one is a base sherd.  

Lithic artifacts recovered during the same episode included two hammerstones, a ground stone 

fragment and a single green limestone flake. 

 The AAHS general surface collection from the Mead’s Bay site includes another 152 

Amerindian artifacts.  Ceramics comprise the majority of the site collection (n=114).  Of this 

total, 46 are straight rim sherds, 37 are thickened rim sherds, 23 are body sherds, six are griddle 

sherds and two are base sherds.   The lithic inventory from the site includes four green limestone 
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celt preforms and three green limestone celt fragments, one local limestone core, two 

groundstone  

 

Figure 91. Human skull from Mead’s Bay site (AL13-MB), AAHS collection. 

 

mortar fragments and five lithic flakes.  Shell artifacts are also represented, including one 

Strombus celt fragment, one celt preform, five “pick-like” pieces of worked Strombus, and eight 
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pieces inventoried as shell debitage.  Six fragments of coral were also collected, in addition to 

two unburned bone fragments.  The sample also includes 25 shells/shell fragments inventoried as 

subsistence shell and one historic ceramic sherd. 

 In terms of diagnostic artifacts, a number of ceramic sherds can be attributed to a post-

Saladoid occupation of the site.  One inverted, bell-shaped, large bowl rim sherd with red slip on 

both its interior and exterior is likely attributable to ca. A.D. 600-900 or later.  Seven thickened, 

unslipped rim sherds recovered near the burial are likely attributable to ca. A.D. 600-1200, or 

A.D. 900-1200.   Another 37 thickened rim sherds, almost all of them with red slip are also likely 

attributable to the same rough temporal span. 

AL14-BB Barnes Bay 
 
 The Barnes Bay site is located on the northwest coast of Anguilla on a rocky point of land 

separating Mead’s Bay from Barnes Bay (see Figure 2).  The site covers an area extending east 

from Cocoloba/Metaresort to the western end of Mead’s Bay beach and from the base of a 

gradual slope in the south to its northern margin along the shore.   Patches of exposed limestone 

bedrock mark the central portion of the site and suggest that cultural deposits are extremely 

shallow in some areas (Figure 92).  Severe cut bank erosion in the northeast portion of the site by 

Mead’s Bay and exposed limestone outcrops due north of the site indicate some portion of the 

site may have been destroyed already by natural processes.  A large, shallow borrow pit in the 

south central portion of the site appears to be the only historic site disturbance, except for the dirt 

access loop that circles the site (Figure 93).  However, planned expansion of the Cocoloba Hotel 

eastward, into the prime site area, presents a serious and imminent threat to the remaining site 

deposits. 
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Figure 92. General view of the central portion of the Barnes Bay site (AL14-BB), facing 
southeast. Note road in foreground and disturbed area beyond it. 
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Figure 93. General view of the central portion of the Barnes Bay site (AL14-BB), facing 
northeast. Note edge of disturbed area in foreground and bay in center distance beyond palm 
trees. 
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Figure 94. Ground stone calcirudite incised zemi from the Barnes Bay site (AL14-BB), IRF 
collection. Note incisions to left of apex. 
 

Archaeological Investigations 

 The IRF survey team first identified the Barnes Bay site during their brief visit in 1979.  

At that time it was designated site number 15 and described as “a small Indian site where was 

found a valuable three-pointed stone”(Dick et al. 1980).  The three-pointed zemi referred to in 
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their report is currently in the AAHS collection (Figure 94).  The specimen, manufactured from 

calcirudite, is very well formed with a grooved base and “chevron” incisions on either shoulder 

of its apex.  It was given to David Carty of Anguilla at the time of the survey and later donated to 

the AAHS.  Material collected by the IRF survey team and later repatriated to the AAHS includes 

a total of 141 artifacts, of which 136 are ceramic sherds (thickened rims, n=15; straight rims, 

n=16; base sherds, n=19; griddle sherds, n=11; and body sherds, n=75).  Other artifacts collected 

by the IRF team from the site include two lithic cores, one of which is Antigua chert, one utilized 

quartz flake, one worked piece of shell, and one unburned bone fragment. 

 The AAHS made at least six visits to the site between August, 1984, and November, 

1985, and numerous others over the next decade.  The AAHS sample from this site includes a 

total of 1968 artifacts, in addition to 22 fragments of Strombus inventoried as shell debitage and 

46 shells inventoried as subsistence shell. 

 In 1996, John Crock conducted intensive testing of the Barnes Bay site as part of his 

dissertation research, details of which will be presented elsewhere.  Details about the AAHS 

sample follow. 

Ceramics 

 The AAHS collection from the Barnes Bay site includes a total of 1533 ceramic sherds, of 

which 23 (2%) are decorated, 938 are body sherds (61%), 312 (20%) are straight rim sherds, 126 

(8%) are thickened rim sherds, 75 (5%) are base sherds, 54 (4%) are griddle sherds, three are 

spindle whorls, and two are handle sherds.  Of the decorated sherds from the site, broad linear 

incisions represent the most common mode (Figure 95).  A total of 14 sherds exhibit this post-

Saladoid style of decoration on exterior lug nodes, lozenges or on excurvate body sherds.  This  
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Figure 95. Late Ceramic broad line incision decorated sherds and pelican zoomorphic adorno 
(center left) from the Barnes Bay site (AL14-BB), AAHS collection. 
 

diagnostic style of decoration, referred to as Elenan Ostionoid, enables the site to be attributed to 

ca. A.D. 900-1200.  Several of the sherds with broad-line incisions, particularly on exterior 

lozenges, may have represented the folded wing motif associated with pelican head adornos.  

One large pelican adorno with red slip exists in the AAHS site sample.  Other types of decoration 
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exhibited by ceramics include one finger-indented rim and a rim with deep, oblique incisions in a 

scalloped form. 

Lithics 

 The lithic sample from the Barnes Bay site includes a total of 317 flaked stone and 

ground stone artifacts.  Among the flaked stone artifacts are cores, core tools, choppers, utilized 

and modified flakes and fragments, and unmodified flake and fragment debitage.  The ground 

stone artifacts include petaloid celts, celt fragments, celt preforms, mortar fragments, 

hammerstones, and whole and fragmentary zemis. 

 Breakdowns of the flaked stone raw materials indicate a high percentage of local 

limestone, which differs from most other sites.  Among cores, 27 (57%) are local limestone, 13 

(28%) are chert, and 7 (15%) are green limestone.  The collection also contains a single Antigua 

chert biface, the only chert artifact in the entire AAHS collection exhibiting working beyond 

simple unifacial retouch (Figure 96).  This “projectile-point” like artifact may be indicative of an 

Archaic period occupation at the site, the only period where implements approaching bifaces 

were produced, or it may simply represent an anomalous, heavily worked specimen of the 

Ceramic period.    

 Raw material breakdowns for other flaked stone artifact categories are similar to those 

represented by the cores.  For flake and fragment debitage, 30 (46%) are local limestone, 26 

(39%) are green limestone, and 10 (15%) are chert.  Utilized flakes and fragments exhibit a 

different material emphasis, however, with six (67%) chert, two (22%) local limestone and one 

(11%) green limestone.  As with most other sites, the modified flake category is all green 

limestone; all five modified flakes are likely related to petaloid celt manufacture. 
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Figure 96. Flaked stone bifacial tool of presumed Antigua chert from the Barnes Bay site (AL14-
BB), AAHS collection.  
 

 As expected, among ground stone artifacts in the Barnes Bay sample, green limestone is 

also the dominant raw material.  It accounts for 99% (n=71) of all whole, primary stage reduction 

and secondary stage reduction celts.  The 17 mortar fragments all appear to be local limestone, as 

do the seven hammerstones. 
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 A total of 10 zemis and zemi fragments are included in the site sample (including the 

above-mentioned specimen originally collected by the IRF in 1979).  Of this total, nine (90%) are 

calcirudite “zemi stone” and one (10%) is limestone.  The AAHS collection also contains a total 

of 17 modified calcirudite flakes (some of which may represent zemis in early stages of 

reduction), and 47 calcirudite “zemi stone” flakes. 

Shell 

 The AAHS collected nearly twice as many Strombus celt preforms from the Barnes Bay 

site than almost any other site in Anguilla.  A total of 24 preforms are represented, along with 

eight whole, finished celts (Figure 97).  The high number of shell celt preforms collected from 

the surface may indicate the site has some sort of functional or temporal distinction, though more 

work will be necessary to evaluate this aspect of the collection.  Other shell artifacts collected 

include two worked pieces of conch, eight cut Oliva shell “tinklers”, a gorget-like piece of 

worked shell (unknown species), and a perforated bivalve shell (unknown species).   A total of 

22 Strombus fragments were cataloged as shell debitage, and 46 shells and shell fragments were 

inventoried as subsistence shell. 

Miscellaneous 

 The AAHS collection from the Barnes Bay site also includes human remains; one 

longbone and two longbone fragments have been recovered from the site.  A total of seven pieces 

of unmodified coral and 17 historic Euroamerican ceramic fragments are also include in the 

Barnes Bay site sample. 
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Figure 97. Worked shell celts from the Barnes Bay site (AL14-BB), AAHS collection. 

AL 15-IB Indian Bottom Hill 
 
 The Indian Bottom Hill site is located on elevated ground inland from Anguilla’s rocky 

southeastern coast (see Figure 2).  The site is situated north of Mimi Bay and west-southwest of 

Sile Bay at an elevation of approximately 24 m a.m.s.l.  Under present, largely treeless 
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conditions, this site offers spectacular views in all directions, particularly to the north and south.  

To the north it overlooks Grey Pond, Savannah Bay and, in the distance Windward point and 

Scrub Island.  To the south it overlooks Mimi Bay and, in the distance, St. Martin, Flat Island, St. 

Barths and sometimes, when clear, St. Kitts.  The site area appears heavily eroded due to historic 

cultivation activities and animal grazing.  Due to the denuded condition of the general area and 

the dispersed nature of surface materials, the site is believed to be extremely shallow and 

extensively disturbed.  The origin of the place name “Indian Bottom Hill” is unclear, though it 

seems logical it has some relationship to the archaeological site. 

Archaeological Investigations 

 The Indian Bottom Hill site was first identified by the IRF during their brief survey in 

1979.  They designated the site number 16 and described it as “a small and shallow midden in a 

spectacular, windward setting”(Dick et al. 1980).  No materials collected from the site by the IRF 

were repatriated to the AAHS.  It may be that none were collected. 

 The AAHS made at least one visit to the site in 1985 and perhaps others later on.  The 

AAHS collection from Indian Bottom Hill includes a total of 176 artifacts. 

 

Ceramics 

 The AAHS collection from the site contains 129 ceramic sherds.  The ceramic inventory 

includes 104 body sherds, 11 straight rim sherds, 8 thickened rim sherds, three griddle sherds, 

two base sherds, and one decorated sherd.  The decorated sherd appears to have a broad groove 

on its exterior and likely represents an example of the broad-line incision mode of decoration 

common at post-Saladoid sites in Anguilla. 
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Lithics 

 Lithic artifacts in the collection include both flaked stone and ground stone artifacts.  The 

flaked stone inventory includes one utilized chert flake, 17 green limestone flakes and three 

limestone flakes.  The ground stone inventory is dominated by green limestone, including 13 

primary stage celt preforms, 5 secondary stage celt preforms, five whole celts and five celt 

fragments.  One limestone mortar fragment and one limestone hammerstone are also included in 

the collection.  No zemi stone materials are present in the AAHS collection from the site. 

Shell and Coral 

 No shell artifacts are present in the AAHS collection from the site.  Five Strombus 

fragments from the site were cataloged as shell debitage, however, and one shell was cataloged as 

subsistence shell.  One piece of unmodified coral was also collected from the site by the AAHS. 

Historics 

 The collection includes a total of 171 historic European ceramic fragments and seven 

pieces of glass.  This material is likely associated with late nineteenth and early twentieth-century 

Afro-Caribbean residences in the area.  Remnants of stone foundations and concentrations of 

artifacts mark the former locations of several dwellings attributable to this period. 

AL16-SB Savannah Bay 
 
 The Savannah Bay site is located on the windward, northeast coast of Anguilla.  The site 

lies to the west of Savannah Bay on an elevated ridge, roughly 25-30 m a.m.s.l., between 

Savannah Bay and Mount Fortune (see Figure 2).  The Bay itself is a long, incurvate arch 

extending northward from Gibbon Point approximately 1.5 km to the southern end of Junk’s 

Hole.  The site lies at least 300 m inland from the long, high dune that parallels Savannah Bay 
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beach.  The site location offers a panoramic view of Savannah Bay, Junks Hole and Windward 

Point to the east and north, and Indian Bottom Hill (AL15-IB) to the south.  The Palm Grove Bar 

and Restaurant at the northern end of Savannah Bay is the only development in the area.  As with 

the Indian Bottom Hill site, however, the site appears quite shallow and denuded due to its higher 

elevation and the affects of livestock grazing. 

Archaeological Investigations 

 The Savannah Bay site was first identified by the IRF during their brief survey in 1979.  

The site was designated number 17 and described as “a small midden”(Dick et al. 1980).  No 

artifacts were recovered from the site by the IRF, or at least none were repatriated to the AAHS. 

The AAHS made at least one visit to the site in August, 1984, and perhaps others more 

recently.  The AAHS collection from the site is limited to a single Strombus shell celt.  In more 

recent visits to the site during the AAP, dense pavements of ceramics were noted on the deflated 

site surface, as were green limestone celt fragments, lithic debitage and subsistence shell.   

Based on the distribution of surface materials, from north to south the site is roughly 250-300 m 

long, and from east to west roughly 270 m wide.  Based on these estimates, the size of the site is 

estimated to be approximately 50,000 square meters, making it one of the major habitation sites 

in Anguilla.   

The form of several rim sherds (e.g., incurvate and/or thickened) noted on the site surface 

and their lack of slip or decoration indicate that the site is almost certainly post-Saladoid in age.  

The inland location of the site, its elevated position, and the extensive distribution of material on 

the surface are very similar to other post-Saladoid sites on Anguilla’s south coast, including the 

Forest North site (AL20-FN) and the previously discussed Indian Bottom Hill site (AL15-IB). 
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AL17-RS Road Spring 
 
 The Road Spring site is located to the east of Road Bay Pond and Sandy Ground Village 

in the central portion of Anguilla’s north coast (see Figures 2 and 32).  The site is situated near 

Road Spring, one of few natural springs in Anguilla, on level ground at the base of the gradual 

slope that descends from North Hill.  The spring itself is currently “tapped” by a concrete well.  

At least some portion of the site was probably affected by the construction of the Green Cuisine 

hydroponic greenhouses that are situated between Road Spring and the eastern margin of Road 

Pond (Figure 98).   The general area to the east of the pond in the vicinity of the site was 

cultivated historically, but presently the area is used mainly for grazing livestock.  Anguillians 

often wash and service their vehicles at the spring.  The historic Road Cemetery, a burial ground 

for 18-20th century planter and merchant families, lies just south of the spring and the general site 

area (Figure 99). 

Archaeological Investigations 

 The Road Spring site was first identified by the IRF during their brief survey in 1979.  

They designated the site number 18 and described it as “a sherd scatter near the only flowing 

spring to be found by the party, on Road Salt Pond bottom”(Dick et al. 1980).  No artifacts were 

recovered from the site by the IRF, or those recovered were never repatriated. 

 The AAHS visited the site in August, 1995, and collected a total of 29 artifacts. The 

artifact sample includes 19 pottery sherds, of which one is a straight rim, one is a thickened rim 

and 17 are body sherds.  The straight rim sherd and nine of the body sherds exhibit some degree 

of red slip.  The straight rim is incurvate with slip on its lip and exterior.  Based on these 
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attributes it likely came from a late Saladoid, or early post-Saladoid vessel.  Two of the body 

sherds show  

 

Figure 98. General view of the hydroponic greenhouses situated on or near the Road Spring site 
(AL17-RS), facing northwest. Note Road Bay salt pond in left far distance. 
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Figure 99. General view of historic cemetery near the Road Spring site (AL17-RS), facing north. 

 

remnants of white-on-red decoration and are therefore attributable to the Saladoid period, ca. 500 

B.C-A.D. 600, or perhaps A.D. 600-900.  Their thickness and fine-grained composition suggest a 

Saladoid attribution, however.   

Of the ten lithic artifacts in the collection, one is a limestone chopper, six are flakes (one 

of them chert), one is a green limestone celt fragment, and two are limestone hammerstones.  Six 

unmodified pebbles were collected in addition to five Strombus shell fragments inventoried as 

shell debitage.  The collection also includes 75 historic ceramic sherds, one piece of glass, and a 

piece of metal. 

Based on the limited information about the Road Spring site and the high probability of 

recent disturbance, it remains unclear what its original size and function was.  However, its 
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proximity to the extensive Sandy Ground site (AL03-SG) on the other side of the pond, and its 

relationship to the spring itself, suggest that it may be the result of fresh water acquisition rather 

than habitation per se. 
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AL18-LH Little Harbour 
 
 The Little Harbour site is located on the south-central coast of Anguilla (see Figure 2).  

The site is situated on a rocky point on the eastern side of the narrow, shallow harbour (Figure 

100).  The site overlooks St. Martin to the south and Cinnamon Reef Hotel on the western side of 

the harbour.   A historic foundation is situated on the site and several modern houses lie 

immediately to the north; it is unclear whether or not these structures affected portions of the 

Amerindian site deposits.   Abundant artifacts on the surface and exposed limestone bedrock in 

some areas indicate that its deposits are likely shallow and it may be seriously eroded. 

Archaeological Investigations 

 The Little Harbour site was first identified by the IRF during their brief survey in 1979.  

They designated the site number 19 (the last site identified during their trip) and described it as a 

“good-sized site on a promontory.  Rather interesting cairns to be found there, probably of very 

recent origin”(Dick et al. 1980).   

The AAHS made at least two visits to the site between May, 1984, and August, 1985, and 

probably others prior to the AAP.  The AAHS collection includes a total of 503 artifacts from the 

Little Harbour site.   

Ceramics 

The 197 pottery sherds in the collection include one decorated sherd, 43 thickened rims, 

64 straight rims, 52 body sherds 32 griddle sherds, and five base sherds.  The one decorated 

specimen (0.5%) is a broad-line incised exterior lug (Figure 101).  This sherd and other attributes 

of the inventory such as incurvate rims and thickened lips indicate it was likely occupied during 

the post-Saladoid period, ca. A.D. 900-1200, or later.  
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Figure 100. Aerial view of the Little Harbour site (AL18-SH). Note site lies on point to the east 
(top) of the harbour. 
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Figure 101. Late Ceramic thickened rim and broad line incised rim sherds from the Little 
Harbour site (AL18-SH), AAHS collection. 

 

Lithics 

A total of 159 artifacts comprise the flaked stone inventory.  Artifact categories 

represented include cores, utilized flakes, modified flakes and unmodified debitage.  The ground 

stone inventory includes a total of 96 artifacts, among them are green limestone celts, celt 
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preforms and celt fragments, mortar fragments, hammerstones, and whetstones.  Raw material 

breakdowns indicate green limestone is the most common material represented in the flaked 

stone (48%) and ground stone (67%) categories.   

The site sample also includes four whole lithic zemis and two zemi fragments.  Two 

whole zemis and one fragment are calcirudite and two whole zemis and one fragment are local 

white limestone.  One of the whole, calcirudite zemis is perhaps zoomorphic, with possible “eye” 

indentations on one end.   A total of 39 calcirudite zemi stone flakes are also included in the site 

sample.   

Shell, Bone and Historics 

Shell artifacts in the collection include three Strombus shell celts and three celt preforms.  

A total of 21 Strombus fragments and 10 subsistence shells were also inventoried.  Four 

unburned bone fragments are included, as well as two historic ceramic sherds. 

AL19-SE Shoal Bay East 
 
 The Shoal Bay East site (AL19-SE) is located on the northeast coast of Anguilla on a 

point of land west of Island Harbour (see Figures 2 and 32).  The site is situated between Lower 

Shoal Bay on the western side of the point and Upper Shoal Bay on the eastern side.  The site 

covers a large portion of level terrain that extends south from Upper Shoal Bay beach to the base 

of a relatively steep slope.  The slope descends from the ridge paralleling this portion of the 

northeast coastline.  The limestone ridge is known to contain numerous caves and caverns, 

including Fountain Cavern (AL01-FC) to the southwest of the site, and Pitch Apple Hole farther 

to the west.  The site covers a large agricultural field adjacent to the palm-lined beach, another to 
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the southwest below Milly’s Inn, and a sizeable portion of land to the south owned by Allamanda 

Beach Hotel which includes a small salt pond in the south-central portion of the site. 

 Numerous historic disturbances have impacted the site, including plow cultivation, 

mechanized stripping, burning of vegetation, sand mining, and small scale dredging of the salt 

pond.  To date no structures are present on the site proper, however, and the majority of this large 

site on prime real estate appears intact.  Given the close proximity of the site to the sea, it offers 

one of the better opportunities for buried deposits among the extant sites in Anguilla. 

Archaeological Investigations 

 The Shoal Bay East site was the first new site identified by Nik Douglas and the AAHS 

beyond those identified by the IRF in 1979.  Originally designated “SE”, the site was assigned 

the number AL19-SE at the beginning of the Anguilla Archaeological Project when the IRF, 

David R. Watters, and AAHS site referencing systems were merged.  The AAHS made at least 

seven visits to the site between 1984 and 1985 and numerous others more recently.  A total of 

five provenience numbers were assigned to different collection episodes, the first, PN 1 being the 

most general, applies to all surface collections up to 1993.  Provenience numbers 2, 4 and 5 refer 

to specific surface collection efforts conducted on February 5, 1993, March 27, 1993 and in 

April, 1993, respectively.  Provenience number 3 refers to material recovered from site sediments 

after they were removed by the landowner and transported elsewhere.   

The AAHS sample from the Shoal Bay East site represents the largest unexcavated 

sample of artifacts from Anguillian sites; only collections from Rendezvous Bay (AL02-RZ) and 

Sandy Hill (AL08-SH) where salvage excavations were undertaken contain more specimens.  In 

all, the AAHS surface collected sample from this site includes a total of 7,176 artifacts. 
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Figure 102. Early Ceramic large human anthropomorphic adorno frontal view with white-on-red 
decoration from the Shoal Bay East site (AL19-SE), AAHS collection. 
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Figure 103. Early Ceramic large human anthropomorphic adorno side view with white-on-red 
decoration from the Shoal Bay East site (AL19-SE), AAHS collection. 
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Figure 104. Early Ceramic white-on-red decorated rim sherd from the Shoal Bay East site 
(AL19-SE), AAHS collection. 
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Figure 105. Late Ceramic pelican zoomorphic adornos from the Shoal Bay East site (AL19-SE), 
AAHS collection. 
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Figure 106. Late Ceramic broad line incision decorated rim sherds from the Shoal Bay East site 
(AL19-SE), AAHS collection. 
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Figure 107. Late Ceramic raised node adorno from the Shoal Bay East site (AL19-SE), AAHS 
collection. 
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Figure 108. Late Ceramic tabular finger indented adorno from the Shoal Bay East site (AL19-
SE), AAHS collection. 
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Figure 109. Late Ceramic zoomorphic adornos and anthropomorphic appliqué hands from the 
Shoal Bay East site (AL19-SE), AAHS collection. 
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Figure 110. Late Ceramic monkey zoomorphic adorno from the Shoal Bay East site (AL19-SE), 
AAHS collection. 
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Figure 111. Late Ceramic human anthropomorphic appliqué node adorno from the Shoal Bay 
East site (AL19-SE), AAHS collection. 
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Figure 112. Late Ceramic hollow punctuate decorated rim sherd from the Shoal Bay East site 
(AL19-SE), AAHS collection. 
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Figure 113. Late Ceramic curvilinear incision decorated sherds from the Shoal Bay East site 
(AL19-SE), AAHS collection. 
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Figure 114. Late Ceramic cut and drilled ceramic spindle whorls for weaving from the Shoal Bay 
East site (AL19-SE), AAHS collection. 
 

 

In 1996, the Shoal Bay East site was extensively tested by the authors as part of Crock’s 

dissertation research and further testing is slated for 1999, all the details of which will be 

presented elsewhere. 
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Ceramics 

 The AAHS sample of Amerindian pottery from the Shoal Bay East site includes a total of 

5701 sherds: 98 decorated sherds, 692 thickened rim sherds, 1910 straight rim sherds, 2353 body 

sherds, 397 griddle sherds, 234 base sherds, eight handles/handle fragments and nine spindle 

whorls/whorl fragments (Figures 102-114).  The number of decorated sherds from the site (1.7% 

of sherd total) is the largest of any AAHS site sample.  The temporally diagnostic sherds in the 

sample indicate that the site was occupied minimally from the early post-Saladoid period through 

the later post-Saladoid, from ca. A.D. 600-A.D. 1500.   

Among the decorated sherds representative of early post-Saladoid occupation, ca. A.D. 

600-900, is a large anthropomorphic head, perhaps an adorno from a large duho-like ceramic 

bowl (see Figures 102 and 103).  The wide-eyed human face is red-slipped with white paint 

outlining its eyes and mouth.  Another specimen, a plain rim, also exhibits white-on red 

decoration (see Figure 104).  These artifacts, in addition to rim node adornos, red slipped rims 

with parallel grooved incisions, and thickened rims with a polychrome of red slip and black paint 

are similar to the Mill Reef and Marmora Bay styles Rouse (1992) refers to as “Marmoran 

Troumassoid,” although they clearly show some continuities with earlier Saladoid ceramics. 

Decorated sherds representative of other post-Saladoid occupation at the site, ca. A.D. 

900-1200, include several pelican head adornos (see Figure 105), numerous red-slipped folded 

rim sherds with broad linear and curvilinear incisions, and exterior lozenges with broad linear 

incisions (see Figure 106).  Like other post-Saladoid sites in Anguilla, at Shoal Bay East these 

modes of decoration are the most common evidence of post-Saladoid occupation.  Other 

decorated sherds from the site likely attributable to this period include vertical lugs with 
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horizontal incisions, pierced lugs, raised node adornos, and finger indented rims.  Incurvate, red-

slipped thickened rims in the site sample are also diagnostic of this period.    

One of the more interesting aspects of Shoal Bay East, in terms of the prehistory of 

Anguilla and the broader region, is the presence of numerous decorated sherds likely attributable 

to later post-Saladoid times, ca. A.D. 1200-1500.  Among these artifacts are several which 

exhibit clear Chican-Ostionoid, or “Chicoid,” characteristics (Rouse 1992) typically diagnostic of 

protohistoric Taino or Taino sites in the Greater Antilles.  These artifacts include a straight rim 

with an anthropomorphic face, a buff gray sherd with an upside down zoomorphic head on a 

triangular node (see Figure 109), and a zoomorphic “monkey head” adorno (see Figure 110).  An 

anthropomorphic head node applique is also diagnostic of a late post-Saladoid occupation; this 

particular specimen appears more similar to Suazoid styles common in late prehistory in the 

Windward Island rather than Chican-Ostionoid ceramics, however.  Other artifacts with probable 

later post-Saladoid attributions include several zoomorphic lug and node adornos, a “crossed 

hands” adorno (see Figure 109), a straight rim with small, hollow punctations (see Figure 112), 

and a body sherd from a “gourd-like” vessel with complex curvilinear and punctate decoration 

(see Figure 113), and several cut and drilled spindle whorls (see Figure 114). 

Lithics 

The AAHS collection includes a total of 1328 flaked stone and ground stone artifacts.  

Among the flaked stone artifacts are cores, core tools, choppers, utilized and modified flakes and 

fragments and unmodified flakes and fragments.  The ground stone artifacts include petaloid 

celts, celt fragments, celt preforms, mortar fragments, hammerstones, pestles, whetstones, whole 

and fragmentary zemis, and beads.  
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Raw material breakdowns for the flaked stone inventory reveal a high percentage of green 

limestone, 60% (n=284), followed by chert (26%, n=123), local white limestone (13%, n=61), 

felsite and unknown materials (1%, n=4).  All of the intentionally modified flakes (n=54) and 

65% (n=197) of unmodified flakes are green limestone and believed to be byproducts of petaloid 

celt manufacture and use at the site. 

 Raw materials in the ground stone inventory show even higher percentages of green 

limestone across most artifact categories.  Of the 761 groundstone artifacts inventoried, 81% are 

green limestone, all apparently associated with petaloid celt manufacture with the exception of 

10 hammerstones; four of these represent pebble forms of this raw material. 

 The AAHS sample from the Shoal Bay East site contains 12 whole and 16 fragmentary 

lithic zemis (Figures 115 and 116).  Raw materials represented in the sample of whole zemis 

include local limestone (33%, n=4), calcite (25%, n=3), calcirudite (25%, n=3), quartz (8%, 

n=1), and an unknown material (8%, n=1).  One of the limestone zemis is very small and exhibits 

a zoomorphic head on one end.  The last specimen (unknown material) exhibits a full basal 

groove and “chevron” markings on its apex.  The majority of the fragmentary zemis are calcite 

(56%, n=9), and the remainder are local white limestone (25%, n=4) and calcirudite (19%, n=3).   

Two of the fragmentary limestone zemis are zoomorphic “heads” or “tails.” 

Three stone beads and three stone bead preforms are also included in the site sample.  The 

finished beads were manufactured from limestone, calcite and an unknown material; all of the 

bead preforms are calcite (Figure 117). 
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Figure 115. Ground stone calcite zemi from the Shoal Bay East site (AL19-SE), AAHS 
collection. 
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Figure 116. Ground stone and worked shell zemis from the Shoal Bay East site (AL19-SE), 
AAHS collection. 
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Figure 117. Ground stone diorite, limestone and calcite beads and bead performs from the Shoal 
Bay East site (AL19-SE), AAHS collection. 
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Figure 118. Worked shell “tinkler” beads from the Shoal Bay East site (AL19-SE), AAHS 
collection. 
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Figure 119. Worked shell disk beads from the Shoal Bay East site (AL19-SE), AAHS collection. 
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Figure 120. Worked shell artifact fragments from the Shoal Bay East site (AL19-SE), AAHS 
collection. Note snuffing tube, spatula, pendant, possible atlatl spur and zemi from upper left to 
lower right. 

Shell 

The inventory of shell artifacts from the Shoal Bay East site is one of the more extensive 

in the entire AAHS collection.  It includes a total of 71 shell specimens inventoried as ornaments, 

67% (n=48) of which are cut Oliva shell “tinklers” (Figure 118).  The remainder of artifacts in 
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this category are flat discoid beads and perforated bivalves (Figure 119).  One artifact in the site 

sample (catalogued as worked Strombus) appears to be one half of an inhaler tube, likely used for 

ingesting hallucinogenic cohoba (Figure 120).  Another (also catalogued as worked Strombus) is 

partially drilled and appears to have been fashioned into a spur-like shape and may represent a 

spur from an atlatl, or throwing-stick (see Figure 120), and other spatulas and pendants are 

included as well. 

  Strombus shell celts and celt preforms are also abundant in the AAHS sample.  A total of 

11 celts and 13 preforms have been recovered from the site.  In addition to the pieces of worked 

Strombus mentioned above, 49 others are included in the collection, 90% (n=44) of which are 

sharply fractured, pointed, pick-like fragments which may have been used as tools. 

 A total of 199 Strombus fragments collected by the AAHS were inventoried as shell 

debitage and 571 unmodified shells collected were inventoried as subsistence shell.  

Human Remains 

 Several fragments of human skeletal remains have been recovered from the surface of the 

Shoal Bay East site, suggesting that at least some burials have been affected by the historical 

disturbance.  The AAHS collection includes one adult mandible with teeth intact, five cranium 

fragments, and one longbone fragment. 

Coral, Bone and Historics 

 A total of 78 pieces of coral are included in the AAHS site sample.  These items were 

manuported to the site and many of them exhibit use wear.  The collection also includes 85 

pieces of unburned bone, most of which represents Amerindian subsistence refuse.  The site has 
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also yielded a number of historic European artifacts, including 56 ceramic sherds, and 21 pieces 

of glass. 

AL20-FN Forest Bay North 
 
 The Forest North site is located on the central portion of Anguilla’s south coast 

approximately 300 m to the north of Forest Bay (see Figure 2).  The site is situated east of 

Wallblake Airport on a plateau just below Rey Hill (Figure 121).  From its prominent elevation, 

estimated at 12-16 m a.m.s.l., the site offers a panoramic view of St. Martin to the south (Figures 

122 and 123).  The site area is divided by the dirt access road that extends southward from The 

Farrington to Forest Bay.  The area was extensively cultivated in the past according to 

landowners and shepherds currently grazing livestock on the site.  Cotton, maize, pigeon peas, 

and sweet potato apparently were among the crops harvested from the site area.  Sometime in the 

1980s, mechanized equipment was used to clear the site of vegetation, particularly acacia bush.  

This activity disturbed the site deposits to some degree and likely is responsible for artifact-laden 

piles of sediment in some areas of the site. 

Archaeological Investigations 
 
 The Forest North site was first identified by the AAHS in May, 1984.  Society members 

made at least three visits to the site by late 1985, and have undertaken countless surface 

collections since.  The site was originally designated “FN” by the AAHS and later, AL20-FN 

during the AAP.  The AAHS collection from the site includes a total of 1837 artifacts, of which 

893 are pottery sherds, 87 cores, core tools and burin, 262 utilized, modified and unmodified 

flakes and fragments, 462 ground stone, 45 zemis, zemi fragments and zemi flakes, 26 

shell/stone adornments, 62 shell celts, preforms and fragments. 
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Figure 121. Aerial view of the Forest North site (AL20-FN). Note site on either side of bifurcated 
roads in center. 
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Figure 122. General view of AAP testing of the Forst North site (AL20-FN), facing southwest. 
Note ocean in left distance and St. Martin beyond in the far distance. 
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Figure 123. General view of AAP testing of the Forest North site (AL20-FN), facing southeast. 
Note ocean in the center distance and the mountains of St. Barts far beyond. 
 

 As described further below, the AAP conducted extensive testing of the Forest North site 

in 1993, and in 1998 John Crock conducted additional excavations there as part of his 

dissertation research.  Details about the latter work will be presented elsewhere.  Descriptions of 

the AAHS sample and the AAP work follow. 

Ceramics 

 The 893 ceramic sherds in the AAHS sample include a total of 15 decorated sherds, 511 

straight rim sherds, 118 thickened rim sherds, 147 body sherds, 63 griddle sherds, 35 base sherds, 

three spindle whorls, and one handle.  The 15 decorated sherds (1.7% of all sherds) are all 

attributable to the later post-Saladoid period, ca. A.D. 900-1200, or later.  These primarily  
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Figure 124. Late Ceramic broad line incision decorated rim sherd from the Forest North site 
(AL20-FN), AAHS collection. 
 

include rim and body sherds with broad-line incisions (Figure 124).  Other diagnostic decoration 

includes one finger indented rim, one rim with an undecorated raised oval lozenge, and two 

straight rims with raised node adornos, one of which may be zoomorphic. 
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Lithics 

The AAHS site sample includes a total of 856 flaked stone and ground stone artifacts.  

Among the flaked stone artifacts are cores, core tools, one burin, utilized and modified flakes and 

fragments, and unmodified flakes and fragments.  The ground stone artifacts include petaloid 

celts, celt fragments, celt preforms, mortar fragments, hammerstones, pestles, whetstones and 

whole and fragmentary zemis.  

Raw material breakdowns for the flaked stone sample reveal a high percentage of green 

limestone (64%, n=223), followed by chert (22%, n=76), local limestone (11%, n=38), and 

unknown materials (3%, n=12).  The ground stone inventory is also dominated by green 

limestone (75%, n=340) followed by local limestone (21%, n=96) and unknown materials (4%, 

n=21), some of the latter of which may be long-distance imports such as jadeite (Figure 125).  As 

with other post-Saladoid sites, the green limestone material is all likely related to the production 

of ground stone celts.  The collection also includes two limestone beads, one quartz bead preform 

and one ground, flat pebble (Figure 126). 

The AAHS sample includes 18 whole zemis, eight fragmentary zemis, and 19 calcirudite 

zemi flakes.  All the zemis and zemi fragments are relatively small and undecorated, except one 

reddish calcirudite end fragment with an indentation and grooved base which appears to have 

been part of a larger zoomorphic zemi.  Among the whole zemis, local limestone is the dominant 

material (50%, n=9), followed by calcirudite (39%, n=7), quartz (5.5%, n=1), and an unknown 

material (5.5%, n=1).   
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Figure 125. Ground stone green limestone (tephrite) and jadeite celt bit fragments from the 
Forest North site (AL10-FN), AAHS collection. 
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Figure 126. Ground stone limestone and quartz bead and bead perform from the Forest North site 
(AL10-FN), AAHS collection. 
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Shell 

Among the shell artifacts surface collected by the AAHS are 15 Strombus shell celts and 

celt fragments, and 12 celt preforms (Figures 127 and 128).  The collection also includes 35 

Strombus fragments categorized as worked.  One of these fragments is likely from a vomit 

spatula and the remaining 34 are sharp and pick-like and may have been used as tools.  One 

ground Strombus disc ornament is also included in the collection, along with 21 cut Oliva shell 

beads.  Shell debitage and subsistence shell is also included in the AAHS collection from the 

site. 

Coral, Bone, and Historic Euroamerican Artifacts 

A total of 10 unmodified fragments of coral and eight unburned bones are included in the 

AAHS sample.  The inventory of historic European artifacts includes 56 ceramic fragments and 

21 pieces of glass. 

Preliminary Subsurface Testing 

 In 1993, the AAP conducted a surface inspection and limited subsurface testing to better 

evaluate the size, integrity and significance of the site (see Figures 122 and 123).  A total of 23 

0.5 m x 0.5 m test pits were excavated at 25 m intervals along four sampling transects.  The 

transects were placed to provide a reasonable sample of subsurface deposits across as broad an 

area as possible.  The preliminary testing in 1993 resulted in the recovery of 863 artifacts, 97% of 

which are small ceramic sherds.   

Based on the 1993 field work, the site is approximately 40,000 square meters in size.  

Deposits are shallow (less than 50 cm below the ground surface) and relatively uniform across 

the site.  The excavated ceramic sample corroborates the relative age predicted by the AAHS 
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surface materials.  The excavations also confirmed that the site is likely attributable to a single, 

continuous  

 

Figure 127. Worked shell celts from the Forest North site (AL20-FN), AAHS collection. 
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Figure 128. Worked shell celt performs from the Forest North site (AL20-FN), AAHS collection. 

 

occupation during post-Saladoid times, ca. A.D. 900-1200, or later.     

One radiometric date is available from the site.  A portion of a Strombus shell axe surface 

collected from the site was radiocarbon dated to A.D. 20 +/- 60 (Beta-63159) (see Table 12).  

This date appears incongruously early compared to the relative assessments based on ceramic 
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materials.  It may be that the implement tested represents an earlier occupation at the site, or it 

was manufactured centuries after the conch was harvested; alternatively, it may represent an 

older artifact transported to the site sometime during its post-Saladoid occupation. 

Ceramics recovered during test pit excavation include 745 sherds, including decorated 

sherds (n=2), straight rim sherds (n=27), thickened rim sherds (n=14), body sherds (n=698) 

griddle sherds (n=3), and a base sherd (n=1).  One of the decorated sherds is a pelican head 

adorno (Figure 129); the other a punctated rim sherd with an attached horizontally incised 

vertical lug (Figure 130).  Both are attributable to the later post-Saladoid period, ca. A.D. 900-

1200.   

Lithics recovered include one green limestone celt and one celt fragment, one utilized 

flake of an unknown material, 17 green limestone flakes and three fragments, 4 chert flakes (3 

are Antigua chert), and one felsite flake. 

Subsistence shell was also recovered from the test pits.  Very few whole shells other than 

chitons remain intact.  Cittarium pica shell fragments comprise the major volume of subsistence 

shell remains.  Sea urchin spines were also recovered.  A shell bead (or button?) was also 

recovered in 1993 (Figure 131). 

No faunal remains were recovered from the 1993 test pits.  This is more likely related to 

the poor preservation environment at the site than to a total absence of vertebrate consumption at 

the site.  Apparently, it was occupied for a relatively short period based on the low artifact 

density. 
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Figure 129. Late Ceramic degraded pelican zoomorphic adorno from the Forest North site 
(AL20-FN), AAP collection. 
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Figure 130. Late Ceramic vertical appliqué adorno with incisions from the Forest North site 
(AL20-FN), AAP collection. 
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Figure 131. Worked shell bead (button?) from the Forest North site (AL20-FN), AAHS 
collection. 
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AL21-LO Lockrum Bay 
 
 The Lockrum Bay site is located on the west-central portion of Anguilla’s south coast, 

east of Blowing Point Village and Gibbons Point and west of Little Harbour (see Figure 2).  The 

site lies on an east-facing portion of the coast with views of Anguilla’s coastline to the east and 

St. Martin to the south (Figure 132).  The site covers a large open pasture, portions of which were 

formerly cultivated.  The site is level and low (2-m a.m.s.l.), bounded by a rocky beach to the 

east and a small sand beach to the south.  A recently developed road cuts through the site just 

inland from the beach.  A natural spring is located just to the north of the site (Figure 133). 

Archaeological Investigations 
 
 The Lockrum Bay site was first identified by the AAHS in September, 1984.  Members of 

the AAHS conducted a limited number of surface collections over the following decade.  In 

1989, possible Amerindian petroglyphs were identified in the limestone bedrock surrounding the 

opening to the nearby spring.  Francois Petit of St. Martin brought the apparently unnatural 

indentations to the attention of Nik Douglas and the AAHS.  A photograph taken by Douglas of 

the spring “well” and possible petroglyph appears in C.N. Dubelaar’s The Petroglyphs of the 

Lesser Antilles, The Virgin Islands and Trinidad (1995:447).     

Ceramics 

 The pottery sample from the site includes a total of only 79 sherds.  These include 

decorated sherds (n=2), straight rim sherds (n=35), thickened rim sherds (n=15), griddle sherds 

(n=63), body sherds (n=7), handle sherds (n=2) and a base sherd (n=1).  Few sherds were visible 

on the surface at the time of the most recent AAP field inspection, however. 
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Figure 132. General view of the Lockrum site (AL21-LO), facing south. Note the mountains of 
St. Martin in far distance. 
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Figure 133. View of the natural spring adjacent to the Lockrum site (AL21-LO) 

  

 The decorated sherds are both attributable to the post-Saladoid period, ca. A.D. 900-1200, 

or later.  One is a small lozenge lug with four horizontal broad-line incisions and the other is a 

vertical applique lug adorno with two node protrusions (Figure 134). 
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The relatively small artifact collection from the Lockrum Bay site contains proportionally 

more lithic artifacts.  A total of 180 lithic artifacts are included in the site sample.  The flaked 

stone sample includes cores and core tools (n=36), utilized flakes (n=4), modified flakes (n=2) 

and flake debitage (n=29).  The ground stone inventory includes celts and celt fragments (n=30), 

mortar fragments (n=9), and a hammerstone (n=1). 

The most noteworthy aspect of the Lockrum Bay sample is that it contains more lithic 

zemis relative to other artifact categories than any other site in the AAHS collection.  A total of 

19 whole and 10 fragmentary zemis have been recovered from the surface of the site (Figures 

135-137).  Of these, 55% are local limestone (n=16), 38% are calcirudite (n=11), and 7% are 

calcite (n=2). Two of the whole zemis, one limestone and one calcite are large and exhibit 

parallel “chevron” incisions on either side of the apex (see Figure 137).  The remainder are 

undecorated and many of them appear to be unfinished. The majority of zemis and zemi 

fragments were apparently found by the AAHS in rock piles within and around formally 

cultivated areas.  As at other sites, it appears that these artifacts were removed from the fields 

during historic cultivation and accumulated in piles with other rocks. The collection also contains 

31 calcirudite zemi flakes. 

The relatively large number of zemis and zemi debitage from the Lockrum Bay site is 

interesting.  Along with a relatively high number of celts and celt fragments, this may be 

indicative of more specialized activities at this site, perhaps related to agriculture and/or zemi 

manufacture.  Of note, scant ethnohistoric records suggest that the Taino buried zemis in farm 

fields as offerings. 
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Figure 134. Late Ceramic appliqué lug adorno and broad line incision decorated ceramics from 
the Lockrum site (AL21-LO), AAHS collection. 
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Figure 135. Ground stone calcirudite zemis from the Lockrum site (AL21-LO), AAHS 

collection. 
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Figure 136. Ground stone limestone zemis from the Lockrum site (AL21-LO), AAHS collection. 
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Figure 137. Ground stone limestone and calcite zemis with incised decoration from the Lockrum 
site (AL21-LO), AAHS collection. 
 

Shell, Coral, and Historic Euroamerican 

  The AAHS sample includes a total of 11 Strombus celts and 10 Strombus celt preforms.  

Two pieces of unmodified coral and three historic European ceramic sherds are also represented. 
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AL22-LI Limestone Bay 
 
 The Limestone Bay site is located on the central portion of Anguilla’s north coast, on 

prominent Flat Cap Point, east of Little Bay and west of Limestone Bay (see Figure 2; Figure 

138).  The site is situated relatively high above the sea for sites in Anguilla (16-20 m a.m.s.l.).  

Moreover, its west-facing orientation offers commanding views of Crocus Bay and the high cliffs 

that descend from Crocus Hill and North Hill further west.  A dirt access road to Limestone Bay 

lies to the east of the site and a connected loop cuts through a portion of the site.  West of the 

site, the cliffs overlooking Little Bay are popular for sightseeing and fishing. 

Archaeological Investigations 
 
 The Limestone Bay site was first identified by the AAHS in August, 1984.  Society 

members conducted several surface collections there during the following decade.  The site 

sample includes a total of 226 artifacts of which 92% (n=208) are ceramic sherds. 

Ceramics 

 The ceramic sample consists of straight rim sherds (n=15), thickened rim sherds (n=6), 

body sherds (n=186), and a griddle sherd (n=1).  No decorated sherds are included in the AAHS 

sample from the site.  The thickened rim sherds, two of which exhibit red slip, are temporally 

diagnostic, however.  These sherds suggest the site probably is attributable to A.D. 600-1200, or 

more specifically to A.D. 900-1200. 

Lithics 

 The AAHS sample contains only a small number of lithic artifacts from the Limestone 

Bay site.  The inventory includes five cores, two flakes, one ground stone celt, and two ground 

stone  
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pestles.  Of these artifacts, 70% (n=7) are green limestone, with the remaining 30% (n=3)  

 

Figure 138. General view of the Limestone Bay area, facing west. 

 

unknown materials. 

Shell and Coral 

 The most noteworthy aspect of the sample from the Limestone Bay site is the high 

number of Strombus shell celts and preforms relative to other artifact categories.  A total of six 

celts and two preforms are included in the site sample.  Numerous Strombus fragments 

categorized as shell debitage are also included, along with several shells characterized as 

subsistence related.  One coral pestle was recovered by the AAHS, as well as a piece of 

unmodified coral. 
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AL23-CP Conch Pool/Auntie Dol Bay 
 
 The Conch Pool site is located just inland from Auntie Dol Bay on the east-central 

portion of Anguilla’s south coast, east of Forest Point (see Figure 2).  The site lies at an elevation 

of approximately 2-3 m a.m.s.l.  Given the close proximity of the site to the Forest North site 

(AL20-FN) to the southwest of it, it is probable that the two occupations were related and Conch 

Pool was not a primary habitation site.  Portions of the site may have been disturbed by historic 

mining activities in the area.  Pits from extraction of sand and limestone material are common in 

the general area. 

 

Archaeological Investigations 
 
 The Conch Pool site was first identified by the AAHS in July, 1984.  AAHS members 

have conducted a limited number of surface collections at the site.  The site sample includes a 

total of only 74 artifacts, of which 92% (n=68) are ceramic sherds.  

Ceramics 

 The ceramic inventory includes a decorated sherd (n=1), straight rim sherds (n=3), a base 

sherd (n=1), body sherds (n=62), and a griddle sherd (n=1).  The one decorated sherd is a rim 

sherd with broad-line incisions, attributable to the post-Saladoid period, ca. A.D. 900-1200, or 

later. 

Lithics and Shell 

 The collection of lithic and shell artifacts from the site is relatively small.  Lithics include 

one green limestone celt, one chert flake, and an undrilled calcite bead preform.  Shell artifacts 
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collected by the AAHS include one Strombus shell celt and one Strombus shell celt preform.  

Subsistence shells and one piece categorized as shell debitage were also recovered. 

AL24-CO Corito 
 
 The Corito site is located on the central portion of Anguilla’s south coast, west of Forest 

Bay and just north of Corito Bay (see Figure 2).  The site lies approximately 2-4 m a.m.s.l.  

House construction and the development of a now defunct hotel have disturbed large portions of 

the site, if not the entire site (Figure 139). 

Archaeological Investigations 
 
 Dr. David Berglund first identified the Corito site in October, 1980, during excavation for 

a cistern.  At this time, Dr. Berglund recovered a completely intact ceramic vessel which he later 

donated to the AAHS (Douglas 1986:35).  AAHS members surface collected a small sample of 

Amerindian material during at least two visits to the site beginning in 1985.  The collection from 

the site, including the whole pot (Figure 140), includes a total of 55 artifacts, of which 96% 

(n=53) are ceramic sherds. 

Ceramics 

 In addition to the whole vessel, the AAHS collection of ceramics from the Corito site 

includes decorated sherds (n=2), straight rim sherds (n=6), thickened rim sherds (n=2), body 

sherds (n=38), a base sherd (n=1), and a griddle sherd (n=1) (Figures 141 and 142).  The whole 

vessel is small and carinated with a constricted neck and out-turned lip; it is likely attributable to 

the post-Saladoid period sometime after ca. A.D. 600, likely A.D. 900-1200.  The two decorated 

sherds are both pierced lugs, typically associated with the same period, ca. A.D. 900-1200, or 

later. 
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Figure 139. General view of the Corito site (AL24-CO), facing southeast. 

 

Lithics and Shell 

 The only lithic artifact in the AAHS site sample is a calcirudite zemi flake.  One 

Strombus fragment categorized as shell debitage is also included. 

AL25-SC Scrub Island 
 
 The Scrub Island site is located on the western side of Scrub Island, a privately owned 

offshore cay situated directly northeast of Anguilla (see Douglas 1986:43).  A narrow channel 

separates Windward Point, the easternmost tip of Anguilla, from the southwest portion of Scrub 

Island.  The site is situated at the northern end of Scrub Bay, a west-facing embayment that 

extends roughly one km from Coral Point at its northern end to West Point at its southern end.   

The site lies behind the northern end of the sizeable dune that runs the length of the Scrub Bay  
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Figure 140. Late Ceramic small ceramic jar from the Corito site (AL24-CO), AAHS collection. 
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Figure 141. Late Ceramic partially restored ceramic griddle top surface from the Corito site 
(AL24-CO), AAHS collection. 
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Figure 142. Late Ceramic partially restored ceramic griddle bottom surface from the Corito site 
(AL24-CO), AAHS collection. 
 

beach, between the beach and the salt pond immediately east.   

Scrub Island is not currently inhabited and has never supported much of a human 

population.  Remnants of structures related to historic livestock farming on the island and an 

abandoned resort development provide the only evidence of post-Amerindian habitation.  A 
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defunct airstrip cuts through the center of the island, the construction of which apparently was 

related to the failed hotel development and was utilized primarily by illicit drug traffickers. 

Archaeological Investigations 
 
 The Scrub Island site was first identified by the AAHS in 1984 or sometime soon 

thereafter.  No survey of the entire island has ever been conducted and other as yet unidentified 

sites likely remain on Scrub Island.  The AAHS collection from the site includes a total of 278 

artifacts of which 95% (n=265) are ceramic sherds.  A visit to the Scrub Island site in 1997 by the 

authors suggests that it is roughly 15,000 square meters in size, on the basis of surface artifacts, 

and lies roughly 1-2 m above the salt pond.  It is likely largely buried and may be much larger, 

however.  A description of the AAHS site sample follows. 

Ceramics 

 The collection of ceramics in the AAHS site sample includes a spindle whorl (n=1), 

straight rim sherds (n=14), thickened rim sherds (n=4), and body sherds (n=246).  The spindle 

whorl is manufactured from a cut sherd.  None of the ceramics are temporally diagnostic but their 

composition and quality suggests that the site is post-Saladoid in age, ca. A.D. 600-1500, as does 

the sherd spindle whorl. 

 

Lithics and Shell 

 Lithic artifacts recovered from the site by the AAHS include a green limestone celt (n=1), 

celt preform (n=1) and celt fragment (n=1), chert cores (n=2), chert flakes (n=4), calcirudite zemi 

flakes (n=2), and a limestone flake (n=1).  One piece of Strombus shell categorized as worked 
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may be a pick-like tool.  Strombus fragments categorized as shell debitage are also included in 

the collection along with several other shells categorized as subsistence remains.  

AL26-BP Blowing Point 
 
 The Blowing Point site is located in the west-central portion of Anguilla’s south coast, on 

eastern side of Blowing Point Harbour and Blowing Point itself (see Figure 2).  The site lies 

between the sea and a seasonal salt pond at an estimated elevation of 2 m a.m.s.l.  The Blowing 

Point jetty, ferry terminal, and Customs House lie to the west of the site. 

Archaeological Investigations 
 
 The Blowing Point site was first identified by the AAHS in 1984 or 1985, and surface 

collections at the site were limited to one or two visits.  The collection includes a total of 74 

artifacts, of which 86% (n=64) are ceramic sherds. 

Ceramics 

 The ceramic sample includes straight rim sherds (n=10), body sherds (n=51), griddle 

sherds (n=2), and a base sherd (n=1).  Five of the straight rim sherds are incurvate and probably 

represent cazuela forms.  These artifacts suggest the site is post-Saladoid in age, ca. A.D. 900-

1200, or later.  

 

 

Lithics and Shell 

 Lithic artifacts in the collection include a green limestone celt (n=1) and hammerstone 

(n=1), green limestone flakes (n=2), calcirudite zemi stone flakes (n=3), and a chert flake.  Shell 
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artifacts in the AAHS sample include a Strombus celt and a scoop-like worked piece of 

Strombus.   One other Strombus fragment was categorized as shell debitage. 

AL27-CA Captain’s Bay 

 Captain’s Bay is located on the northeast coast of Anguilla, east of Island Harbour (see 

Figure 2).  It is a small embayment and the easternmost beach on the island’s north coast (Figure 

143).  The Captain’s Bay site is situated behind the dune that extends the length of a small beach 

at an estimated elevation of 2-4 m a.m.s.l.  Dune destruction related to construction of a 

foundation in the probable site area may have disturbed site deposits.  A large house under 

construction on the eastern side of the bay further marks the development of one of Anguilla’s 

more intact beaches. 

Archaeological Investigations 

 The Captain’s Bay site was first identified by the AAHS in 1985 or before.  The 

collection from the site includes one very large Strombus shell celt preform, the largest from any 

site on the island (Figure 144).  AAHS members noted “griddle pieces and miscellaneous 

pottery” at the site at the time of its identification, but apparently these artifacts were not 

collected.  No temporally diagnostic artifacts are known from the site and therefore its age is 

uncertain.  The presence of pottery at the site at least allows a tentative assignment to the general 

Ceramic period, however. 
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Figure 143. General view of the Captain’s Bay area, facing west. 
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Figure 144. Worked shell celt perform from the Captain’s Bay site (AL27-CA), AAHS 

collection. 
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AL28-BS Big Spring 

 The Big Spring site is located in Island Harbour Village, on the northeast coast of 

Anguilla (see Figure 2).  The site is situated to the west of the harbour and directly south of the 

Island Harbour site (AL06-IH).  Big Spring lies immediately adjacent to the “Pub” convenience 

store in between several residences.  It is situated on 0.4 acres of Crown Land, and is reached by 

a right-of-way footpath that extends east from the site and reaches the palm grove on the Island 

Harbour beach.   

The spring itself rises from within a collapsed limestone cavern.  The source lies under a 

rocky ledge at a depth of approximately 5 m below ground level.  The sinkhole has a diameter of 

approximately 35 m and the depression is filled with roof-fall slabs and loose rocks.  It is 

probable that more of an overhang existed over the spring when Amerindians used it and it is 

even possible that it was once an entirely enclosed cave.  The water-source is locally referred to 

as "Aubo Hole" and older villagers remember a time when it was considered to be a reliable 

source of clean fresh water and it was then used for drinking and washing.  For the past decade, 

the area unfortunately has been used as a garbage dump and is in need of reclamation and 

rejuvenation. 

Big Spring is one of two known petroglyph sites in Anguilla, the other being Fountain 

Cavern (AL01-FC).  The Anguilla National Trust is currently in the process of developing the 

Big Spring site as a National Park.  Several garbage clean-ups were conducted in 1997 and the 

site was fenced to limit dumping. 

Archaeological Investigations 
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 The Big Spring site was identified by Island Harbour resident John Lloyd who was the 

first to notice petroglyphs on the west-facing rock shelf above the spring.  In 1988, Lloyd brought 

the site to the attention of Nik Douglas and the AAHS.  Soon thereafter, Douglas and Penny 

Slinger inventoried a total of 28 significant petroglyphs and sketched each one (Douglas 1988).  

The majority of the petroglyphs are composed of three indentations which form faces, many of 

which have a groove facial outline encircling them.   

Other representations include goggle-like carvings constructed with two indented eyes 

encircled by a “goggle” line groove.  One of the more elaborate petroglyphs is on a small 

stalagmite and two are on rocks fallen from the overhang (Douglas 1988).  According to Douglas 

(1988), the majority of the petroglyphs are best viewed in the setting sun given their westerly 

orientation.  Dubelaar (1995:440) notes that the orientation of the petroglyphs relative to the sun 

may have enabled their reflection in the water, a feature similar to a site on St. John, U.S.V.I. 

where a “mirror-effect is conspicuous, and probably deliberately sought after.”  

 Big Spring, in addition to being a valuable source of fresh water, also may have served a 

ceremonial role.  Petroglyph sites in the Antilles and elsewhere are often interpreted to be related 

to Amerindian ceremonial activities and to commemorate sacred sites (e.g., Dubelaar 1995).  Big 

Spring, like Fountain Cavern, likely held ceremonial importance for the Amerindians, perhaps 

for those living at the Island Harbour habitation site a short distance to the north. 

The AAHS has a small collection of artifacts from the site, consisting of 15 ceramic 

sherds.  The sample includes a handle (n=1), thickened rim sherds (n=5), straight rim sherds 

(n=3), and body sherds (n=6). The thickened rims, four of which exhibit red slip, are likely 

attributable to the early post-Saladoid period, ca. A.D. 600-1200.  The petroglyphs likely date 
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from this period as well, given the associated ceramics and contemporaneity of the nearby Island 

Harbour habitation site (AL06-IH).   

No other artifacts are known from this site.  In a recent visit to the site, only one sherd 

was noted, cemented into a limestone boulder.  The sherd likely became part of the boulder while 

it formed as “beach rock” near the shore.  Given that Big Spring was probably further away from 

the sea when utilized by Amerindians, this anomaly likely arrived by human (or natural) means.  

No other artifacts were observed on the surface around Big Spring during numerous visits 

to the site from 1996-1998.  The small number of artifacts is curious.  It may be indicative of a 

general low density of site deposits, their removal at some point or perhaps their burial by later 

debris. 

AL29-BZ Benzies Bay 
 
 The Benzies Bay site is located on the central portion of Anguilla’s north coast, east of 

Road Bay and Road Bay Point and west of Katouche Bay (see Figure 2).  Benzies Bay is a small 

and shallow embayment.  Remnants of structures associated with the 19th -century Benzies Estate 

exist immediately inland from the beach. 

Archaeological Investigations 
 
 An AAHS member apparently identified the Benzies Bay site during a brief visit 

sometime before 1985.  Artifacts were either noted at that time or reported to the AAHS by 

someone else.  The AAHS collection does not contain any artifacts from the site.  Given the lack 

of data available for the site, its Amerindian status remains questionable, though the area is 

significant in terms of historic archaeology. 
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AL30-OF Old Fort 
 
 The Old Fort site is located on Anguilla’s southeast coast, on top of Sandy Hill 

overlooking Sandy Hill Bay (see Figures 2 and 56).   The original Old Fort apparently was 

constructed on the location presently occupied by the East End Police Station.  The site lies 

immediately uphill from the Sandy Hill Bay site (AL08-SH).  The location was undoubtedly 

chosen for its relatively high, defensible position (ca. 30 m a.m.s.l.) which offers a commanding 

view of Anguilla’s south coast, and nearby St. Martin and other islands further to the south.  The 

shallow patches of reef within Sandy Hill Bay also protect the position from unfriendly arrivals. 

 The first fortification constructed on the site was a fort constructed by the Dutch in the 

early 17th century.  The original fort was apparently built by the Dutch sometime in the 1620s or 

early 1630s and dismantled by the Spanish in 1634 to repair Spanish defenses in St. Martin 

(Goslinga 1971:134).  The location was then vacant for several decades before the English built a 

fort there following their first colonization of the island in 1650.  It is unclear whether or not 

there were portions of the fort left behind by the Dutch that were later utilized by the English 

colonists.  All remnants of the historic site were destroyed when the hilltop was cleared in 1968 

prior to the construction of a government building.  

The English fort saw action during the Battle for Anguilla in 1796.  The French attacked 

at Rendezvous Bay and despite outnumbering the Anguillian militia, were unable to take the 

island.  The Anguillians ultimately retreated to the Sandy Hill Fort and held the island until they 

were relieved by a British warship, the H.M.S. Lapwing, stationed in St. Kitts (Douglas 1986). 
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Archaeological Investigations 

 The Amerindian component of the Old Fort site was identified by the AAHS in August, 

1984.  The AAHS collected a total of 12 ceramic sherds from the surface of the site.  The sample 

of Amerindian ceramics includes straight rim sherds (n=2), body sherds (n=8), a base sherd 

(n=1), and a griddle sherd (n=1).  The limited amount of Amerindian material collected from the 

hilltop area almost certainly relates to the large habitation site at Sandy Hill Bay (AL08-SH).  If 

significant Amerindian deposits once existed on top of Sandy Hill, they almost certainly were 

disturbed during the recent centuries of fort/police station construction and destruction.  

The collection also includes five historic European ceramic sherds, undoubtedly related to 

historic activities in the site area.  Unfortunately, in terms of historic archaeological significance, 

no structural remains from either the original Dutch or English Forts remain intact.   

AL31-DU Dental Unit 
 
 The Dental Unit site is located in the central Valley portion of Anguilla, south of Webster 

Park, and east of the government-owned agricultural fields, near the present location of the 

Dental Unit and the Anguilla National Trust National Museum building (see Figure 2).  

Archaeological Investigations 
 
 The Dental Unit site was identified by the AAHS in September, 1985.  According to 

AAHS trip reports, the site identification was based on “5 mixed sherds, shell pieces, and 

greenstone axe pieces.”  The artifacts were noted but not collected.  This site was perhaps related 

to The Valley site (AL5-TV) which is located a short distance to the west.  Unfortunately, 

historic development in this portion of The Valley, which also includes the Valley Clinic and the 

National Library, likely has destroyed any remnants of Amerindian sites in this area. 
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AL32-BL Blackgarden Bottom 
 

The Blackgarden Bottom site is located on the central portion of Anguilla’s north coast, 

approximately 500 m inland from Blackgarden Bay and approximately 800 m due east of Flat 

Cap Point (see Figure 2).  The site is situated in a formerly cultivated red-soil “bottom” area that 

is currently used as a pasture. 

Archaeological Investigations 
 
 The Blackgarden Bottom site was identified by the AAHS sometime after 1985.  The 

collection from the site includes a total of 173 Amerindian artifacts, of which 68% (n=118) are 

ceramic sherds. 

Ceramics 

 The AAHS site sample of ceramics includes straight rim sherds (n=4), thickened rim 

sherds (n=3), body sherds (n=106), griddle sherds (n=4), and a base sherd (n=1).  One of the 

straight rim sherds is incurvate and cazuela-like, and it is likely diagnostic of a post-Saladoid 

occupation at the site, ca. A.D. 900-1500.  Two of the thickened rim sherds also appear relatively 

late and support a late temporal attribution for this site. 

Lithics 

 The AAHS sample includes a total of 53 artifacts.  The flaked stone inventory includes a 

limestone core (n=1), modified chert flakes (n=2).  The ground stone inventory includes green 

limestone celts (n=10), celt fragments (n=8), and celt preforms (n=4), mortar fragments (n=25) 

hammerstones (n=2) and a whetstone (n=1). 
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Shell, Coral and Historics 

One Strombus shell celt and one Strombus shell celt preform are included in the AAHS 

site sample.  The collection also includes 12 fragments of unmodified coral that were 

undoubtedly transported to the site by Amerindians.   

A total of 51 historic European artifacts are also represented.  These include 35 ceramic 

sherds and 16 pieces of glass. 

AL33-WB Whitehead’s Bluff 
 

The Whitehead's Bluff site is located on the northeastern tip of Anguilla, less than one 

kilometer southwest of the island's easternmost point (see Figure 2).  It is situated on the 

northwestern, leeward side of the narrow, crested Windward Point at an elevation of 11-14 m 

a.m.s.l (Figure 145).  The area is characterized by weathered karst topography, sparsely covered 

by low, wind-stunted vegetation including sea grape, frangipani, cassia and bishop's head cacti, 

among other plants.  The site lies approximately 80 m inland from the rock bound shore to the 

west and an estimated 300 m from Windward Point Bay to the east.  It is currently a dry, rocky, 

wind-blasted setting. 

Archaeological Investigations 
 

The Whitehead's Bluff site was first identified 14 April, 1987 by Richard Whitehead, 

former Attorney General of Anguilla.  Whitehead initially surface collected at least three 

artifacts, including a shell celt, a perforated stone implement and the poll end of a ground stone 

axe.  He subsequently contacted Nik Douglas of the AAHS and additional surface collections 

were made (Figure 146).  Preliminary assessment of the site based on the available artifacts 
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indicated that it was probably preceramic given the lack of ceramics anywhere on or near the site.  

One notable  

 

Figure 145. Aerial view of the Windward Point and Windward Point Bay area at the eastern tip 
of Anguilla. Note the Whitehead’s Bluff site (AL33-WB) between road and northern, rocky 
shore. 
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Figure 146. General view of the AAHS surface collecting the Whitehead’s Bluff site (AL33-WB) 
(photograph courtesy of Nik Douglas). Note low, windswept vegetation and denuded areas. 

 

AAHS discovery was identification of one or more rings of blocky rocks spread over an area 

about 5 m in diameter.   These may represent one or several house patterns, although this remains 

conjectural.  As first reported by Douglas (1991), a portion of a conch shell celt was ultimately 

radiocarbon dated by the AAHS and returned a date of 3240 ± 80 B.P. (Beta-21865), or 1290 

B.C., documenting an Archaic period occupation (see Table 12).  

Over the course of at least three visits to the site, the AAHS collected a total of 264 

artifacts, including shell tools and vessels, flaked and ground stone tools, utilized and unmodified 

coral, subsistence shell, shell debitage and unmodified pebbles (Figure 147).  All of the artifacts 

were collected from the general site surface, where wind and water erosion has exposed formerly 

buried deposits.  Surficial erosion has been exacerbated by a lack of vegetation in the immediate  
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Figure 147. Close up view of aggregated artifacts collected by the AAHS at the Whitehead’s 
Bluff site (AL33-WB) (photograph courtesy of Nik Douglas). Note ground stone axe poll 
fragment in hand. 
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Figure 148. General view of the AAP testing of the Whitehead’s Bluff site (AL33-WB) in 1993, 
facing west. Note low, windswept vegetation and rocky coastline in the right distance.  
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Figure 149. General view of one possible house ring recorded by the AAHS at the Whitehead’s 
Bluff site (AL33-WB) as seen in 1993, facing northeast. Note small pack marks the center of the 
circular ring of stones and small flags mark each stone in outline. 

 

site area due, perhaps to local disturbance during historic times.  The area apparently was cleared 

or naturally burnt off historically; scattered charcoal on the site surface was radiocarbon dated by 

the AAHS to 160± 70 B.P. (Beta-21864), or A.D. 1790. 

The AAP initiated archaeological testing at the site in January, 1993 (see Crock et al. 

1995).  A metric grid was established over the site and a total of ten 0.5 m x 0.5 m test pits were 

excavated (Figures 148 and 149; see also Crock et al. 1995:Figure 4).  In addition, a systematic 

surface collection was conducted in the main site area and individual artifacts were point 

provenienced by angle and metric distance, and then collected.  Based on positive test pits and 

the distribution of cultural material on the surface, the site is at least 800 square meters in size. 
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As a result of the AAP surface collection, a total of 75 artifacts were plotted and 

collected, including shell celts and preforms, fragmentary shell vessels, lithic cores and flakes, as 

well as utilized coral and shell debitage (see Crock et al. 1995:Figure 1).  The artifact inventory 

from the limited subsurface excavations includes two modified lithic flakes, two fragments of 

utilized coral and a total of 350 fragments of subsistence shell.  Although the 1993 excavations 

have added little to the tool sample from the site, they have contributed significantly to the 

understanding of preceramic subsistence at Whitehead's Bluff.  The resultant site sample is 

described collectively below. 

Lithics 

Flaked stone artifacts represent the largest portion of the tool sample from Whitehead's 

Bluff.  A total of 42 lithic cores are included, seven of which may exhibit subsequent use as 

uniface scrapers or choppers (Figure 150).  The majority of the cores are heavily weathered, 

patinated chert, many of them very small and likely fully expended.  The source of the chert is 

unclear, especially given the degree of weathering, but a number of cores and at least one flake 

display a dark brown interior color which is very similar to that of Antigua chert.  Over 50% of 

the flakes exhibit utilization and/or modification, indicative of a highly conservative flaked stone 

industry whereby little material was wasted.  This probably reflects a limited supply of raw 

material and might be expected if the chert originated in one or more nonlocal settings, such as 

Antigua.  Non-chert flaked stone artifacts from the site are predominantly weathered limestone.  

Two of the only formed flaked stone tools, both burins or perforators, are manufactured from this 

limestone, which is very likely of local origin (Figure 151). 
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Figure 150. Flaked stone weathered chert cores from the Whitehead’s Bluff site (AL33-WB), 
AAHS collection. 
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Figure 151. Flaked stone weathered limestone cores and core tools (perforators? At top) from the 
Whitehead’s Bluff site (AL33-WB), AAHS collection. 

 

Although only one of the flakes recovered could be considered blade-like, several of the 

cores exhibit blade-like flake scars, suggesting that blades were produced.  Relatively small flake 

scars on the chert cores indicate the production of microblades, while the scars on the larger 

limestone cores seem more typical of Archaic blades.  One classic Archaic blade is known from 
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elsewhere in Anguilla, at the Flowers Avenue site, (AL39-FA); this particular specimen was 

clearly manufactured from Antigua chert.  Another probable Archaic blade was recovered during 

the AAP from a site on Dog Island, one of Anguilla's offshore cays about 10 km to the northwest.   

Ground stone artifacts are also present in the site sample, all of them collected during the 

initial AAHS collections.  Perhaps Whitehead collected the two most interesting items during his 

first visit to the site.  One is a complete, biconically drilled weight or pendant of sandstone in 

some sort of zoomorphic form, perhaps a snail (see Douglas 1991:Figure 2).  The other is the 

upper end of a ground stone axe with a broadly expanding poll (Figure 152) (see Douglas 

1991:Figure 2).  This diagnostic axe fragment somewhat resembles the form exhibited by a 

single whole Archaic period lithic axe from Anguilla, which, like the Archaic blade, is from the 

Flowers Avenue site (AL39-FA).  Among the other ground stone tools from the Whitehead's 

Bluff site are eight hammerstones (Figure 153), two whetstone/abraders, one large mortar 

fragment (Figure 154), and a single large stone bead (Figure 155).  The whetstone/abraders may 

be related to "edge-grinders" reported elsewhere (e.g., Rouse 1992:63-65); they each have ground 

or polished longitudinal margins. 

Shell 

In all, a total of 17 shell vessels and vessel fragments have been recovered (Figure 156).  

The majority are manufactured from Strombus gigas shells of various sizes, although the sample 

also includes one trumpet triton and one small Cowrie vessel.  The vessels were manufactured by 

removing the outer lip portion of the outer whorl and extracting the inner columella of the shell; 

the better made examples also exhibit grinding around the rim of the resultant container.  Many 
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of the fragmentary vessels were apparently broken in manufacture, which is not surprising given 

that  

 

Figure 152. Ground stone axe poll fragment from the Whitehead’s Bluff site (AL33-WB), AAHS 
collection. 
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Figure 153. Ground stone hammerstones from the Whitehead’s Bluff site (AL33-WB), AAHS 
collection. Note clear facetted end on left specimen. 
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Figure 154. Ground stone mortar fragment from the Whitehead’s Bluff site (AL33-WB), AAHS 
collection. Note deep pit. 
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Figure 155. Ground stone large bead from the Whitehead’s Bluff site (AL33-WB), AAHS 
collection. 
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Figure 156. Worked shell vessels from the Whitehead’s Bluff site (AL33-WB), AAHS 

collections. 

 

their production was undoubtedly difficult. 

Conch (Strombus gigas) shell celts and celt preforms also figure prominently in the 

inventory of tools from the site.  As a result of earlier AAHS and recent AAP collections, a total 
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of nine celts and 16 celt preforms have been surface collected (Figures 157-159).  These artifacts 

represent various stages of manufacture and finish, from minimally flaked preforms to fully 

ground celts.  Several of the fully ground examples are finished to such a degree that all signs of 

the original shell surface have been obliterated.   

Although no unequivocal conch shell columella "gouges" have been recovered, other 

probable columella fragment tools are represented in the artifact inventory.  Manufacture and 

use-wear evidence on these specimens is unclear, but their presence is not likely fortuitous 

(Armstrong 1979).  These columella fragments may represent a variety of tool forms (cf. Keegan 

1984).  In general, based on the archaeological evidence, Strombus gigas was an extremely 

important resource to the Whitehead's Bluff inhabitants, both as a food source and a raw material 

for tool manufacture. 

Based on recovered subsistence remains, shellfish represent the dominant, if not sole 

resource exploited by the inhabitants of the Whitehead's Bluff site.  A variety of identifiable 

species are present in the excavated samples.  By count in descending order these include 

Cittarium pica, Acanthopleura granulata (chiton), Nerita peloronta, land crab, Turbo castaneus, 

Purpura patula, and Arca zebra.  Fragments of Strombus gigas were also recovered but were 

cataloged as debitage from tool manufacture, given that the shell need not be smashed to extract 

the conch.  The dominance of rocky shore species among the subsistence remains suggests that 

one factor influencing the choice of the site's location may have been its proximity to these 

resources, the majority of which were likely available nearby.  Surprisingly, no vertebrate faunal 

remains were recovered from the subsurface test pits.  The absence of such remains, particularly 
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fish, is perhaps partially the result of poor preservation, but may be instead attributable to a 

sampling bias given that only 1/4" mesh screen was employed during the 1993 field work.  It is  

 

Figure 157. Worked shell celts from the Whitehead’s Bluff site (AL33-WB), AAHS and AAP 
collections. 
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Figure 158. Worked shell celt fragment from the Whitehead’s Bluff site (AL33-WB) radiocarbon 
dated to 3240 B.P., or 1290 B.C., AAHS collection. Note upper portion removed for dating. 
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Figure 159. Worked shell celt performs from the Whitehead’s Bluff site (AL33-WB), AAHS 
collection. 

 

also possible that few, if any vertebrates were exploited by the site inhabitants. 

Coral 
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A number of coral artifacts have also been recovered both from the surface and in the 

1993 test pits.  A total of 24 fragments of utilized coral, predominantly broad, spatulate and 

cylindrical abraders, are included (Figure 160).  These coral tools exhibit obvious localized 

grinding on one or more surfaces and were likely employed in the manufacture of shell celts, 

among other tasks.  Numerous other unmodified fragments of coral were also recovered; all of 

them likely transported there by the Amerindian occupants. 

Radiocarbon Dates 

Following the 1993 field work, three clearly human modified shell samples were chosen 

for radiocarbon analysis and were sent to Beta Analytic, Inc., to augment the previous AAHS 

dates for a shell celt and surface charcoal (see Table 12).  A fragmentary conch shell vessel 

surface collected during the 1993 field work returned a date of 3410 ± 60 B.P. (Beta-60775), or 

1460 B.C.  A shell celt preform also surface collected in 1993 returned a date of 3380 ± 90 B.P. 

(Beta-63158), or 1430 B.C.  These two statistically indistinguishable dates correlate nicely with 

the first AAHS date of 3240 B.P., and strongly suggest a mid-fourteenth century B.C. 

occupation.  The third sample, two fragments of Citarrium pica excavated from a 1993 test pit, 

returned a historic date of 400 ± 60 B.P., or A.D. 1550 (Beta-60776), much like the charcoal 

date.  Given that Cittarium pica seems to figure heavily in the subsistence remains from the site, 

this historic date is enigmatic.  Along with the other historic date the AAHS received for surface 

charcoal, it may represent some kind of minimal historic activity at the site when it was 

devegetated in part.   

A fourth shell sample from the site was recently dated by David Watters of the Carnegie 

Museum of Natural History on behalf of the AAHS.  An even older date of 3605 ± 45 B.P. (Pitt- 
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Figure 160. Use-modified coral from the Whitehead’s Bluff site (AL33-WB), AAHS collection. 

 

1263), or 1655 B.C., was returned for another fragmentary conch shell vessel from the original 

AAHS collection, corroborating the Beta Analytic dates.  Thus, a total of four prehistoric dates 

between 1655 B.C. and 1290 B.C. are now available for the Whitehead's Bluff site.     
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AL34-WN Windward Point Bay 
 
 The Windward Point Bay site is located on the southern side of Anguilla’s easternmost 

point.  The site location lies roughly 350 m to the southeast of the Whitehead’s Bluff site (AL33-

WB) (see Figures 2 and 145).  Windward Point Bay faces east into prevailing winds and typically 

rough Atlantic seas.  The original site was located behind a high dune that extended the length of 

the beach.  Unfortunately, ongoing sand mining activity has obliterated the dune, the sand 

deposits behind it and likely all of the archaeological site as well (Figure 161).  So much sand has 

been removed that during Hurricane Luis in 1995, the remaining beach barrier was breached and 

the sea filled the large sand quarry behind it. 

Archaeological Investigations 
 

The Windward Point Bay site was first identified by the AAHS sometime after 1987 after 

when Amerindian pottery was reportedly found during sand excavations.  The AAHS site sample 

includes 23 ceramic sherds donated by the landowners.  The small inventory includes straight rim 

sherds (n=8), body sherds (n=14), and a base sherd (n=1).  One of the rim sherds is incurvate and 

likely a cazuela form attributable to ca. A.D. 900-1200, or later.  Four other rim sherds articulate 

to form a portion of a large, bell-shaped bowl with a slightly excurvate rim.  The style and 

composition of this vessel makes it likely attributable to the post-Saladoid period, ca. A.D. 600-

900 or A.D. 900-1200. 

According to the individual in charge of the sand mine, Amerindian pottery was first 

noted during excavation of the inland side of the dune at a depth equal to “the height of a 

telephone pole.”  Unfortunately, no portion of the original site likely remains intact. 
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Figure 161. General view of the sand mining in the area of the Windward Point Bay site (AL34-
WN), facing east. Note ocean in far right distance and Scrub Island in far distance. 
 

AL35-AC Airport Cave 

 

 The Airport Cave site is located in the east-central portion of Anguilla, north of Forest 

Bay (see Figure 2).  The site is situated within a few hundred meters of the northeast corner of 

the Wallblake Airport runway.  Airport Cave, also referred to by Anguillians as “Center” or 

“Sinner” Cave, lies on the southern slope of Rey Hill, an elevated limestone ridge that separates 

the Farrington region to the north from the Forest region to the south. 

Archaeological Investigations 
 
 The Airport Cave site was first identified by the AAHS sometime after 1987.  The 

collection from the site is limited to a fragmented human pelvis.  The human remains were 
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brought to the attention and donated to the AAHS by a concerned Anguillian.  Nik Douglas 

inspected the site on behalf of the AAHS and did not identify any additional human remains or 

Amerindian artifacts.  According to Douglas, there is a strong possibility that buried deposits 

exist in the cave, however.  

 The antiquity of the human remains found in the cave is unclear, but if they are 

Amerindian, there is a strong likelihood they represent a burial.  Burials in caves were common 

among the Taino and related to the mythic importance of caves in their cosmology (Stevens-

Arroyo 1989). 

AL36-TC Tanglewood Cave 
 
 The Tanglewood Cave site is located in the south-central portion of Anguilla, 

approximately 300m northwest of Auntie Dol Bay and the Conch Pool site (AL23-CP) (see 

Figure 2).  The cave lies on the southern side of the private access road to Auntie Dol Bay and 

the Tanglewood region of the island.  The cave entrance “shaft,” approximately 1.5 m in 

diameter, descends roughly 2 m from the ground surface before opening into the center of a 

figure eight-shaped chamber with two small rooms on either side (Figure 162).  Inside the cave, 

the ceiling is extremely low and access is limited to crouching or crawling. 

Archaeological Investigations 
 

The Tanglewood Cave site was first identified in the early 1990s when Amerindian 

artifacts were discovered during a paleontological “dig” in the cave.  Paleontologists removed 

sediment from a roughly 2 m wide area in the floor in the western “room” in search of fossilized 

remains of the giant rodent Amblyrhiza inundata which lived in Anguilla during the Pleistocene 

epoch.  Their excavation produced a number of Amerindian artifacts in addition to producing the  
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Figure 162. Close up view of the entrance of Tanglewood Cave (AL36-TC).  
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Figure 163. Amblyrhiza inundata claw, teeth and bone fragments from paleontological 
excavation in Tanglewood Cave (AL36-TC), AAHS collection. 

 

sought after rodent fossils (Figure 163).  Fortunately, AAHS representative Nik Douglas was 

present during the paleontological excavation and recovered the Amerindian materials before 

they were discarded.  Unfortunately, however, the context of these items is unknown given the 

excavators’ lack of attention to stratigraphy or horizontal control. 
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The AAHS site sample is small but very interesting.  Among the 14 artifacts in the 

collection are a thickened rim sherd (n=1), body sherds (n=5) (Figure 164), a green limestone celt 

(n=1) (Figure 165), chert flakes (n=3) (Figure 166), a ground local limestone ornament (n=1) 

(Figure 167), worked shell (n=2) (Figure 168), and a coral “ornament” (n=1) (see Figure 167).  

The AAHS sample from the site also includes one human mandible (Figure 169).  The bone is 

likely from a male individual based on its large size.   

 The ground local limestone ornament is a zoomorphic bird head, likely that of a parrot.   

A cylindrical perforation (possibly natural) forms the eye, and shallow incisions on either side 

outline the short “beak.”  One of the worked pieces of shell is a perforated shell disc, possibly a 

bead, and the other is a small rectangular piece with two perforations.  The coral artifact, possibly 

an ornament, is a tabular piece of lithified coral, which vaguely resembles the shape of the 

anthropomorphic head represented in the shell mask from the Sandy Hill (AL08-SH) site.  This 

artifact exhibits a wide lateral perforation (possibly natural) and two small, drilled “eye” 

indentations. 

 The AAHS site sample from the site also includes a total of 13 fossilized Amblyrhiza 

bones including claws and fragments of fossilized tooth enamel recovered from the backdirt pile 

left by the paleontologists (see Figure 163). 

 The small size of Tanglewood Cave makes it improbable that it was ever used for 

habitation. The presence of a human mandible and numerous non-utilitarian ornaments, however, 

suggest the site, instead, may have had ceremonial significance and it was likely utilized as a 

burial site.  As previously mentioned in reference to other cave sites, burials in caves were 
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common among the Taino and related to the mythic importance of caves in their cosmology 

(Stevens- 

 

Figure 164. Late Ceramic thickened rim and body sherds from paleontological excavation in 
Tanglewood Cave (AL36-TC), AAHS collection. 
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Figure 165. Ground stone green limestone (tephrite) celt fragment from paleontological 
excavation in Tanglewood Cave (AL36-TC), AAHS collection. 
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Figure 166. Flaked stone chert flakes from paleontological excavation in Tanglewood Cave 
(AL36-TC), AAHS collection. 
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Figure 167. Ground stone limestone and coral ornaments from paleontological excavation in 
Tanglewood Cave (AL36-TC), AAHS collection. Note parrot-like zoomorphic form of limestone 
specimen (top) and possible anthropomorphic form of the coral specimen (bottom). 
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Figure 168. Worked shell ornaments from paleontological excavation in Tanglewood Cave 
(AL36-TC), AAHS collection. 
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Figure 169. Human mandible (lower jaw) from paleontological excavation in Tanglewood Cave 
(AL36-TC), AAHS collection. 
 

Arroyo 1989). 

AL37-LS Long Salt Spring 
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 The Long Salt Spring site is located in the south-central portion of Anguilla in The 

Farrington (see Figure 2).  The site is situated approximately 500 m to the west of the southern 

end of Long Salt Pond near a spring. 

Archaeological Investigations 
 
 The Long Salt Spring site was first identified by the AAHS sometime after 1987.  A small 

number of artifacts apparently were collected but they were not inventoried during the AAP.  

According to Nik Douglas, the material is likely post-Saladoid.  No further information is 

available for this site. 

AL38-SW Shoal Bay West 
 
 The Shoal Bay West site is located on the southwest coast of Anguilla, west of 

Maunday’s Bay and east of Sherrick’s Bay (see Figure 2).  Shoal Bay West is a deep embayment 

with a relatively narrow mouth which stretches approximately 0.9 km from Sherrick’s High Point 

on the western side to Long Rock on the eastern side.  The site is situated at the eastern end of 

the bay, behind the beach and between the southeast corner of the West End Salt Pond and the 

western side of Gull Pond.  Numerous developments in the Shoal Bay West area, including Cove 

Castles Resort, Blue Waters Beach Apartments, and private homes likely have disturbed, if not 

destroyed, remaining site deposits. 

 

 

Archaeological Investigations 
 
 The Shoal Bay West site was first identified by the AAHS sometime after 1987.  The site 

sample includes ceramic body sherds (n=15), a green limestone flake (n=1) and two Strombus 
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shell celt preforms.  An inspection of the site by the authors did not result in the identification of 

additional materials. 

 None of the ceramics recovered are temporally diagnostic.  However, remnant slip on one 

of the sherds and the general composition of sherds suggest a late, post-Saladoid occupation, 

after ca. A.D. 600. 

AL39-FA Flowers Avenue 
 
 The Flowers Avenue site is located in the south-central portion of Anguilla in The 

Farrington (see Figure 2).  The site is situated on the northeast side of Rey Hill, an elevated 

limestone ridge that separates low areas of The Forest from The Farrington (Figure 170).  The 

site lies on the edge of the slope overlooking the Farrington Bottom, on either side of the east-

west trending road between The Farrington and Forest Bay.  The site has likely been at least 

partially disturbed and/or destroyed by road construction and ground disturbance related to 

landscaping and cultivation. 

Archaeological Investigations 
 
 The Flowers Avenue site was designated by the AAHS in the late 1980s after a 

landowner reported and later donated a large, eared axe found on her property (Figure 171).  The 

broad-bitted axe is manufactured from a gray volcanic stone with white inclusions; it may be a 

grano-diorite.  It is completely intact, with the exception of numerous, likely modern,  edge-

damage flakes, and it was apparently recovered during landscaping.  The size and form of this 

artifact are similar to Archaic period axes found elsewhere in the region and therefore it is likely 

attributable to a preceramic occupation, ca. 2000-500 B.C., or later. 

 A classic preceramic blade was recovered by the AAHS from a garden plot at “Sage  
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Figure 170. General view of the Flowers Avenue site (AL39-FA), facing northeast. 
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Figure 171. Ground stone axe with expanding poll from the Flowers Avenue site (AL39-FA), 
AAHS collection. 
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Figure 172. Flaked stone probable Antigua chert blade from the Flowers Avenue site (AL39-FA), 
AAHS collection. 
 

Farm” across the road and probably relates to the same Archaic Age occupation (Figure 172).  

The 8-cm long blade is manufactured from Antigua chert and closely resembles blades recovered 

from preceramic sites in Antigua (Davis 1993).  The specimen is a “true” blade, clearly showing 
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the scars of three blades on its dorsal side, which were removed from the original core prior to 

the removal of the artifact.  Like the axe, this specimen is diagnostic of the Archaic Age and 

likely dates to sometime between 2000 B.C. and A.D. 500. 

AL40-HH Hatchet Hill 
 
 The Hatchet Hill site is located in the east-central portion of Anguilla in The Farrington 

(see Figure 2).  The site is situated on top of an elevated “hill,” ca.20 m a.m.s.l., overlooking the 

southwest end of Caul’s Pond.  The location is referred to as Hatchet Hill by Anguillians, 

perhaps due to the presence of Amerindian artifacts. 

Archaeological Investigations 
 
 Hatchet Hill was designated an archaeological site by the AAHS based on reports of 

Amerindian artifacts in this area and the possibility that the name for the locality referred to 

Amerindian tools.  No further information is available for this site. 

AL41-SK Sherrick’s Bay 
 
 The Sherrick’s Bay site is located on the southwest coast of Anguilla, west of Shoal Bay 

West and within 800 m of the island’s westernmost point.  Sherrick’s Bay is small and its beach 

is rocky.  Behind the beach, the area at the end of the dirt access road is disturbed and appears to 

have been bulldozed, perhaps as part of sand mining activities. 

Archaeological Investigations 
 
 The AAP first identified the Sherrick’s Bay site in March, 1993.  A field trip to the area 

resulted in the recovery of a large Strombus shell celt preform (Figure 173), a Strombus shell 

pick-like fragment, and a single small, weathered ceramic body sherd.  The artifacts were all 
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recovered from the disturbed area behind the beach and the potential for any intact deposits in 

this  

 

Figure 173. Worked shell celt perform from the Sherrick’s Bay site (AL41-SC), AAHS 

collection. 
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area is unlikely.  It is probable that this site represents an ephemeral occupation, or single activity 

area, possibly utilized during the post-Saladoid period, ca. A.D. 600-1500.  

AL42-PS Pump Station 
 
 The Pump Station site is located in the west-central portion of Anguilla, southeast of 

Mead’s Bay Pond in the Long Bay region of the island (see Figure 2).  The site is situated near 

“Rogers Pumping Station,” a public well and pump building, which lies in a low area just to the 

south of the main West End road. 

Archaeological Investigations 
 
 AAHS member Bob Conrich first identified the Pump Station site in 1992.  Conrich 

collected and later donated nine artifacts from the site to the AAHS.  The collection includes 

eight ceramic sherds, including four straight rim sherds and four body sherds, and one Strombus 

shell celt.  Based on the form and composition of the ceramics, the site is likely attributable to the 

post-Saladoid period, ca. A.D. 600-1500. 

 

Dog Island Sites 
 
 Dog Island is one of Anguilla’s offshore cays situated approximately 20 km to the 

northwest of Anguilla and 5 km to the northwest of the Prickly Pear Cays (see Douglas 1986:14).  

The roughly 2 square km limestone island has a maximum elevation of 29 m a.m.s.l.  Four major 

bays interrupt the island’s relatively rugged coastline, two of which, Great Bay and Spring Bay, 

contain salt ponds inland from a barrier beach (Figures 174 and 175).   

 Dog Island is currently uninhabited, but in the late 19th century it supported at least one 

farmstead.  These full-time residents (the only historic ones the island ever had) were reportedly 
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engaged in raising livestock.  Ruins of the original house and cistern still exist, as do substantial 

rock walls.  One wall runs north-south through the center of the island and basically divides it in 

half. 

 Recent use of the island has been limited to wild sheep and goats, birds, and drug 

traffickers.  A runway originally built to facilitate the transshipment of narcotics runs northwest-

southeast inland from Spring Bay on the west coast.  The remote airstrip was apparently 

operational until the early 1980s when it was “decommissioned” by a U.S. Drug Enforcement 

Agency backhoe.  The island remains a sanctuary and rookery for numerous bird species, many 

of which nest along the high cliffs at the eastern tip of the island. 

Archaeological Investigations 
 
 Amerindian sites were first identified on Dog Island during an Environmental 

Reconnaissance Study conducted by the U.S. Government in 1979.  A total of 10 archaeological 

sites, at least eight of them Amerindian in origin, were found by civilian consultants studying the 

feasibility of using Dog Island as U.S. Navy Range (Douglas 1986:14-15).  Several years after 

the completion of the project, the AAHS obtained a copy of the classified report with sensitive 

parts deleted.  The report contains brief site descriptions and several maps, including one with 

the ten sites plotted.   The report also makes reference to various geological features on Dog 

Island within its broader scoped environmental assessment.  The team from Ecology and the 

Environment, Inc. (EEI) apparently collected no artifacts. 

 Many of the same sites identified in 1979 were later “investigated” by Christophe 

Henocq, now curator of the Arawak Museum in St. Martin.  Henocq made collections and small 

excavations at several sites on the island and later donated the materials he collected to the 
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AAHS.  Unfortunately, provenience information is incomplete or missing, and numbers given to 

the small collections from each site are not related to the map of sites produced by EEI. 

  

 

Figure 174. Aerial view of area around Great Bay and Stoney Bay on the south coast of Dog 
Island. Note Great Bay salt pond between the bays and low ridge running below it. 
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Figure 175. General view of the Great Bay salt pond, facing southeast. 

  

 Two trips were made to the island during the AAP in 1993, the first with Nik Douglas of 

the AAHS.  The purpose of both visits was to relocate the ten sites identified in 1979 and 

independently assess their size and antiquity.  The majority of artifacts discussed were recovered 

by Douglas during the first visit and form the basis of the AAHS collection from the island, 

along with the material donated by Henocq.   

Site 1 
 
 Site 1 is located between Great Bay and Stoney Bay on the south-central portion of Dog 

Island.  The site lies along a ridge north of and overlooking Great Bay Pond at an elevation of 

approximately 8m a.m.s.l (see Figure 174).   
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 A number of artifacts were collected during the inspection of the site including, 

undecorated body sherds (n=3), limestone cores and core tools (n=7), limestone flakes (n=8) a 

coral abrader (n=1), and shell fragments (n=16).  The ceramic sherds all appear to be post-

Saladoid in age, ca. A.D. 600-1500.  The flaked stone tools may represent an earlier, preceramic 

occupation of the site, however.  The gray limestone tools and flakes resemble the character and 

degree of weathering exhibited by a number of the artifacts recovered from the Archaic period 

Whitehead’s Bluff site in Anguilla (AL33-WB).  All of the cores and core tools likely were 

manufactured from locally available cobble material. 

 During the first visit to the island in 1993, two artifact loci were identified nearby to the 

west which appear to be related to Site 1 and may be part of a single contiguous site along the 

ridge which runs above the inland side of the salt pond (Figure 176).  The loci are located 

roughly between Site 1 and Site 2 as plotted by EEI.   Artifacts collected from this area are 

seemingly all preceramic specimens and include a blade/projectile point (n=1) (Figure 177), 

cores and core tools (n=10) (Figure 178), as well as flakes and core fragments (n=6).  With the 

exception of one core of fine-grained chert, all of the artifacts are the same type of weathered 

gray limestone as found at Site 1.   

 The one true blade/projectile point recovered is prismatic in cross section and exhibits a 

slightly “stemmed” or tanged base.  The blade itself exhibits very slight bifacial retouch on one 

margin.  This diagnostic specimen resembles Archaic specimens reported from the Dominican 

Republic (e.g., Maggiolo and Ortega 1976).   

 Unfortunately, erosion apparently has removed surficial sediments in the Site 1 area and 

the original site deposits are unlikely to remain intact. 
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Figure 176. General area of possible preceramic site beween site nos. 1 and 2 on Dog Island, 
facing north. 
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Figure 177. Flaked stone chert blade possible projectile point from between site nos. 1 and 2 on 
Dog Island, AAHS collection. 
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Figure 178. Flaked stone limestone cores and core tools from between site nos. 1 and 2 on Dog 
Island, AAP collection. 
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Site 2 

 

Site 2 is located north of Great Bay and west of Site 1 on the south-central portion of Dog Island 

in a low, level area at an estimated elevation of 4-m a.m.s.l.  On the EEI map, Site 2 has the 

largest plotted size of any site identified.  During an inspection of the site during the AAP, 

abundant historic European ceramics and glass were noted on the surface.  No Amerindian 

materials were identified.  Based on this evidence, it is believed that Site 2 is one of the two 

historic sites identified by EEI in 1979.  No foundations or other structural remnants were noted 

in the area and the exact nature of this site is unclear. 

Site 3 
 
 Site 3 is located in the central portion of Dog Island on an elevated ridge at an estimated 

elevation of approximately 25 m a.m.s.l.  This site designation refers to the remnants of the 

previously mentioned historic farmstead, consisting of a house foundation and overgrown cistern.  

A small shack currently stands in the area of the historic foundation. 

Site 4 
 
 Site 4 is located on the northeast coast of Dog Island, east of Savannah Bay.  The site is 

situated on a rocky portion of the coastline.  Site 4 is listed as a spot-find, or “point” site, on the 

EEI map and is plotted at an elevation of approximately 6m a.m.s.l.  The authors did not inspect 

site 4 during the 1993 visits. 

Site 5 
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 Site 5 is located on the south-central coast of Dog Island, east of Stoney Bay.  The site 

lies on a point of land at the western side of a small, unnamed cove.  The site lies to the east of 

sites 6 and 7 at an estimated elevation of 15 m a.m.s.l.  Site 5 is listed as a spot-find, or “point” 

site, on the EEI map. 

 On the second visit in 1993 the authors collected one large straight rim sherd (Figure 

179), one body sherd, and some shell fragments from this site. 

Sites 6 and 7 
 
 Sites 6 and 7 are located on the south-central coast of Dog Island on the eastern side of 

Stoney Bay.  Sites 6 and 7 lie to the west of site 5, as plotted on the EEI map.  Site 7 is slightly 

inland from Site 6 and closer to the eastern end of Stoney Bay.  Like Site 5, sites 6 and 7 are 

listed as spot-finds, or “points” sites, on the EEI map and are plotted at an elevation of 

approximately 15 m a.m.s.l. 

 Based on inspection of these two sites by the authors in 1993, they likely refer to a single 

contiguous Ceramic period site (Figure 180).  Artifacts collected from the surface of the site 

include straight rim sherds (n=2) (Figure 181), a thickened rim sherd (n=1), body sherds (n=11), 

base sherds (n=5), a lithic core and core fragment (n=2) (Figure 182), lithic flakes (n=7), and 

numerous fragments of Strombus shell. 

 One of the lithic cores recovered resembles the probably preceramic specimens recovered 

from Site 1, which lies roughly 250 m west.  The major occupation in the sites 6 and 7 area is 

apparently attributable to the Ceramic period, however.  The one thickened rim sherd and the two 

straight rim sherds, both of which are incurvate and cazuela-like, are all likely post-Saladoid in 

age, ca. A.D. 600-1500.   
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Figure 179. Late Ceramic straight rim sherd from site no. 5 on Dog Island, AAP collection. 
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Figure 180. General view of the area of site nos. 6 and 7 on Dog Island, facing east. 
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Figure 181. Late Ceramic straight and thickened rim and body sherds from site no. 7 on Dog 
Island, AAP collection. 
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Figure 182. Flaked stone limestone and weathered possible Antigua chert cores from site no. 6 on 
Dog Island, AAP collection. 
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Figure 183. Worked shell celt from “near eastern stone wall” on Dog Island, AAHS collection. 

 

Site 8 
 
 Site 8 is located on the southwest coast of Dog Island, inland from the southern end of 

Bailey’s Cove.  Site 8 is listed as a spot-find, or “point” site, on the EEI map and is plotted at an 
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elevation of approximately 8 m a.m.s.l.  The authors did not inspect site 8 during either visit in 

1993. 

Site 9 
 
 Site 9 is located on the west coast of Dog Island, east of Spring Bay, overlooking Spring 

Bay Pond.  Site 9 is listed as a spot-find, or “point” site, on the EEI map and is plotted at an 

elevation of approximately 8 m a.m.s.l.  Site 9 was not relocated by the authors during the two 

1993 visits. 

Site 10 
 
 Site 10 is located on the north-central coast of Dog Island on an elevated ridge 

overlooking the eastern side of Savannah Bay.  Site 10 is listed as a spot-find, or “point” site, on 

the EEI map and is plotted at an elevation of approximately 20 m a.m.s.l.  The authors did not 

locate site 10 during either visit in 1993.   

 Another as yet unnumbered site exists closer to Savannah Bay, northwest of the Site 10 

location.  Henocq apparently reported Amerindian materials in this area.  A level area inland 

from the beach currently covered by a grove of mancheneel trees may preserve buried deposits. 

 At least one other site "near the eastern stone wall" was noted by the AAHS prior to the 

1993 visits, but its precise location is unrecorded.  A shell celt (Figure 183) and a fragmentary 

worked shell mouth-like ornament (Figure 184) were found there.  The fragmentary ornament 

seemingly represents an insert for a wooden or stone zemi. 

 An outcrop of volcanic basement material exists at the eastern end of Savannah Bay.  In 

the EEI report, the material is referred to as basalt.  Water worn cobbles of the material resemble  
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Figure 184. Worked shell fragmentary mouth plaque from near “eastern stone wall” on Dog 
Island, AAHS collection. This represents an insert for a wooden or stone zemi. 
 

the material of some hammerstones and pestles recovered from Anguillian sites.  As noted by 

Earle (1922) this outcrop is like a similar outcrop of igneous rock north of Road Bay in Anguilla, 

so it may represent an alternative source for this type of material. 
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Dog Island Summary 

 
 At least one of the Dog Island sites, and likely more, were occupied during the preceramic 

Archaic period, probably sometime before 500 B.C.  Unfortunately no radiocarbon dates exist to 

help corroborate this assessment.   The island also was apparently occupied during the Ceramic 

period as well, though not intensively.  At least four of the original ten sites identified in 1979 are 

likely attributable to the post-Saladoid period, ca. A.D. 600-1500, two of which are now believed 

to represent a single occupation.   

 None of the Ceramic period sites on Dog Island are as substantial as the habitation sites in 

Anguilla.  Given the rather depauperate, dry conditions on the island, these sites likely represent 

temporary habitations, probably related to the acquisition of resources, such as birds, eggs and/or 

lithic raw material.  Additional research should be conducted on these and other offshore cays to 

properly assess how they fit in to the broader Anguillian settlement pattern system. 

DISCUSSION 
 
 The Anguilla Archaeology Project (AAP) has produced a catalogue of more than 50,000 

Amerindian artifacts in the AAHS collection and enabled temporal assessments for most of the 

prehistoric sites that have been identified in Anguilla and on several of its offshore cays.  

Collections from Amerindian sites ranging in age from the preceramic to the late post-Saladoid, 

ca. 1700 B.C.-A.D. 1500, are reported here for the first time.  As a result of AAHS surface 

collection efforts, sites are now known in almost every habitable area of the island.  The depth 

and breadth of the AAHS database provides a wealth of information equivalent to a “full-

coverage” survey of the island.  The inventory and catalog project establishes a foundation from 

which future archaeological research programs focused on specific issues can be developed, as 
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has already begun.  The following discussion attempts to synthesize the results of the project in 

both qualitative and quantitative terms. 

To begin, the AAP has helped to refine the initial chronology and culture history for 

Anguilla’s Amerindian occupation, as initially developed by the AAHS and a few others (e.g., 

Douglas 1986, 1991; Watters 1991).  On the basis of this comprehensive analysis, it is clear that 

human occupation of Anguilla began 3500-4000 years ago during the Archaic period, long before 

the introduction of farming and pottery into the islands of the Caribbean.  Poorly known in 

general, the preceramic Archaic Amerindians who came to Anguilla by ca. 1700-1500 B.C., or 

earlier, shared some traits with other preceramic people in the Greater Antilles, such as those in 

Puerto Rico, the Dominican Republic and Cuba, as well as lesser known contemporaries in the 

Lesser Antilles.  However, significant portions of the region remained unoccupied in local and 

broad regional contexts on the basis of available evidence.  In the Greater Antilles and nearby 

areas, islands such as Jamaica and the Bahamas and Turks and Caicos remained unoccupied on 

the basis of available evidence even while Amerindians were present in Anguilla and Dog Island.  

In the Lesser Antilles, besides Antigua, Barbuda and St. Kitts, Anguilla has produced some of the 

best evidence yet known for the preceramic period.  Whether or not these first Anguillians 

resided there permanently (and this remains a big question) they certainly were competent 

seafarers and depended to a large degree on resources taken from the sea. 

For example, the relatively small size and somewhat unfavorable location of the 

Whitehead’s Bluff site suggest that it represents a single, short-term occupation, perhaps chosen 

for its proximity to specific resources.  Subsistence remains recovered from the site indicate a 

heavy emphasis on shellfish, all of which easily could have been procured within a short distance 
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of the site.  Although the curious lack of vertebrate faunal remains from the site may be related to 

preservation and/or recovery techniques, alternatively it may suggest that only a limited set of 

readily accessible food resources were being exploited.  The presence of resource specific sites 

has been suggested for nearby Dog Island (Tronolone 1979), where seabirds nest by the 

thousands, and preceramic sites were recently identified.  Along with Whitehead's Bluff, these 

sites support the hypothesis that preceramic populations in the Lesser Antilles were relatively 

nomadic.  In contrast to later, more permanent Ceramic period settlements, these Archaic 

occupations may have been more transient and closely determined by their subsistence strategies. 

The Whitehead's Bluff artifacts are clearly diagnostic of the preceramic, Archaic period, 

but their attributes do not easily lend themselves to available classifications.  Based on the 

artifacts alone, plotting the broad relationships of the site's inhabitants in terms of cultural ties 

and influence is a difficult matter.  Like sites on Antigua (Davis 1974), the Whitehead's Bluff 

artifacts share characteristic traits of the two major series of peoples and cultures which have 

been used to define preceramic populations in the Caribbean, the Casimiroid and Ortoiroid 

(Rouse 1992; Rouse and Allaire 1978).   

For example, while shell vessels are reported from Casimiroid sites in the Dominican 

Republic (Veloz Maggiolo and Ortega 1973) and Cuba (Izquierdo Diaz 1988), they appear to be 

absent from most Lesser Antillean Ortoiroid sites.  Conversely, shell celts, like those recovered 

from Whitehead's Bluff, are not apparently characteristic of Casimiroid cultures to the north and 

west, but rather are attributed to southern, Ortoiroid peoples (Rouse 1992).  As a result, the 

Whitehead's Bluff site represents an amalgam of 'cultural' traits, including the majority of 

identifiable Archaic tool technologies.  In particular, the one blade-like flake recovered from the 
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site, along with another blade from Anguilla and the one from Dog Island are one of the more 

definitively Casimiroid artifact types.  Curiously, Anguilla lies quite a distance east of the 

suggested Ortoiroid-Casimiroid "frontier" at Puerto Rico.  Like Jolly Beach in Antigua, the site 

appears to represent what Rouse has termed a "dual-culture", part Casimiroid and part Ortoiroid 

(Rouse 1992:68).  Questions remain, however, whether this is the result of Casimiroid influence 

on Ortoiroid populations, as Rouse suggests, the opposite scenario, or something different 

altogether.    

Another mystery pertains to just how long preceramic Archaic Amerindians continued to 

live regularly on or visit Anguilla.  The complete absence of early Saladoid (Early Ceramic) 

period occupation, ca. 500 B.C.-A.D. 300, may mean the Archaic groups continued to reside or 

visit Anguilla even after the Saladoid (Early Ceramic) farming, pottery-making peoples entered 

the area by ca. 500 B.C., as well represented at the Hope Estate site on St. Martin.  Preceramic 

and ceramic groups may have coexisted locally, or perhaps islands like Anguilla were left 

uninhabited during the time just before and after A.D. 1.  Whatever the case, it was only late in 

the span of the Saladoid (Early Ceramic) period that farming, pottery-making Amerindians came 

to Anguilla and they seem to have resided in only a few choice settings, such as Rendezvous Bay, 

Sandy Ground, and Shoal Bay East.  These were late Saladoid peoples, typically known as 

Saladoid showing Barrancoid influences (Rouse 1992), and it is possible they resided in Anguilla 

in small numbers and/or for short periods. 

By ca. A.D. 600, and the initiation of what archaeologists call the Ostionoid (Late 

Ceramic) period in the Greater Antilles, the occupation of Anguilla seems to have begun to grow 

rapidly such that by ca. A.D. 900 all choice settlement locations were being used and less 
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optimum settings began to be used too.  Certainly, by this time, if not earlier, Anguilla was 

occupied on a permanent basis and stable settlements were scattered across the island, quite 

conceivably on a scale commensurate with modern occupation.  In some settings, population 

density may have been even greater than it is today, such as at all ocean-side locales, except 

perhaps Sandy Ground.  In general, the Amerindians of the Ostionoid (or post-Saladoid) period 

were more clustered toward the sea than are modern Anguillians in their residence although even 

some of these late prehistoric Anguillians lived well above and back from the ocean.  Although it 

might appear from the preceding discussion that the peak of Amerindian occupation occurred at 

ca. A.D. 900-1200 in Anguilla, this may well be a biased perception caused by an overlap or 

continuation of time-sensitive artifacts from the period before ca. A.D. 1200 and that which 

followed it.  In other words, the Elenan Ostionoid diagnostics, ca. A.D. 900-1200, known from 

the Greater Antilles, may well have continued into the period that followed, the Chican 

Ostionoid, ca. A.D. 1200-1500, in local contexts, such as Anguilla (see Rouse 1992). 

One of the things that distinguished Anguilla during later prehistory is the seemingly 

dense population there, and the unequivocal connections to the Greater Antilles.  Although 

known elsewhere in local settings as in Saba (e.g., Hofman 1995), Anguilla upon first 

consideration may appear anomalous in terms of its connections to the Greater Antilles.  This is 

best exemplified in the presence of actual Chican Ostionoid ceramics, petaloid celts and other 

traits, such as a few fragmentary examples of “stone belts” presumably related to the “ball 

game,” and at least some of the stone three-pointed zemis and shell ornaments.  However, if one 

recognizes that Antillean populations were very likely broadly connected with other island 

populations over the entire span of their residence in Anguilla (and elsewhere), then broad, 
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sometimes very broad commonalities are completely expectable.  This is one of the primary 

objectives of present, ongoing research in the region, but knowing the historic interconnections 

of Caribbean populations one should not be surprised by the emerging details of the long distance 

connections in prehistory.  In fact, one might be surprised if these connections didn’t exist!  

Nonetheless, demonstration of inter-island connections remains an important aspect of 

contemporary Caribbean research, since archaeologists need to demonstrate them whenever and 

wherever they can, rather than making simple assumptions about their existence. 

One other significant question remains unanswered about the Amerindian occupation of 

Anguilla- what was the latest date of Amerindian occupation?  Rouse (1992) has suggested that 

some or all of the northern Lesser Antilles were depopulated by ca. A.D. 1450, due in large part 

to intercultural conflict, namely between the Eastern Taino (“Arawak”) and Island Carib.  

Alternatively, it is possible that Amerindians were eradicated on local islands by European slave 

raiding and/or the introduction of European diseases before the actual arrival of the first 

European colonists, ca. A.D. 1620-1650.   We do not have the needed information to answer this 

highly significant question, but it seems likely that it was one or another aspect of European (and 

African) arrival in the region that led to the depopulation of Anguilla and the loss of its 

Amerindian inhabitants.  Only more study of latest prehistory and earliest history will enable us 

to answer this question in local contexts, however. 

Moving on to other issues beyond chronology and culture history, the large proportion of 

exotic lithic materials from sites in Anguilla is truly anomalous when compared to other islands 

in the northern Lesser Antilles (D. Watters, personal communication 1996).  Of particular note, 

AAHS surface collections contain celts and celt preforms manufactured from green limestone 
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(n= 1534), as well as debitage associated with their manufacture.  The material almost certainly 

originated in exposures of the Pointe Blanche Formation in St. Martin. 

 Green limestone finished celts and byproducts of their manufacture dominate the AAHS 

surface collections from nearly all of the substantial post-Saladoid habitation sites in Anguilla.  

Regionally, while large, finely ground celts and adzes are common in Saladoid assemblages; 

petaloid celts do not appear in significant numbers until late in prehistory.  They are not 

characteristic of earlier Saladoid occupations but have long been more closely associated with 

late-Ceramic period populations (e.g., Herrera Fritot 1964; Willey 1971:383).   

 The somewhat "sudden" appearance of these tools in large numbers relative to other 

artifact classes is extremely interesting.  Their function(s) can be narrowed to a relatively 

restricted range of potential activities.  Ethnohistoric analogy suggests they were used either for 

forest clearance, for actual cultivation to "clean the soil"(Lovén 1935:351), or in the manufacture 

of dugout canoes, or possibly for all three activities.  Given these potential functions, Lovén 

(1935:419) notes that "the stone axes therefore not only stand in close relation to the agriculture 

of the Tainos, but also to their navigation"(italics his).  Unfortunately, the erosive nature of the 

material will likely preclude any use wear analysis to further assess the function of these tools. 

The color of the material may have been significant as well.  Boomert (1987) notes the 

significance of "greenstone" artifacts, specifically jadeite or nephrite, in ceremonial exchange 

among mainland tropical forest groups in South America. Similar suggestions have been made 

for greenstone ornaments recovered from Saladoid period contexts in the Caribbean (e.g., Crock 

and Bartone 1998; Watters and Scaglion 1994).  The widespread use of greenstone from a source 
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in the northern Lesser Antilles during the post-Saladoid period, such as the green limestone from 

St. Martin, may be in part related to the symbolic importance of the material’s color. 

Other important lithic artifacts in the AAHS collection also were manufactured from 

exotic materials.  These include whole and fragmentary three-pointed zemis manufactured from 

calcirudite (n=92) and debitage associated with their manufacture.  Numerous basalt pestles also 

have been recovered (n=25), as well as flake tools manufactured from exotic chert (n=117).   

Among the materials attributable to known or suspected sources, much of the chert is seemingly 

from Antigua, and the basalt, green limestone, and calcirudite are more certainly from nearby St. 

Martin (Knippenberg 1995).  The material evidence connecting St. Martin and Anguilla and the 

short distance between the two islands led Haviser (1991) to suggest that they were part of the 

same hierarchical "interaction sphere."   

 Much of the ceramic material in the AAHS collection may be non-local as well.  

Ceramics can be identified as exotic goods on limestone islands when it can be demonstrated 

micro or macroscopically that the clay was tempered with volcanic sand or grit (crushed up 

rocks) (e.g., Donahue et al. 1991; Fuess et al. 1991).   Preliminary analysis of ceramics from sites 

in Anguilla indicates a high proportion indeed contain volcanic temper, suggesting either inter-

island exchange of some finished ceramics, or less likely, the inter-island exchange of volcanic 

temper (Petersen and Watters 1991).  

. Following the completion of the database for the AAHS collection, attempts were made 

to extract as much meaningful comparative information as possible.  In particular, intersite 

comparisons were made to elicit any patterns that might exist between site samples, their 

locations, and/or their temporal assessments.  To have the best chance of producing meaningful 
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results, a decision was made to eliminate sites from this analysis that had small or limited 

samples and focus only on the 13 habitation sites with substantial material collections.   

Preceramic sites also were excluded from this analysis. 

 Comparison of the substantial post-Saladoid sites to one another produces extremely 

interesting results when characteristics such as elevation and location are used in conjunction 

with aspects of their artifact inventories (Table 13).  For example, the Forest North site is situated 

at a higher elevation than other sites; it lies at ca. 14 m a.m.s.l., while the mean elevation for 

substantial habitation sites is only 5.6 m a.m.s.l.  The majority of these sites (n=8) lie below 4 m 

a.m.s.l., all of them immediately adjacent to the beach and all but two of them adjacent to salt 

ponds.  

 Based on this correlation, it can be suggested that during the post-Saladoid period in 

Anguilla there was a preference for site locations close to the beach and near salt ponds.  A 

similar trend apparently pertained during earlier times as well.  All three of the sites in Anguilla 

which preserve clear evidence of Saladoid occupations (Rendezvous Bay, Sandy Ground, and 

Shoal Bay East) are among those below 4 m, and all three of them are also adjacent to salt ponds.  

The dominant settlement pattern appears to have been related, at least in part, to a well-developed 

maritime adaptation based on the exploitation of marine resources and inter-island trade.  The 

placement of sites adjacent to salt ponds and/or mangroves undoubtedly provided easy access to 

additional resources of various sorts, and therefore, it too can be considered a factor in the overall 

settlement and subsistence strategy of prehistoric Anguillians.  

 Given this apparent trend throughout the Ceramic period for the placement of villages 

next to the sea, the location of sites like Indian Bottom Hill (AL15-IB), Savannah Bay (AL16- 
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Table 13. Artifacts Collected 100% of the Time, Relative Percentages by Artifact 
Class and Elevation of the 13 Substantial Post-Saladoid Sites in Anguilla with 
Sizeable   

Collections.             
              
Decorated   Thickened   Straight   Shell   Lithic   Lithic   TOTAL Elevation 

Sherds % Rims % Rims % Celt/Pref. % Celt.Pref. % Zemis %   (m) 
                

62  3  419  23  1051  58  29  2  215  12  33  2  1809  4  
                

42  3  351  23  992  64  6  0  141  9  17  1  1549  2  
                

32  4  189  23  479  58  33  4  88  11  8  1  829  3  
                

66  3  231  11  1597  74  14  1  249  12  15  1  2172  6  
                

0  0  6  24  13  52  3  12  2  8  1  4  25  2  
                

4  8  4  8  40  77  4  8  0  0  0  0  52  5  
                

1  9  47  43  56  51  1  1  4  4  0  0  109  2  
                

23  4  126  21  312  52  32  5  82  14  27  5  602  3  
                

1  3  8  21  11  28  0  0  19  49  0  0  39  20  
                

1  1  43  23  64  35  6  3  64  35  6  3  184  8  
                

98  3  692  22  1910  59  24  1  470  15  28  1  3222  2  
                

15  2  118  13  511  57  15  2  214  24  26  3  899  14  
                

2  2  15  12  35  28  21  17  22  18  29  23  124  2  
 

SB), and Forest North (AL20-FN) stand out.  It seems highly unlikely that such a setting would 

have been chosen if the island was relatively deserted, that is, if the apparently preferable, choice 

sites were available for occupation.  Therefore, it is hypothesized that this site location was 

chosen, at least in part, due to population dynamics on the island which forced the occupation of 

previously unoccupied areas.  Such a pattern of population pressure, giving rise to the settlement 

of increasingly marginal site locations, has been theorized for comparable insular contexts in the 
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Pacific (Kirch 1984).  Defensibility might also have been a factor in locating these elevated sites 

as well.   

 Another factor, which also may have influenced the placement of some villages, is 

proximity to prime agricultural land.  Six of the 13 substantial habitation sites with sizeable 

artifacts samples are situated directly adjacent to areas of the island's most fertile, "red" soils.  

Given the small size of Anguilla, however, it is not suggested that sites located away from prime 

land were not engaged in agriculture.  Garden plots located on the opposite side of the island 

from a habitation site easily could have been within a manageable range.  However, it is 

suggested that as local populations increased, villages may have competed for prime agricultural 

land and thus by necessity may have become more closely tied to it.  Of course, as with other 

regional contexts, the existence of agriculture is assumed, given that direct evidence in the form 

of carbonized material or plant pollen has yet to be recovered.  Indirect evidence of the 

processing and consumption of plant foods does exist, however, with the limestone mortar 

fragments, pestles, and ceramic griddle fragments which have been recovered from every 

substantial post-Saladoid site. 

   In addition to the differences between Anguillian sites in terms of their elevation and 

location, the island-wide comparison of sites produced other provocative results (see Table 13).  

One potentially significant outcome of a quantification of site collections is an apparent 

difference between sites in the frequency of artifacts that are potentially related to social status.  

Items such as decorated ceramics, lithic zemis, and shell ornaments appear to occur in higher 

frequencies at some sites than they do at others. 
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 As a preliminary attempt to discern whether or not post-Saladoid sites in Anguilla 

exhibited any real differences with respect to the relative frequency of certain artifact classes like 

those mentioned above, the AAHS surface collections were subjected to a quantitative analysis.  

Before the sites were compared at this level, a number of steps were taken to try and minimize 

the potential affects of biased collection methods.   

 The major bias affecting the dataset is that the artifacts were collected in a totally 

unsystematic manner by varying numbers of people for varying amounts of time.  Therefore, 

straight numeric comparisons between sites are not very valuable given that they may, in part, 

reflect the amount of collection time spent at each site.  Beyond collection time, another notable 

bias is that while some artifacts were always collected, others were only collected some of the 

time, and others were rarely collected at all.   For this reason, it was decided to include only those 

artifacts that AAHS members collected 100% of the time in the quantitative analysis of site 

samples.  These artifacts include decorated sherds, rim sherds (both "thickened" and "straight"), 

shell celts and preforms, lithic celts and preforms, and whole and fragmentary zemis.   

 Other artifacts such as shell ornaments also were collected 100% of the time but because 

these artifacts vary in size from less visible small beads to larger, more conspicuous "masks," 

their collection was likely biased by size and therefore, these artifacts were not included in this 

analysis.  Shell ornaments were evaluated on a more qualitative basis, however, and the 

differential distribution of some of the more elaborate examples enters into the comparison of 

sites later on.   

 To address the collection bias, the number of artifacts within each class of those collected 

100% of the time, were converted into proportions per site.  In this way, if one site exhibited 
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different frequencies of certain artifacts, it would be expressed as a percentage of artifacts 

collected 100% of the time rather than by straight numeric counts (see Table 13).  As discussed 

above, the elevation of sites is also an interesting site variable, particularly as an indicator of 

distance from the sea and proximity to certain critical resources.  For this reason, the respective 

elevations for each site were also included in the quantitative analysis.  Both univariate and 

mutivariate techniques were utilized to investigate potential patterns in the data.   

 A principal components analysis revealed a total of three primary factors driving the 

observed variation between sites.  Factor 1, which explains 39% of the total variation between 

sites, appears to be the most meaningful.  Factor 1 shows strong positive loadings for lithic celts 

and elevation, and strong negative loadings for decoration and straight rim sherds.  This can be 

interpreted as suggesting that sites with higher percentages of lithic celts and preforms are 

located at higher elevations, and have lower percentages of decorated sherds and straight rims.  

Conversely, it can be inferred that sites with higher percentages of decorated sherds and straight 

rims have lower percentages of lithic celts and preforms, and are located at lower elevations.   A 

regression of lithic celts and site elevation indicates that a strong, very significant correlation 

between these two variables (R=.818, p=0.001) lies at the heart of the variation represented by 

factor 1.  In other words, a more inland site like Forest North which is also closer to prime 

agricultural land exhibits a higher frequency of lithic celts and preforms. 

 A potentially significant inverse relationship between the lithic celt and elevation 

variables and the decorated ceramic sherd variable is also within the pattern of variation 

explained by factor 1.  If decorated ceramics are considered as indicative of higher status, or 

"elite" activities, then these results suggest that there may be a hierarchical difference between 
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the more established sites located in the "'preferred" locations and the more recently occupied 

settlements located at higher elevations further inland.  A direct comparison of the decorated 

sherd variable and the elevation variable for all 13 substantial habitation sites does not yield a 

significant correlation.  If all of the sites with less than 15 decorated sherds (7 sites) are 

eliminated from the comparison, however, the correlation between the two variables becomes 

strong and significant (R=.773, p=0.041).       

 As previously mentioned, decorated sherds surface collected from the higher, more inland 

Forest North site comprised 2% of the total surface ceramics.  Based on this statistic, Forest 

North ranks eighth among the eight habitation sites with significant samples of decorated sherds!  

The three sites that exhibit greater temporal depth and are located at lower elevations exhibit 

significantly higher percentages in the 3-4% range.  Similar interpretations have been made for 

post-Saladoid sites in Saba where Hoffman (1993:205) suggests that a higher percentage of 

decorated ceramics at certain sites, namely the Bottom, may be indicative of status differences. 

 Factors 2 and 3, which together explain a total of 44% of the variation between sites, 

appear to primarily be driven by values recorded for a single site, Maunday’s Bay (AL13-MB), 

and are therefore not considered meaningful.  Factor 2 exhibits a high negative loading for 

thickened rim sherds and high positive loadings for decorated sherds and elevation.  Factor 3 

exhibits a high positive loading for thickened rim sherds and a high negative loading for lithic 

zemis.  Both factors can be explained by the higher than average frequency of thickened rim 

sherds in the collection from the Maunday’s Bay site (nearly double that of every other site) and 

its correspondingly low values for decorated sherds (n=1), zemis (n=0), and elevation (2 m). 
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 Though the quantitative results presented here are strictly exploratory and admittedly 

sketchy, they provide some preliminary support for the possible existence of a settlement 

hierarchy in Anguilla during the post-Saladoid period.  For example, if the three "inland" sites 

with higher proportions of lithic celts were somehow subordinate to some or all of the 10 

"coastal" sites then the proximity of "coastal" sites to the most productive resource zones and 

exchange avenues must be viewed as a significant factor in this relationship.  If elites in 

established, preferred site locations controlled the most productive resource zones and the 

interisland exchange of certain subsistence necessities, like celt material, then they would exhibit 

higher frequencies of elite goods, like decorated ceramics, as evidence of their superiority.  

Interpreting the evidence in this way, the higher frequency of lithic celts at certain sites may 

indicate that these communities were engaged in a higher level of production to generate 

agricultural goods that could be exchanged for resources controlled by elites in other settlements. 

 Further support for status differences between sites comes from a qualitative comparison 

of shell ornaments and lithic zemis.  In terms of shell ornaments, while highly stylized masks and 

intricately incised ornaments have been recovered from some sites like Rendezvous Bay and 

Sandy Hill (both "coastal"), this type of artifact has not been recovered from other sites.  In 

addition, though not quantified, there appears to be a differential presence of shell inlays (e.g., 

shell teeth or eyes), that were once likely part of composite wooden zemis.  These artifacts may 

represent the more powerful "public" zemis controlled by elite members of society, as known for 

the ethnohistoric Taino (Oliver 1997).   A similar difference in frequency appears to be present in 

the distribution of ritual paraphernalia likely associated with the ingestion of cohoba, including 

portions of snuff tubes made of bone and shell.  Again, though not quantified, the lack of such 
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artifacts from sites like Forest North and their presence at sites like Sandy Hill and Shoal Bay 

East is potentially significant in terms of measuring status and/or functional differences between 

sites.   

 With regard to the lithic zemis, although some "inland" sites like the Forest North are 

represented by a high proportion of lithic zemis and zemi fragments, none of these artifacts are of 

the more elaborate zoomorphic or anthropomorphic types considered to be indicative of elites.  

These types of zemis are only present in collections from the more preferably located sites and 

only some of these. 

 Though very preliminary and subjective, the qualitative comparison of sites with regard 

to shell ornaments, ritual paraphernalia, and lithic zemis provides additional support for the 

presence of a settlement hierarchy in Anguilla during the post-Saladoid period.  Furthermore, it 

strengthens the possibility that it was the more established coastal settlements which were able to 

subordinate other communities by controlling access to exotic subsistence necessities and other 

goods, and in doing so may have been able to exert some control over domestic production. 

 In summary, the AAP has raised more questions than it has answered, but it has clearly 

demonstrated the long and rich cultural heritage still partially preserved in Anguilla and nearby 

islands as related to its former Amerindian inhabitants.  The AAHS has amassed a highly 

significant record of this heritage over the past 20 years or so, the same period as many hotel and 

other commercial developments have accelerated destruction of Anguilla’s Amerindian 

archaeological sites.  In some cases, artifacts collected by the AAHS now the only record 

remaining for particular sites and in other cases even the AAHS got there too late.  The 

archaeological record only consists of such non-renewable resources and members of the AAHS 
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and other Anguillians should work together to try to preserve as many of the surviving 

archaeological sites as possible.  Moreover, efforts will hopefully continue in terms of public 

interpretation of the AAHS collections and their use in the new Anguilla National Trust Museum 

and any similar future efforts in the Fountain National Park. 
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